PHILADELPHIA, PA, OCTOBER, 1895.
AMERICA is to hear another gréat ‘ston pianist —

season, ag Mr. Martinus Sieveking, Holland’8 Pianist, is

to give a series of concerts here. -

“Tee were neevty 600 concerta in
i London doxtng the
last season.

MascaGnt says that no fewer than 1500 libretti are
How is the following? A professor being asked, what. composed in Italy every year, and of these 200 are sent
igan ‘* extempore pianist
?’’ answered: “Ex., out of; to him.
. tempo; ee an Serenyene pianiat iis one who. playsond
Jonarn Strauss is hard at work trying to complete
“of time,’
:
-for'the coming season anew operetta entitled’
WaldBeanz _——
the Haledon violinist, who Hes meister.”
Copy.ces
been engaged for a tour of the United States, will make .
Brauns has just composed the music for a series of
; Foreign Boslage
his.debut with the New York Philharmonic Society on twenty songs by the Prussian peasant poetess, Johanna
2 pISc
is ONTIN U) BO! ar you adh the Journal:
Ambrosius.
sto ped, om “explicit metice must be’ sent ms by - November 16th.
ett i, otherwise, it willl be continued. AML,BFreaire
Mr. Jutiaw Trersor has been sent by the French
' Tae latest bit of oe from Mme. Patti to girls whe
5 age must be paid.
i
:
.
Government to collect: the folk: songs of the Alpine reare. anxious for success as Singers is
i well worth repeating
BR NEWAL.—No Bey is sent, ‘or renewals.’ On
‘to all aspiring musicians, “She tells them: ‘You must gions of Savoy and Dauphine.
the wrapper ‘of the mext issueeae you “will be...
be a good workman at your trade before you can be an
Ir is announced that more Greek music has been
ie artiat. in your art.’’. This excellent injunction has thirty- found at Delphi, in addition to the Hymn to Apollo, to
ap,
SIX. years of professional experience behind it.
which attention has been called.
“4708 chestnutSt, Philadelphia, Pa:
entered at Philadelphia P.O; a8 Second-clase Matier.

ck

ON of.Ole Bull,“himeelf & iota,18 " visit

Ameri ica, ee
M. DAME ‘Capprant has returned to.New York to re--

e

‘THE following.will be. Paderewski’s route for the sea-

son of 1895-6: October 80th, New York, Polish Fan” tasie with Damrosch Orchestra; November 2d, New

York, first recital ;’6th, Philadelphia ; 9th, New York,
second rerital; 11th,- Brooklyn; 18th, Philadelphia;
16th, New Fark: 19th, Boston, with Boston Symphony
Orchestra; 21st and 22d, Portland, Me.; 23d, Boston;
25th, Worcester; 27th Springfield; 28-h, Troy; 80:h,
Boston; December 24, Hartford; 3d, New Haven; 5th,
Providence ; Tth, Boston ; 9th, Philadelphia; 10th and
‘18th, Washington ; lith, Baltimore; 16.b and .18ch,
Pittsburg j 19th, Cleveland ;. 21st, Buffalo.
Tue cnatlfatin of a ‘grand opera on a fares and permanent scale in Philadelphia iis so important that we publish
the list of artists who have been engaged in full’ The

As ‘BRONZE atatue of Ole Bull,the violinist, is to be
oe in Minneap Tig. ig | |
ae
,
names promise well. The complete
list of principal artists
grand
of
season
the
for
Hinrichs
Gustave
Mr.
by
engaged
WALTER |Danroscu is.very: busy. preparing for his

at
the
Academy
of.
Music,
beginning
November
comi g season of German opera.
12.h, is as follows:.Sopranos, Mme. .Emma Nevada,
Hot!
yanBRGsEe x, an| American elauikt ig to accom. . “ees ‘Selma Koert-Kronold, Mile. Amelia. Loventz, and

~
-

Marsick, thepout on
2 his tour.’

pany

. ae Tha; the violinist, has returned to this country afler-a concert tour through. Australia and South
Africal, |
!

Mayrones Srevexine now in Ameterdam, will arrive
in this}country for.his t ur of the States about the middle

i.

ember.

if TIN seal thb popular English gong writer,
mM

Boston, June Tb, after a short illness caused by
from a car. |

renSousnwenxy A sf ee baygoes to Weimar
jof his opera,‘*Mattaswintha,”’
2S
: whiehisto be given thdre

: ‘Hasleteow Mii : fewell-known song writer, died
- Tuesday, September 10th. ‘One of his songs reached a
sale offover . ,000,000 copies.

Miss Minnie Tracey ;;mezzd-sopranos and contraltos, Sig.

norina Leontina Daasi, Mile. Emma Langlois, and MileEmilia Grassi ; tenors, Signori Raoul Viola, ‘Jules
Gogny, Fernando Michelena, Domenico Minello, and

A Corin monument is to be erected in Paria. A
Committee of eminent musicians
and artista is being
formed for the purpose of collecting subscriptions.
On Auguat 11th the remains of Paganini were exhumed
at the Communal Cemetery, Parma.
The countenance |
'
of the celebrated violinist was in perfect preservation.

Accorptne to his contract with Sir Augustus Harris, .
the: French tenor Alvarez is to receive more than
$5000 a month for his services for the next three years.

Tue Turkish Court

pianist, Dussap Pasha, receives

$3000 4 ‘year for his services, but

he is temporarily ,

suspended every time he playa a tune the Sultan does

not care to hear.
‘Der

Evancenmenmany.’? (‘The

Gospel Man’’)

is

the curious title of 4 new opera that has just been performed successfully at Berlin. Words and music are by
Wilhelm Kienzl.
Siewor Bevienant, who iis again to “he one of Messrs.
Abbey and Grau’a conductors this winter, has been before the London operatic public twenty one years, ane
has lived in England thirty- two years.
- Tue city of Dresden

is preparing

to celebrate

the

eighty fourth anniversary ofthe birthday of Franz Liszt. : Brazio. Pirdia ; baritones and basses, Signori Quirino
on October 22d next. On that occasionit is intended to
Merlay, Louis de Backer, Giuseppe Del Puente, Perry.
rm the celebrated pianist’s oratorio, Saint Hlizaperfo
. Averill, Malzac, and Lorrain. Mr. Hinrichs has en-~
beth. :
gaged the greater number of his chorus singers in Milan,
131: reghag
ny
ite
ch,
Chur
ity
Trin
the
n
in
n
orga
THE
and they will follow him to this country afew days after
h Wales; 126; and the
Sout
New
ey,
Sydn
at
that
s;ister
his arrival. He has also engaged the premiere danseuse,
is by no meats 80
n
orga
u
Liba
The
124:
,
Riga
at
n
orga
Signorina Paria, and a ballet. M. Jules Algier has been
has been built Up,
it
a8
ns,
orga
r
newe
y
man
as
le
simp
engaged as assistant conductor and chorus master, and
s.
itud
magn
ent
pres
ita
to
bit,
by
bit
Mr. Hinrichs
Charles F, Schsoeder as stage manager.
Iw the case of Novello and Co. vs. the Oliver Ditson will sail for home about September 26th.
f
Conipany, of America, final judgment has been given in
FOREIGN.
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A mustcran’s life should be one of thorough unzel- -pianist of nohis
te
tea,
chers having been Bertini and first, third, and fourth, and the finale
of“hig sonata in:
fishness. Mendelssohn truly said that the first requisite Kalkbrenner.
The Lemoine pub ishing houge was B flat minor; Lisz
‘
t'
find
s
es’” and twelfth “ Rhapin a musician is, that he should respect, acknowledge, founded by his. grandfather:
in’ 1780, but for the last: aody,”’ Schumann’s sonata in F-sharp
minor, and his
and do homage to what is great and sublime in his art. forty-three. years M. Achill
‘ha
e s been chief of the, “ fitndes Symphoniques,’’ St.-Saéna’s ‘Allegro
Appashouse, His most important publication was a-Pantheon | -sionata,’’ a
A wosr air of Mozart, to words from Metastasio’s
sonata by Thalberg, and a sonata by Von cee
a Didone Abbandonata,” arranged for flutes, bassoons, des Pianistes, a collection in several volumes of some- ‘Weber. Of these compositions only four have more
- horns, and a quartette of strings, has been discovered thing like 600 of the works of the pianoforte inaaters, ‘than one vote, and none hag more than two. Only one
It is said that this was the first important collection of : composition has the un
by Professor Kauffman, of Tubingen.
divided support of its adherents,
It was written
pianoforte music ever issued at popular prices.
_ This is Balackireff’s Fantasie Orientale Russe,” ‘Is.
in 1778, and the melody is said to be charming:
ae
Every midsummer day &' unique concert is bon in -lamey,’’ which both Louis Diemer and Francis Plante
Tux contest for the Rubinstein prize of $200 for the
Copenhagen, such as the whole world cannot show. the. declare to be pre-eminently the most difficulto
t execute
best pianoforte concerto took place at Berlin last week.
of
all
music yet written for the piano. Mme. Ro gereu
m
‘a.
The International Jury awarded the .prize toa very
number.of ancient Scandinavian horns more than 3000 Miclos and Marmontel, the oldest of the Professors of the —
young Polish composer, M. Stanislas Melzer, of War-

like of. ‘There are kept in the Copenhagen Muse

|

bd

s

i

years old, called ‘‘Luren.’’. Of this collection fourteen Paris Conservatoire, pronounce for Liszt’s ‘‘ Rhapaodie,
saw. No further competition will be held till 1900. |
are in good condition. They. have an elegant shape, ‘No. 12,” among others; Raval Pog
ann
do
Mme. Roger- ©
Verov1's first composition obtained for him a thrash- and the flat metal plates at. the mouthpiece sho good Miclos name the. Beethoven sonata in B flat, opus 106,
ing. He struck a chord. .Ii pleased him. He at- technical perfection anda developed taste for art, “They. : and these two pianists
are also agreed as tothe extraortempted to strike it again and failed. - Thereupon he are in different pieces fitted ‘together. They were found... dinary difficulty of Schumann’s sonata in Fsharp minor
2220"
:

lost, his temper and began thumping upon the piano.
Verdi’s father promptly punished him with a whipping.
Herr

Perrers, of Leipzig,

has

discovered another

one of Beethoven’s sketch books. It is dated 1809 and
contains sketches of the choral fantasia and the piano:
concerto in Hi.flat. It is well known ‘that Beethoven
remodeled his.ideas many times before he was satisfied
—In some cases more than a dozen times,
Loe

_ ‘Islamey,”? then, mustbe pronouth
necwi
enn
der in
lieved to be due to the turfy water, They are [ofvery | La Figaro's competition. This composition is not yet |
thin metal, and generally :seven feet long. They were. very generally known among American pianists. Of
the three other more familiar works named ‘a8 peculiarly
always found in pairs, the one in tune with the ‘other.
ead
eo.
ee
.
dif
fic
ult
, American Pianists generally will be inclined _
THE post. of conductor & ihe famous Gewandhans |
to rank the Beethoven’ sonata. “fiir Hammerklavier,?
~ Concerts at Leipzig, vacant by the resignatio
n of Dr. opus 106, as theeBseverest test of virtuosity. — Th
e
ot
her ~~
Karl Reinecke, has been
file
oint
B
e
e
t
h
o
v
s
e
n
onta
hattfia
gures in the list of. the 16 —
o
f
a
th
p
b
l
p
e
y
o
e
i
d
n
t
m
e
n
t
M. Nikisch, who recently, (Presigned his duties at Bu
s!
daAls.
a
mo
st difficult compositions, opus 67, the: familiar:
Pesth.. It is stated ‘that M: ‘Nikisch’s most formid
able :“Sonat
buried‘in moorland, and their. good preservation. is be-

a Appassionata,”? _is in the repertoire of ab
Ow August Ist Julius Schulhof celebrated his sixtieth competitor was the German
out |
composer, Herr Hans Sitt. ever
é y professional pi] anist. Opus 106 is very seld
birthday. He is known not only as.a master of piano ‘The Gewandhaus Concerts:date
om
.
from the time of Sebas-: ‘playedinpublic.
As
p
r
a
c
playing, but ‘as a composer of galon pieces, such
t
i
pr
c
oo
aflof its difficulty it
‘t
ia
n
Ba
ch
,
an
d‘
th
ey
were first held in 1748 in a private
ag his
ma
y
be
men
tio
ned
that Von Bulow once publicly broke.
well-know: Valses Brillantes, mazurkas, capric
ho
us
e,
Johann Doles, afterward Santor of the Thomas _
es, and,
ay
in
g
other effective piano pieces; and his poetical and cha
it
fr
om memory, some years
Sc
hu
le
,
be
in
g
co
nc
rac
-..
ct
.
or
.
hey have, however, only ago, atChickering Hall.
eo.
+
"
ays
.
‘
.
eens
ter pieces, chants d’amitié, six morceaux de musiqu
_The
b
r
e
a
k
d
o
e been known by the name’
w
wa
n
{
s
co
ve
re
d
indhaus since
up
, the audience being’ given to understand that some
intime, barcarolle, Op. 59, ete.
_ Their.most famous conductor was. Mendelssohn, who
-

dowainitwhile playin

-

.'

directed the concerts between 183
A SAVANT musician, M. Expert, is making an an
alyti- “his successors

have been Dr, F
eal collection)ofsome unpublished works of the
most Gade,,and Julius Rietz.
i
ancient composers, Goudimel,, Roland dé Lags
us, ate, ~

the translations by Clément Marot and Th.
de Béze.
Fischbacher, the editor, arranged a little
concert of
.some of the most ‘interesting of these
recently before a

.

Critical and appreciative company.

RUBINSTEIN: by his will left money for a priz
e to be

*

~

awarded every five years for the beat pianof
orte concerto,
which muat be performed for the first ti
me in publie by
the composer himself. The first comp
etition has just
taken place at Berlin, before a jury
selected by the
directors of the principal conservatories
of Europe. ‘The
second competition will be at Vienna
in 1900, and the

_ third at Paris in 1905,

j

:

. thi
han
dg
gone wrong with the instrument.

=

The tuner

in attendance was gent on the stage with instructions to

spend 15 or 20. minutes in ostensibly putting the
piano

low,

out of earshot of the audi.

“ Ava tecent performance’in Berlin of Bach's
superb ence, utilized the time thus gained by furiously practic-:
B minor’ Mass,° an. attempt was made: to. make.t
he™ ‘ing, onan upright piano, the ‘passage that ha
=orchestra conform aseifar agikepossibiatle
d baffled:
‘co
ndi
tio
ns
to the conditions — him. Asfor the difficulty of the Liezt “ Rhapsodio,” it
for which Bach wrote. ‘ There are in’ his score trum
pet
mayberemark

:

ed
tha
t
thi
s
per
fec
t
pia
nis
t,
tha
n
who
m
notes so high that, they cannot.be produced on
“n
O
co
mp
os
er ever. knew better. the capabilities and the ~
the -modern instruments: wherefore smaller ‘trumpets
were limitations, of technic, wrote always ‘for. the: hand,”’
specially constructed for’ ihe occasion ; their
highest: and presentedno problema
ofexecution out oftherange
notes. were found to sugges ‘the sound of
a clarionet, ° of virtuosity. Classing one of his compositions ag pre- |
and were softer than had been expe
cted.’ The -oboes. eminent for techuical difficulties is, therefore, rather the:
employed in Bach’s score ard the obsolete
oboi d’amour, reverse of a compliment to. this composer. ~The prov-.

half way between our oboe and the English horn
or alto ~ erb in regard,to those who ask questions tha’
oboe
. . Specimens of these instriiments we
re borrowed

of the Royal Museum, and the players ha
d to practiee:

the wisest ~

cawhnnilote coannsswidererinmag ythbe not improperly borinnmiend
e problems
of execution that th

e
_
time before. they. felt ‘sufficiently fami
most skilled pianist canfu
li
n
ar
llo
y so
t
lve, presentedinmusiwit.
ply was that! the letters M, 8., in a pi
to. undertake their task, - Besides. these
ano piece, mean
cal’ compositions intended to be played-on the pi
in
st
ru
| mezzo Soprang ; another, that. D.C.
an
o
by
as
me
nt
s,
flutes, bassoons, strings, and organ were us
stands for de cres:
~
mo
rt
i
al
hands.
ed
,
‘ eendo. Yet another decided that V.
eee
8. at the bottom
Th
e
ep
igrammatic answers of some of. the Parisian
.of a page of Beethoven meant violin
a
golo. The most
p
i
a
n
i
s
in
tsLa Figaro's questions, though they have next
remarkable answer was that which
understood loco to
_to'no relevance,
are sufficiently amusing and. suggestiveEee
| mean :‘ with fire.” . The reason ‘given ‘w
.
as that loco is
to
be
wo
rt
h quotinC,
g.de Berlot holds that, since.
‘*
A
an abbreviation of “ locomotive.’
one all known musical. compositions writ
tei n for pianists are not, provided, as they should be, with fi
ve
.the piano, which is the most difficul
t of execution???
Dr. F, Kavrrmahnas found: among his father’s To this of
thumbs on'each hand,.and‘are forced to struggle
all their
ten-asked question Le Figaro has- en
ie . papers a beautiful aria by Moza
deavored
lives against the inequality
rt, ‘Ah, non lasciar mi to obtaina defini
of
th
ei
r fingera, as to strength _ ee
te
an
d
fi
na
l
an
sw
er
by
meee
riawhick heeecomposed in 1778 for
interviewing the and length, and especially ag
ainst the weakness. of the
Frau Wendling in best-kriown pianists and teachers of
th
q annheim,-and the logs of which
e piano in Paris, fourth. finger, ‘the technica
all the biographers. of The attempt has no
l
feat: that. pianists find the
t
be
en
ve
ry successful, “Some: of the Most. diffic
-_.; Mozart have lamented. It is in th
ul
t
of
al
l
is:
e o riginal manvacript, pl
ay
in
g the simple
l
e
scale
,
as
it :
i
n
t
e
r
v
i
e
w
e
d
sa
w
in
th
e
"and there can. be'no doubt as’ to it
qu
es
ti
on
on
ly
a
n op: - should.
be
playé
d,
with
s genuineness.. It is
absol
ute
evenn
ess.
Delaborde’s . |
iO
sa
y
s
o
m
e
t
h
i
n
g
cl
ev
er
and epigrammatic, and opinion, which, paradoxica
Scored for strings, two flntes, two ba
l
ssoons, and two
as
it
ig,
will
ma
de
be
sha
no
red
at
te
by.
mp
t
~
to
re
al
ly
an
sw
er
it
hérng, and-Dr. Kauffman says the ar
s
O
t
h
e
r
s
w
a
n
d
e
red - many @ timid player.at thé moment he
ia is-devoid of col- from thepoint by confusin
takes his’ seat on
g execution with interpretation. . the piano,
“s. Oratir and deeply emotional.
stool before his audience, is: For me the
..Those who rightly understood the
mo
st
qu
es
ti
on
as
referring
ee oo Tam significant repor
d
iffic
ofupi
lan
to piecesiswhatever piece I happen tobe. ae
t ‘comes: from Bayreuth tha Solely to mechanical difficulties and treate
t
d it-seriously in playing while I am playing it
‘Hans Richter |has agreed. to: co
.?? Andrew Gresse believes
nduct the revival of. their replies wereso far apart in their views that the di
th
sat
.
th
e
co
- Wagner's Nibel ung’s. Ring ‘at: Bayr
mp
os
ition most difficult of all to play with
‘c
us
si
on
wa
g practically unresultant, and left th
euth next summer e
qu
es
ti
on
en
ti
re
“Only on. condition ‘that. there is
co
rr
ec
tness is any composition that one finds himbu
t
li
tt
le
ne
arer settlement, . The palm of difficulty
: to. be ‘absolutely no in- |.
was. self obliged to. play in the presence
-terference jwith his plans. and e
no
of its composer.
initely awarded, but there was so much in the disr adingson the part of. 0’t def
Ge
#unitely f
Co
mposers, much in the habit of hearing their comp
“Many one "—which “any one.”’ Hee
Cae
DA
TE
0
cu
ss
io
n
th
at
.w
ill probably be of interest to stud
os
i'is, of course, aimed
en
ts. of tions played, will probably, af they
“especially ‘at Wogner's. widow. It
_p
ia
no
are quite frank, fully .
mu
sic that it has seemed worthy of review.)
-is perfectly natural
e
n
d
_ that Richter, who conduct
ors2M
e
M.. Gressee.
':
N
o
’s8 vivieew. w. And even the most. akilled
‘f
ewer. than sixteen compositions and grou
ed the Trilogy in 1876: to
ps
of
of
pi
“+. Wagner's ‘own satisfacti
an
is
ta
wi
ll
ow
n
th
at
.
so
me
times, bowing himself off
co
mp
os
it
on, should not wish to
io
ns
ar
e
n
a
m
e
d
by
th
e
Fr
ef
ch pianists as among the stage amid storms
be
"bossed ”nowby Fran Cosima,
of
ap
pl
‘those presenting the greatest tech
ause for his ‘''perfecexte- .
=»...
nical difficulties:to. the cution”’ of
some monumental workofBach, Beethoven,
performer. They are as follows:
f From. Paris the death ig
Beethoven's sonata, _or Schumann, he
announced . of one’ -of the
has had much reason to rejoic
opera 57 and 106;-Bach’s “Chromatic
oldest music publishers in Fran
ine his...
Fantas and “ heart that thecomposer coul
ce, Achille Lemoine,at Fu
gue,” Brahm’s- “Variations ona
d
no
t
the age. '’ ghty-three.. In his
po
ss
ib
ly
have heard
T
h
eme. of’ Papa: his playing, being dead
younger dayd ‘he wag a nini,”
.’ ‘+Les morta ne reclament
’ Balackireff’s “Tslamey,” Chopin’s “Ballad
ea,” pas!’’ as M. Andrew Gresse puts it,
4

Art the examinations at an ‘English musi
c-school, one
re

some
them
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we might. disturb another inspiratiod; so
we-left him in

dreamland.
‘(His Highness” did not appear on th
e
‘scene- again until the following’ evening,
when he was

BY RALPH -D.. HAUSRATH,

OF all the cranks in the world, there is fone go
ob-

very much intoxicated.

This was only one of the many

larké which he indulged in. He at length be
came posi_ jectionablas
e the.old, fossilized musician. Why an artist. tively unbearab
le, and wis

requested to leave the house.
_ should isolate himself from the rest of the world and beThis is a good example of a freak, and le
¥ -come-a freak ‘with long hair
ads American
, and ‘possess
all sorts’ of

e eccentricities is beyond my conception. We have in N
ew

"York city very many musicians of thie, class, who are
“really excellent artists,
but I'am sorry to say they find it
difficult to gain a. reasonable ‘livelihood. And why?
Simply because by withdrawing from the world into
themselves they have |become supersengitive to the
. slightest opposition, which rendera them go nervous. and.

irritable that they are really objectionable company.
The American people dislike men of this aort, and generally consider them somewhat daft. ‘In order to suc:
~. ceedin any profession, one’ must make all other matters’
sal subservient, to study. ‘Bat this does not necessitate the
complete shunning of all others who are not gifted with

talen
int
that particular line. Anny man who is at the

>» head of hig profession ig more or less ofja social acqui-

sition, and the man whojissociable is sure to make more.
) friends and thereby encourage success 0 @ greater ex-

-».. tent
sary
“like
_ you

than one who is riot, If displeased, it is not necesto make oneself disagreeable by storming around
a raving maniac and worry yourself and all around
sick. Everyone has annoyances to bear. The an-

> tiquated method of many seems to have been, if crossed

in anything, to pull the hair, show the teeth, an
d caper
os) around and Bhow others by a greater display of boo
rish-

people to believe that musicians are not the
most reliable

and desirable of guests.

Bat

Iam glad to say that the

coming generation is far more promising.

most prominent

Some of onr-

artista, such, as Richard: Hoffman,

»

and sustain their reputations.

A man

who traing his

mind must also train his body to retain his he
alth.

Let:

him indulge -in athletics.
In winter skate and take
brisk walks,
In summer there are innumerable Ways

-of gaining strength without in any way injuring his
command of any. instrument. A teacher in the Leipsic
Con-

servatory was asked why he chose :rowing for. exerci
se
when it was so injurious to the fingers, and he
exclaimed that those who were injured by such slight
exercise had very little technic to-lose. The mode
rn
musician is considerable of a society man,

be, for who is better qualified to bé a benefit. to it? He
talks on all topics and indulges in all the pleasures that
any professional man may without injury to himself;

consequently (not always talking shop), he is the best of
entertainers ;. but when questioned on the subject of
music, he spreads himself and lets them know that,

alfhough they have other ambitions, it is his lifé-work

part
of New York State, trea ed his‘ amiable.

«

|.

": ABSENT-S{INDED MUSIOIANS.

lighted with the proposal, and when all were assembled,
"fully equipped for a. day’s outing, he suddenly pushed
_ Ae VON WINTERFELD has gathered a number of anechis friends rudely.aside
and made. dash for the house, dotesrelating to prominent compos
ers and musicians
and without @ word of explanation bounded up the atairs
who were as much distinguished for their absent-mindto his room likea raving lunatic, seated himeelf at his
-edness as for their musical talent. There was in-the past
desk,
and'began jotting down’ notes by the score. His century
Friedemann Bach, the most talented of the sona
friends, to whom a word of explariation would have been

for him, talked meanwhile with the people
of the court,
and asking permiasion to keep on his hat, as he wa
s euffering from catarrh. Suddenly a lackey called
out:
‘Hig Majeaty’-desires the presence of Signor La-

blanche!’? .

of the great Johann Sebastian Bach, whose distraction

_ > -sofficients displeased at hig odd actions, soon .departed
was simply incredible.
When Friedemann Bach was
and gav
upe
all idea of ‘ever depending on this queer~ organist at Halle, a position
which required punctuality,
ce
“specimen of humanity. Hours passed, and he atill con- it was exp
ected that he would have trouble asa result
«tinued at his work.
At noon-time ‘the. dinner. bell- of the muddled state of his thoughts. It was nothin
g
sounded once—twice—thrice, and still no response from

ceived with a hearty laugh, which disconcerted Lablanche somewhat. But he quickly recovered and asked

what had occasioned his Majesty’s hilarity.

unusual for him to stop playing the piano when called
"> his Highness;"’ 80 hia host finally summoned up sufi- for
church duties by the people he lived with and to walk
cient courage to knock at is door and announce that it to-the church
, entering on one side and leaving it by the
was time for dinner. -For a long time he paid-no atten- opp
osite door, going straight home again to his piano.
- tion, but.at last he hecame ‘impatient, ‘and, jumping up,His blower kept the key to. the organ and an organist
pushed his friend: out of the
room, slammed and locked . handy
to take Bach’s place when.these slips of memory

“My dear

Lablanche,” the King said, ‘tell me, which of the two

hats is yours—the one you have on your head or the one
in your hand; or do you carry two because you fear you
may forget one???
;
'
“Abt! Maledetto!’” cried Lablanche, seeing now what
was the trouble. ‘‘ Two hats are indeed té6o much for a

man without a head.”—Musical Courier.

as he should

violinists, visiting a friend in one -of the cities in the. better condition for
his next day’s work. northern

host most shamefally—in fact, more likeaservant than a
ae friend. He proposed a fishing par
onet
morn
y
ing, and
“inma
vny
iof
t
. hi
e
s fr
d
iends to join him. They were de-

ag he enjoyed the singer's pleasant disposit
ion. One
day he called at the palace, having received
an jnvitation, and waiting in the general hall for the King
to send

;
Scharwenka, Horatio W. Parker, Walter
Damrosch,
Hastily the singer arose, and forgetting that he had
Ethelbert Nevin! and De Koven, don't think
it necessary
his hat on his head, picked up another, which he carried
to eachew the society of others than musicians
to attain ‘in his hand to the presence of the King. He wag re-

ness that they were their intellectual superiors. ‘Ther “and one aim
to be the foremost of his profession.
A.
- are more pleasant. ways than this ‘of getting out of diffi- man. who
uses: his: mind, ‘continually must have: some
ceulties.
|
ae ee
creation, no matter what it-be, so long as it takes, him
I_know of ‘an instance where ‘one of our greatest - away fro
m his daily thoughts... Then he will be in far

>

Among the absent-minded artista of later ti
mea the
celebrated singer Lablanche was the most
notable.
While he resided at Naples the King often sent
for him,

°-

s

ART AND ABTLEQSNESS,
AMBITIOUS young musicians are continually forwarding to us specimens of their work, with the request to
publish them and thus give them the opportunity to
make their first round on the ladder of fame. _Unfortunately, the writing of music is not an easy matter, and
young composers are very apt to confound enthusiasm
with inspiration. Here, however, we wish to refer to a

‘more practical matter: the youthful, and sometimes the
aged, composer very frequently attempts to write in a
language of whose grammar he ia ignorant; and what-ever may be their other merits ninety five per cent.-of
the compositions forwarded show'an inexcusable lack ‘of
knowledge of harmony.
A knowledge
of the grammar of music will not’ make
a composer, but ignorance of the grammar of music prevents & composer from.properly expressing hia thoughts.

It seems absurd to. insist on the, common-place that a
knowledge of harmony is a necessity to a composer of

music, but if any one should doubt that the truism needa
to be repeated again and again let him glance over -the .
works of the composersof popular music and be horrified by the ignorance displayed.
.
‘

Let the young composer

then remember that, how-

ever valuable may be his thoughts, however soaring his
imagination, he is helpless until he has thoroughly
learned the grammar of his art. Art without technic is artle.eness, a Raphael who did not know how to draw,
to mix his colors, or to-use his brush might be filled with
inspiration and yet stand idly helpless before his canvas,
the door, and with all sorts of oatha ordered hii to ‘ocenrred.
:
- What then shall be said of the uninspired man, whose
~ mind his own business and not. to dare to interrupt him
- One Easter Sunday things, went wrong.
Bach went
ignorance of the grammar of his.art only the more plainly
o-again. At about: four in the afternoon he calmly in- to church early and sat dow
nin a chair on- the women’s shows the poverty of his ideas?
-formed. his host that he wished hia dinner. On being side,. awaiting the gathering
of the devout. . He sat there
Here isa very safe rule to follow: let the young com: ,
informed that it was impossible, as dinner had been © deep in reverie, with
the organ key in his’ pocket, while. poser resolutely refrain: from writing until he knows
cleared away hours before, “he. .became.furions, and the crowd gathered,
the bells tolled, and when it was
danced and capered around like a wild cat. and. pulling past the time for the-'prelude to be played, everybody- how to write correctly, or, at least, let him keep his
compositions in the secrecy of hia own desk. It is curiviolently at his hair, shouted : ‘‘I demand it!, I demand looked toward
him, wipked at him, and shook their ous how many geniuses of yeaterday become the nonentiit!” So his host, rather than appear disagreeable, conheads. He also shook his head, looked around, and ties of next year, and even real genins is liable to do
sented and had a dinner, especially prepared for him
, quietly remarked: ‘I wonder who will play the organ things of which its more ripened experienceisashamed.
When he had finished he rushed to. his room; and re- to-day!”
mained there until the early hours of the morning. When
One day Bach called on the future Musical Director ©
he left his room, we, being anxious to see what he would Rast, at that time studying at Halle
and attending
‘to
. do next, followed him, but at distance. enough for him Bach's correspondence
in gratitude for the lessons he
Father: ‘‘Do-you think my daughter will ever be able: '
"not to notice us, He walked to the river, and when he. ‘received from the master. :‘* Look, dear
5
5
.
:
Bust,’’ Friedeto sing?”
had founda suitable place he sat down and gazed int
“
o mann said to: him, pulling out of his pocket a letter
Teacher: ‘' Nevare, Monsieur.”
the stream for aconsiderable time . ‘He then arose and “which he gave him,
‘here I have received ‘quite a good
Father: ‘Then what's the use of giving her any more
- ‘tookadrink from his flask, which
he always carried with offer from Rudolstadt for the. position of Kapellmeister ; singing lessons?”
4
him. '‘The mania for singing then seized him, and he reply at once that" will accept.’?
Teacher: “A great deal of use, Monsieur. I give her
Rust read the letter
would try a few notes and then walk to and fro, mutter-; and was happy to note the favorable points
of the offer lessons two-three months more, and by and by I teach
ing to himself, and-then.resort to -his flask agaip.
He to his teacher, and then happened to look at the date. - her that she cannot sing. Thatis a very good musical
, repeated this last operatio n'many times; but at last he- “But this letter is overa year old!”
.
he cried.
“In- education for the young lady.’’ |
got tired and laid down on. the;bank of the river and deed!?? said Friedemann, surprised; ‘then “I must Father: ‘You are right! Ifshe can’t sing, and you
,. Went to sleep. .I suggested w. ing him and persnading have had the letter in my pocket ever since and forgot can convince
her she can’t, the lessons won't be thrown
~* him to go home, but his-host objected on the
ground that to give it to you to answer.”
:
.’”
away
ae
ve
|

,

t

6
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216
OREED OF THE WELL-TAUGHT

PUPIL.

~ “bound” or surround d one’s grasp of the execution of

1. I sevinve that the composer knew what he wanted
in the way of tones; therefore I will play exactly what

the measure selected. :
Boe
ae
ee
:
It is well known that one can play 4 passage better as

~

he wrote, so nearly aa I can.
2. I believe that the bar is intended to show the place

miration?

9.

it stands if that passage has been conquereon
d all sides.
So this thought gained from a study of the scales is

ORered.

oe

of the strong pulse; therefore I try to place the accent
upon the tone written next after the bar.

ce

oS

or

Some one applied the word Pyrotechnics to unusually
An exce ent way to get pupils to,understand and ap- be
developed digital skill on-the keyboard. The word was. -preci
aat
passag
e e occurring in the ‘inner parts” of a
3. I believe good rhythm is at the very foundation of taken up by an appreciative auditor, passed along until» composition,
is to select that passage
ei
tasa melody, —
.
;
oe
.
music; therefore I will endeavor to keep an even time, we are daily wearied by. naugeat.
repetitions of it. and harmonize it several wa
a

without hurrying or slackening.
And
in movement aré to be made between
cult parts of a composition, I believe
more ‘difficult parts should go more

if any differences
But even. admitting ‘it, have
t all enjoyed: the. its
the easy and diffi- - sudden flight of'a rocket on a soft summer night? And_
that.as a rule the when way on high it burst, into myriads of scintillating —
rapidly than the sparks, was it not delightful? A. similar effect, was pro-

7

"improve the resonance of the pianoforte.

sethoven's

7

a

ae

—

a

‘bring out,’ that,

oe

‘it, is worthy of

ave interesting :

ethod. was re-

der to let them appreci eit.

PE T.

’ the new
teachetha
r t his former instruction was altogether
f y serions mistakeinputting
_ wrong? That hemade.a ver

|

CARL WHITMER. —

funder

that other

teacher's direction? =

|

in like manner and serve & purpose,

.

;
:

acher

Let us take first Extension or Enlargement. ”

A one octave scale is but an enlargement of

three or four notes.

=

es

And soon.

An- arpeggio having within

‘ itself the intervals within the octave, is an
enlargement.

- of two or three notes, which themselves are alteration
s
ekg

pips, %

ae

EI

:

-.. Nowfor the moral!

Two octaves of the same are but an extension of on
e, . Too hastily formed judgme

Iris a matter
of daily occurrence to hear people sneer
~abtechnic. At the same time, it may.easily
be observed

/that. those are the very ones whose bung
ling efforts to
“play the arabesqnes ofa. Mozart Adagio or
a Chopin
. Mazourka would make the angels weep
.

", octave scale.

~of'a seale, oo

’ BY ALFRED VEIT.
.

2d. By change of positign.
The second seems almost contained in the first ;yet
it is distinct., We can see clearly now, by taking scales
and arpeggios, and showing how not only they are at
the
bottom of passage work, but how their formation lead
s
us to the thought that single passages can be develo
ped

A two octave scale is but an enlargement of
-2 one

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY.

ou;

Son

te

How oftenis the pupil making euch a change told by

.

‘ehoicest work. And it shall be my endeavor to know as
many as possible of these pieces of music best with
knowing; and when I- know them, to play them with all.
possible appreciation and in‘such a way as to.induce
my
hearers to love them and enjoy them.
9. And: since musical playing is the object of my
study, I-will esteem all kinds of technical exercises
” and: studies according to their value in making
me more
and. more master of the resources of the instrument
, to
the end that I may fitly interpret music worth knowin
g. _

(Music.

_

il wiselel
itat
_

7
a
7. When I haven’t any reason for ‘using the pedal I~:
How
ly and surely does professional courtesy and
‘will leave it alone, for few things are more objectionable
To make ‘‘stndies*’ 0
fficult measures in a composi- - fair-dealing obtain among rival teachers?
than the absent-minded lingering upon the pedal which
tion is as of much value
‘etudes’’
in general ; erhaps _ Is
her tebeacner.
acher 1
mee not theeat ot
ener
ess of a fraud
we often hear from badly taught students,
- of more direct value.
ie -- always? It would seem as tho
8. Inasmuch as music is a message, ora picture, from”
va
_
We
nee
d
not
hav
e such a long liat
of
“‘etud
es if we stituted that itcannbe
ot
fair a
the imaginary world of the ideal, it follows that there
‘etudes/?
of
s
t
tudy for a difficult passage tivals in business or social life.
must be great differences in the quality of pieces of - seek inside each thing w
and
, enlarging it, mak |itituse
fulul as
usef
as
@means as well-ag sion the 1
music, according to the nobility and purity of mind in
“an
end
,. We may say there are tw
aya of helping one__
composerg, and according to the especially noble mood
o.
to
conquer a passage:
:
of a great composer at the moment of writing some
lat. By enlargement, : rt

_

1,

ys.

wey

the very decided —

order to do something else),-or where it is desiredito

{

§

true value when he recognizes t

others, inasmuch as.they indicate greater intensity, and ‘ duced by Padereweki in’ Liszt's. transcription of Men“perhaps bravoura, —
4
‘delssohn’s Wedding March. | It was dazzling—it made
4. I believe that music is essentially a message from: lights in the hall dance before: the eyes;
it w 8 pyro:
the composer; or a picture painted in _tones; -in short -technies pure and simple,
ut was
but
w: it
it notno beauti
tif ful? he 6
that it represents the ideal in tonal forms; and therefore ~. Technic—technic—technic!. We never can get to
T will try to play it as if I knew what the message was, ‘much of it, and although vith a goo
d methoda moderate or as if I had the picture in mind. In other words, will technic maybe obtained
ufficient to bring the ggreater.
play it with expression.
a" ‘part of good piano literature within the reach:
of every
5. The foundation of playing with expression is to - earnest student—we gousl\give a hearty wel
come to any
make a piece sing, and when I play I will try to sing improvements, be they nfechanical
or otherwise, by
with. fingers, and help out their singing with discreet use meansof which we.
dvan
he development of
of the pedal.
_technic.—The Pianist.

6. I believe that the pedal may be used at any place .
' in a composition where the effact is improved by’ so
using it, These places will be where there is a tone of |
melodyto be held after the fingers are taken off it (in

#

By these indi-

octave,

_ liable to need revision, and

opinions are very.
, is far betto
tres
eerv
re ©

Now, of course, one octave is harder to. play than your decisions, especi
a ‘spoken ones, until you have
three notes; two octaves harder than one oc
tave. And had time to do your revising. - There are always two 80.01,
.
:
s

oa ides to a question, and changing pupils,
unless there
Before applying this, let-us take the change
of p osition.. : isan obvious reason for th change, is apt: to -be a thorn
A passage is easy at, centre of piano, diffi
cult at both inthe flesh.
0
extremes, and of medium difficulty between
Failure is sometimes the lot of us all. None are in-, baa
theextremes
aad center. Th

_viduals we are constantly told that ‘Anybody ca
n sequire
_ technic. with patiencan
ed work,”’ But they omit:the
en, applying both, we say—in singling out
* most important factor—braina. Pati
ence and applica- & measure of difficulty—t
he easiest and best direct
tion: certainly go very far, but if no
t supplemented by way of conqueringit is
to take that. one measure and
,, the intellect’ will never get beyond the
ordinary limit, continue it, that is, play it
in one octave, then! in two
» Technic in the highest sense is
triumph of mind over octaves, ‘and, indeed, fr
om one end of the piano to
matter.
7
a
a
the other,
ee
--. This brings with it, ofcourse, change of
position, but,:
- 88 wa

fallible... You may be placedina like position and th
en
oe
will co
‘truth:

me home to. you with: full’ force the unchanging

‘With: what judgmentye judge, ye shall
be

judged; and with what measure ye mete, itshall be. meted
out to you again.’
ef ae.
er
. Give that other. teacher a fair show, and do no
t

demn him until heisprovedtobe wrong, and
s said, thig ig really distinct, and L-woul
d say, play’ “mercy ig Gigeretion,|
6
8 high passage higher; play a high pass
age low p

COD:

« en then ~.

playa
Sete
hey, Manouzster.
.low passage. lower ; play a low passag
e high; also the
- passages .which lie between ma be:
played in other =:
..
“positions.
/
ic
=
“What's that? : asked a country gentleman fi
‘We may also say that what is
na a
played in the right - music store.
:
hand can be better controlled if: lear
ne
d
also. with
the... ‘* That? : Oh! that is used on violins,
In. watching: left-hand, and vice ve
: \
rsa. But this brings with itsuch © chin
T could not refrain from wonder- a trai
rest.”
2
n of difficulties not: necessary. that it ten ee
AS rs
foe
.
results she obtained with-them, ‘Supported
_
Ch
in
re
st
,
ia
it
?
We
ll, gimme one, It’s jast.the
so strongly as the singling out of a
ABBAZE sort of thing I want for a New Year's
ing
ed the thoughthtat her mental °¢and enlarging: it
ov
‘present: for my © -*
or changin‘i
gta position in o der to
wife.”

Pe

ae HE

‘

TYPES OF
oo

IANOTEAOHERS,

©

ETUD

fee

“et

Bee

i

ge E

comething that I could play to people!
Six mortal'times
.& day did Iwade through that. ta
ngle of notes, and by

-BTORY: OF A PUPIL,

_Hext lesson it waa as full of wron
g notes and things.as

A youre lady writes to the Musical .
Mr
Limes, London,
> her-experience with
pical (in her opinion) music

‘ever.

As I could only spare an hour a day fo
r practice,

I thought it too bad to waste niy time th
us, and should
at last

really too ridiculous for anything
.

We learned firat eg

quantity of hard names for the
notes, such aa ‘ supertonic’ and ‘submediant,’ as if A,
B, and C were not far
more

convenient and easy to remember.

Then there

were mysterious figures which re
presented chords, how
have.demanded a release from my toil
s; but after or why I do not know, nor what
iteacher: She beging by ointingto a-class-of dissatis- six mont
was the good of them
hs we again changed our place of re
sidence, and when they were done. I on
‘fied plodde
whi
rs
ch ,are
din allcallings, who deplore I my master. Stil
ly remember one thing disl,
I
fa
ney, I did make progress with tinetly of it
. their fate, and think the
all, partly because it wag so fr
lves doomed to everlasting» Mr, N., and should
equently
have liked him very much had it not repeated,
~ toil, and thus make
and partly because it seemed 80 ut
selves -eternally. miserable, been for the aforem
terly incom- ~
entioned drawbacks, and also a wa
prehensible and ‘meaningless ag to ha
She says:—
y
ve the effect on my
_he had of seeming uncomfortable
al
l the time of the mind of a spell or prophe
_ “think muchofth
sheartening toil and failure of lesson, shrinking
cy in a foreign language. This:
or wincing when’I played a wrong was, ‘A
which some music teac
chord of five-three becomes in the fi
‘ complain is their own fault, note. This, if no
rst invert
an
af
fe
ct
at
io
n,
wa
s an unpleasant ‘sion a chord of six-three.’ At
"and arises from their | isunderstanding or
last I summoned courage
. ignoring : mannerism, besides showing inferior br
eeding.”’ ‘
to ask-the Professor, one day after he
whatisrequired of the
There are certain enthusiasts - Sheis now placed unde
had given up as
r
a
certain Mr. R., whom she hopeless the correcti
-whd, because they hap
on of my exercises, what influence
to have had aconservatorium .. describes as ‘‘an ‘e
nergetic and. rather
‘
ho t-tempered all this could have upon my playing, or wh
education, fancy that
have a mission to try and. man.
at benefit I
m:
He used to walk up and down the room
or stand was likely to derive from it. He replied (i
make all their pupils in
irtuosi, when all that these away againat th
n a moment
e
ma
nt
el
pi
ec
e
while I played, and shout of irritation, I admit), ‘N
~~ poor sufferers demand i
ot the ‘slightest.’ And, as I
be enabled to respond to the out when anything went
wrong; but he would never
shared his opinion, I left the college at
‘eternal appeal of the dra g-room, ‘Do. play us some co
the end of the
rrect: me, however long it took me to fi
nd out my mis- term,”
~ thing, Miss Smith!’ Im self, thank goodness, ‘do not. take.
Bd
I think this was a very good plan. Wh
The last of the sad record was a ‘dozen
en I was
"quail now before that dr. d' demand ;but what ha
finishing
ve I - stupid, which happens ‘occasionally to every one,
I sup- lessons from Herr Blitz, the great Icelandic pi
_. not gone through to att. that‘state!”?
anist.”
' pose, he did not scruple to call me names,
even ‘Stupid He is thus: describe:
After her mother“h aught her the ‘notes she was
—
d
.
pe”
P
head’ and ‘ Wooden fingers ;’ but lam no
t
ea
‘‘He was one of those regular foreig
sily made
sent toa boarding sch
at the age of thirteen, and “nervous, lam glad to
ners whose
say.
His chief fault was that he clothes seem all creaées and fa
there came in contact
ce all hair; he had a
» she goes on, ‘a governess, gave his pupils scarcely
anything but. his own composi- pair of very staring, light gray
who. gave some five and
eyes, made more staring
enty of ug halt an hour’s les- tions, - They were
nice drawin groom pieces enough, ‘by spectacles.
His manner waa an odd mixture of
-/son twice aiweek, and
th all that raw material to but one does like a change
.”
:
childish’ good humor and ill-bred brusquerie.
“experiment, upon, she muat certainly have found the
e- almost
best
After this she. has a short. career with a Sign
Instead of asking me to play, he took my mu
or
A.
,
monod
de
e of grounding beginn
sic cage
She was, however; whom she. describes aga ‘ deli
ghtful man;” her mother, from me, and, after rapidly flutterin
Yather listless. and apatheti
g over the leaves of
her manner, and I fear however, was of a different op
inion. In all this changing
the half-dozen pieces it contained, nttered some ex
~_ her heart was ‘not in her wo . : I did not stay under he
clamar and interruption the

natural unfolding of the musica} tion—in Icelandic, I presume—wh
ich sounded like
was too delicate for) boarding- nature must have be
en seriously interfered with. A- clearing his throat, assuming at the ga
us _. school.”
me time a strange,
Her next expe nee was with governeases in dwarfe
d musician could only ‘be the result of a: cour
half despairing expression of countenance.
se
her own home. She.
He then
sribes one as being ‘a stout, ‘like this, at beat. The Signor
is thus disposed of by asked me to play him the.seale of G-minor, of all
elderly lady, whose g: ‘recommendation was that she her :—
things
os
=
‘in the world, firstin single notes and then in octaves ;
had known Chopin, Her enemies said.that he had
“He was not at all one’s idea of an Ttalian, being tall
, and, after I had complied to the best of my ability, he
: lodg
foe
r ad
week ina ooarding-house which ‘she kept, slender, an
d fair, with a full beard like floss silk, ‘and, oh! _asked me several questions
about keys and time, and
~«
Tnever heard her play,—I: donot know any one who ‘the most
heavenly pair of blue eyes. He tanght some
things of that sort, which, E confess, I never did or shall
__ did;—but she was very. ood-tempered
and used to praise ‘of his own compositions, too, but they we
re soft and understand.
Having done this he arose, and without
_ my playing very muc
But she always used to be taken dreamy as-himself—‘' Baiser d'
amour,’ ‘ Battements du ‘hearing me play, remember, delivered himself of
‘faintly,’ as-she called
the
t the end of the lesson, and ceeur,’ ‘ Les soupirs,’ and the like
.
He
wo
uld sit down following verdict to mamma, in the odious broken Eng~~ had to: be- restored w
0,glasses of sherry and a “to the piano and play one of these piec
es so tenderly,
lish which I will not att

_ very long, for my health

empt to reproduce :—
sandwich. ‘This was eubmit
to for some time, but at. with his eyes upturned toward
me all the time, with a:
‘** My artistic position enables me to be frank with
last.she gotto require three. glasses, and then mamma path
etic, beseeching look that reminded me exactly of you, madam, and to tell you
the naked truth, unpleasant
thought'a change of ‘teachers wobe
ude
l
sid
rable.”
my darling Skye terrier, Nellie, who died the year before
. though it may be. Your daughter has. simply. wasted
Another one she had at this time was ‘a young lady Someho
w mamm
a

took a strong’ dislike to Signor A.,

from the Royal Academy, who was rather nice, but she “a
nd after I had had six lessons made some excuse for
ag always getting up a concert or a recital, and worry- disconti
nuing.”
as
_
us ‘to to tak
e
ticket
t
ets:s; resbes ides wantingto rehearse her.
Then comes a dreadful story of a Teutonic individual
pieces beforé me. Mamma. said that she thought too
.of doubtful character.
She says: ‘‘ He was one of the
much of herselanfd. too ‘littlof
e her pupils, and so we thundering, smashing players,and used to gi
ve me lessons
. changed again.’ ©
i
;
far too difficult,—all octaves and big chords, such as he
~ She now meets with an educated teacher from Leipsic, love
d to play himself. He*persuaded mamma to pry
. whose standard greatly conflicts with her own. Here is
him for the twelve lessons half-way through the term, as
er: opinion in full: “Mr. N. wascertainly a beautiful hia wife lay.
on a bed of sickness. Then, at the next
«- =player, and a most: painstaking teacher, but he’had cer
- lesson, he came in tears, and related how he had be' tain drawbacks. - First, he@ Was nervous and shy in hi

‘manner, which is most objectionable in'a master.

s

Then

he was’ too exacting and over-critical, never seeming

satisfied ‘with anything thatIdid.

It I played ever so

improperly, or

something, until I got quite impatient and. longed to cry,
- What does it matter 80 long as the piece goes amoothly ??

4. must have mistaken for his own:”’

:

;

Her experience at the “ College of Music’ with class

lessons is, perhaps, the most: disastrous of all.. She
Then, too, his pieces were always.ao dreadfully classical . says: '* Th
e pupils were promised two lessons per week
he and ineffective, If he ever gave me any modern music in pi
ano or singing, besides an :hour'’s class harmony
_ at all it was by some German’ composer with an unpro. and a lect
ure, all for two guineas a quarter. This was
‘- nounceable name, and so bristling with accidentals thay not
a success, for, after all; one hardly got one’s
when once learned it never would keep learned, but got money's worth. The
piano lessons were only fifteen
fresh mistakes in it every time one played. it. But the minu
tes in length, and one was expected to sit out the

worst was hig. persuading me to play studie
‘He wanted> lessons of two other girls, as if that could do any gocd.
. me to practice scales and finger exercises » but there I So Tha
d the tedium of gazing at two dreadful, ill- dressed
flatly rebelled. I had dove with the nursery, thank you! _ objec
ts of girls for half an hour while they stumbled
.

:

et

V

*.

He declared hat he played them every day himeelf, but through their pieces,
and then of being disturbed during
-I took the li erty of quietly disbelieving him. Still, the my own playing
by their whispering and littering, as
studies were bad enough. |Mr. N. asaured me that they they doubtless exchanged
ill-natured. remarks upon my
would impro e my touch and execution; I never found " appearance and
performance. The weekly lecture
that they: ai,and they certainly did not improve my usually. a dull and}
uninteresting. affair—at least, I
temper. To think of the time I wasted over those dread- went once, for the
room was so stufly and crowded
ful things, when I might just-as well have been practicing’ ‘it gave mea headache. But
the harmony class
{

‘play 80 as to give herself or others pleasure.
neither

knowledge

technic,

nor

talent’

She has

(the mon-

ster !), ‘and for me to give her lessons would be robbing
you, wasting her time, and making myself unhappy.’
‘** But, Herr Blitz,’ gasped mamma, almost staggering under this. outrageous speech, ‘} assure you she’
plays very nicely,indeed. _ You have not heard her yet.
If you only would.
Of course, I don't. mean she plays

likea professional, but her playing has been greaily
admired by all our friends,’ regaining courage to stand
ane
come security for a friend, who had run away and left up forme as she wenton,
‘“** Then, in
him liable.. Unless he could raise ten pounds by next the contrary,’ that case. I will withdraw my opinion to
replied the hateful man, grinning; ‘and —
Thursday he would be thrown into a debtor’s prison. PT should advise you to, as you say in- English, let well

Mamma never can resista person who weeps, 80 che’
correctly he would complain that some note was not _ gave hi
m the ten. pounds, and we never saw him again,
held down long: enough’ (as if that. mattered, 80 long as
‘nor Unicle Henry’s overcoat and umbrella, either, which
it sounded rightly), or that I playedin too level a tone,
were hanging.in the hall, and which, in his distress, Herr

or used the pedal ‘wrongly, or fingered,

the most valuable seven years of her life, and will never

1s

was’
only

that
was

My

a eeeBat I thought if you would give her a little finish,’
began poor mamma (asif I would have taken a lesson
of him after such rudeness).
-_
ae
oo
*T. should. have to give her a little beginning first,
he answered, ringing for the servant to show us out;

‘and I regret to be obliged to decline.’

ets

‘*¢] think there is, perhaps, some misunderstanding,
I ventured to put in, wishing to give a little sting in...
return before leaving; ‘Herr Blitzis not to suppose
that I wish to qualify for a mere music teacher.
‘Quite unmoved, he bowed us out with the reply:
- ‘Every lady should be able to teach two things to her .
children,—the Lord's Prayer and the elements of music.’
.
“T need not pursue my experiences; they have
I have, however, found the:
always: been the same.
proper course to pursue, now that Iam old enough to
think and. act for miyself. Every year I collecta few
-. pieces which have struck me on hearing ‘them, and.then.
-I take half a dozen lessone of anybody who will under-

take to teach me those and nothing else.

So I get what

I want, and at least avoid being imposed upon. I play
dear mamma to sleep every evening, and most of the
girls, I know, are jealous of my playing, so-it cannot be .

very bad. I have even played at two fancy fairs and a
workingmeh’s temperance concert. I find
my pianoa
.
great solaee and pastime for the winter evenings, so I do 7
give pleasure both to myself and others, whatever Herr,
‘Blitz may say.’’
me

bod

CoE

ed
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LETTERS TO TEACHERS.
BY

W.

8.

B.

MATHEWS.

HAT methods may be used in teaching piano lessons to child who does not read?
We like Mathews’
‘Twenty
Dessona to a Beginner,’’ but there it is necessary that shb should read and write also. She-is very
bright and.dan‘have a daily lesson.
:
2. How ddes Dr. William Mason’s octave touch differ
from-that of Nullak ?
FM. T.

The first part of the ‘‘ Twenty Lessons’’ can be given
without the pupil being able to read. And if the teacher
is willing to. take the trouble, she can go on to quite a
length in the same way. That is to say, all the keyboard exercises, such as the two-finger, arpeggios, and
scales, can be given: perfectly well and to quite a high
degree of difficulty without

the use

of any notation

whatever, the teacher merely having the matters,at
hand forreference. But in doing this it will be desirable

lieve any child can be taught to rad in the ‘ordinary. A, (CWhbt exercises ought I to us fo
e r finger stretch: no
course of the household before reaching five ye pe et ingand thumb limbering?”.
2. ‘! Exercisefo
s r raising the knuckles’ of fingers 4
age—I mean, any child manifesting interest in t ings.
an
d
6,
and depressing tho
of
s
2-a
e
nd
8
vt
However, be this ag it may, some fort of notation
we . 8, “Finger and hand gymnastics?!)
+
a
Pe
must have pretty soon, not for use}in first learning, but. 4. ‘Are the vocal exercises of
Mr.’ Fred. W. Root in. .
for convenience, primarily, in recording, and. th a n_ for. the Musical Messinger good, of. value?”
8:
In vocal instruction is there anything better than .
convenience in recalling,
=, |: ee

(2) Mason's octave touch I-do not understand to be

: practice. Thus, there will be four different ways of
playing the two- finger éxercises, which are to be given
cumulatively, one until it is understood, then add an. other and other, until the child has them all, which will
not take very long.’ These four ways will be the cling-

ing touch, the arm touches, the hand and finger elastic,

and the devitalized.” Here we have in all six different

manners of eliciting tone (the arm touches including
“up”! and ‘ down,’ and the hand touch’ being not the
same as the finger elastic). Scales must be taught in
the manner mentioned in my ‘Twenty Lessons,’ and

the arpeggios carried.through. In the latter, the child.
must know the C position of the diminished chord; and
whatever ‘ changes” you add to it, from1 to 15. Then,

designating the position and _the change,’ add the
rhythm, and you have a full ‘direction, as “CO position,

‘third change, meter of 12s.’’ Chord ‘forms and little
cadences can be taught very well by rote, But in every .

“case there must bea set of. verbal handles, in order to
be able, to, call them up when, needed. But when it
comes to melody the case becomes more serious.

It is

quite possibleto teach a child one simple melody afer

another by rote, provided the child and the teacher
have

6. ‘Ido not understand phrasing, ‘only what my dar
catches ;-w

at all different from that of Kullak; but ‘hia meth d.of
hat book of Mathews shall I get? Is not his
bringing the'‘pupil to an easy play of octaves is diff rent, first for very young beginners?)
Bete
but it is allin the two- finger exercise, the so-calledoctave — 7. ‘My powers of memorizing have been suffered to
help, or just practice, preplive Pn:
ge
I
ca
t
;
n
dec
ay
exercises adding merely the octave extension of the

hand. Finger and wrist remain quite the same as in the
_ This correspondent also asks me torecommenda con- | two-finger exercise.
e ee
In this connection I think it proper to state what I _ servatory nearer Colorado than are Cincinnati
and New
understand to be Dr. Mason’s. claims with. reference to” Yorke
his systemof ;technics. I do|it because a pupil of my |The firet three questions in the above list I answer by
rle
eel
recomm
end
own reported to me Pa
‘‘
Ma
so
n’s To: uch ‘and Technic,”
recently having heie ard an emayinent._ heod
il,
menaing
uen
Be
en
or
etre
a
ae
_ l that is necessary for the purposes’
‘pianist play who does not. like Magon’s technics, and, four volumes. Al

to give each exercise, a name, and to impress this name ' who, in fact, made severa
l slighting Husions to it,

upon the child at the momentof learning the exercise,
in order that exercises may be recalled for review.and

* Bassini ?2):

‘named is-in the book,
She -

For bringing up the knuckles,

remarked,‘ All the time he was using Mason's technics and for forming the hand, thereisnothing better than at the very moment when he was speaking against them,’ _ the two finger exercise, especially in elastic touches and. .
Dr. Mason came on the. field of action when the | in sixths. But in doing these be sure that
the wrist is
pianoforte had received i bortant: illustration from the. kept low.and the fingers operated to their full extent,

works of Chopin, Schumann, Mendelssohn, ‘Thalberg,

that is, straightened out for making the touch, and sh
ut .

and Liszt... At this time the immed ate predecessors of quite in.to contawi
cth
t:
thepalmof the hand in' making
these. great, geniuses: wrotelbach mechanicians as. Herz, . ‘the touch. This in a little time will strengthen the weak.
.Kalkbrenner; and strict spedagogues. Mason himaelf_ side of the hand, especially ifyou demand more tone of”
was ® pianist by nature, haying beeenn. gifted witha highly. that side and keep demanding until you getit,
lose
musical nature, excellent early: ly tra
t ining, and. early ex- ~ IT should. judge from the letter that the correapondent
more mechanical conception
perience of great importance _When he wenttoEh rope haad
‘of finger training:
in 1849 he representéd ‘in: his, oma playing the beat: that. thanis desira ‘ble, and depended less upon musical ideas.
America had at that time produced. He wentto Leipsic, agauch,
Cote
ea.
to Moscheles, and ‘after A ¥ ear there spent a year with _ With reference to the vocal question, I judge that the
that virtuoso, ‘ Dry-as dust?’ Dreyschock, and then| went - Root. exercises ‘are of value, and th
a
t
D
e
l
-Sadie’s
for several seasons to the coterie with Liszt at Weimar. recent work is better than Bassini. There mlea
by
e many
At Weimarhe probably heard for the first time the works _ oth
good
ewo
rrks ; Tam nota vocalist. Coe
of the great romanticists interpreted in the modern’ style, _ 1. It will not be easy to learnto.memorize, ‘but pe
rs
se
_and there he himself became one of the leading ex
ve
ra
nce will do it. It is exactly the same thing ag »
ponents of the school of piano playing which is no
w cur-- eating very tough Dbeefsteak, - Cut off small mouthfuls “ee
a
n
d
ma
st
rent over the whole civilized world, |
ic
at
e
th
em
thoroughly. In other words, takea
ros
bee
Between this method of playing and the directio
ns in phrase at a time, first play it both hands together, then. ee
the instruction books, or even the instructio
ns in the “the ‘right hand alone twice. - “Conceal the notes (this is
conservatories, the hiatus:iwas world-wide.’ Not
ve
ry
im
po
rtant) and try to recall what you have played.
only,

did current instruction ‘utterly fail to gras
Th
en
if
-y
ou
fail try and think clearly exactly how far
p
th
e
ce
nt
ra
l:
“gufficient. patience. But it is not altogeth
easer
y to hold points of the art-of playing the
yo
u
ca
n,
an
d
ju
st where the memory fails. Look once
pi
an
o
in
th
is
modern
a number of such lessons in the child’s memory wit
h- sense, it did not even lay a. foundation
at
this precise point, then try the phrase again
fo
r
it
,—
in
from
short,
out something to) ateer by—some kind of notation. I~ ha
d no relation to it, So when Magon came
me
mo
ry
.
Wh
en the right handis learned, ‘try the bass...”
ho
me and
am inclined to think that any child smart enough
to do began to teach, he at once began
in
th
e
sa
me
ma
nner; finally, both hands together.
to
‘i
nt
ro
du
ce
no
ve
lt
_these things by rote is also smart enough to le
ie
s
arn a of improvised exercises, some
‘L
ea
rn
th
e
co
un
ti
ng
at the beginning, because thisis. your
of
wh
ic
h
we
re
his own innotation. And Ido not believe. it will be at all dif
ficult stantaneous ‘inventions, design
in
whwhiic
h {the _two parts go. together. .
ed to meet a parti cular . gui
t
o
d
‘t
he
e
wa
y
i
n
for the child to learn the staff notation direct. Jus
c
h
g
o
t
e
t as . case, and others traditional! us
Wh
en
yo
u
ha
ve a melody and accompaniment, le
ages, from other em inen
soon as you have localized, for instance, the
ar
n
nt
he
eleven pianists, exercises or modes of
ha
rm
on
y,
¢.¢
.,
the succession of chords ;: then fit the
practice which they. had
places of the treble staff as: cdrresponding ‘with
- melody to it, phrase by phrase, For first |exerci
the invented for their own use. In
ses in ©)
this wayhe originated,
white keysrunning toward the ei from D next
middle or firat formally and public
me
mo
ri
zi
ng
,
Bach's first and eighth two-part inventions.
ly
i
n
t
r
o
d
u
c
e
d
, the ‘first’ form
C, I do not see |why a very little attention would not
of the two- finger. exercise, hig inge
ar
e
ex
ce
ll
en
t.
Be
su
re and take something which will.
n
i
o
u
s
make the child competent to read from the
c
h
a
n
g
e
s
upon:
staff in the the diminished sevent
not remember itzelf, What you want is a ha
h
(t
he
g
e
r
m
o
f
w
h
“course of a few weeks, without bothering her or ma
ich. I.thinkit
bit. of intel-king quite likely he may have got f
le
ct
ua
l
at
te
nt
io
n,
th
erefore take. music which ig sirone
r
o
m
J
o
a
c
h
anything difficult for her,
i
m
Ra
ff
),
a
n
d
fo
above all the system of accentua
‘u
po
n
.t
he intellectual side—music which you ca
l
t
r
e
a
tment of exerbises,
But if the staff! is though
nnot).
t too difficult, why, then, we

have no recourse but to fall back upon the
tonic gol fa,
"which needs only|that the child should. kn
ow seven let-

in order to improve the attentio
n and train the hands
more rapidly. . The octave exerci
ses were a new de-

whist
anlde
wh,
ich you couno
ltd
play by.ear. Inafew

months, little
by little, you will ‘accomplish it: It will.
parture, but they offered nothing ne
be
ve
ry difficult at first, ‘and. requ
w
ters by eye, and: be taught the scale relati
w
h
e
n
it
wa
ire - considerable
s done,
ons that the but merely a shorter
and more direct-road for reachin _ sand,” but ‘aftera little it will become ‘easy enough,
fk letters stand for. Then, tod, the elemen
g _ and
ts of1 the.the. the method in which alal l go
allyour playing will be very much improv
od artists play octaves. |” Bus
notation should be taught very carefully, and on
ed
..
.
..|
.
ly
.
on
e’
- So if you take the’ Magon tech
I cannot recommend a conservatory
eae
nics together they-do
“ atva time. “Begin by teaching the scale thorough
. .In fact, Idonot
ly, so’ not contain, perhaps, one
single method of ‘touching the know that thereis'a good conservatory west of Chicago, that the child“cah name the-scalé tones yo
u play in a pian; o which, has not ma
at
ny times been applied by great. though there may be hundreds of them.
“melody. .This may‘ require some weeks, an
e
s
d
yo
n will artists. But. they do give, so fa
‘Soildigs Bhs
-do-better if you begin with the tonic el
r
ag
Iknow, the only
ements (do, mi, |. system of technical ex
ere ises which undertakes to af
sol, do); *theh-wk en these.are allt elt. properly
ford
_—~A FUNNY story is told of. Felicien Da
, ‘add the |iethe player the mental tr
vi
d.
ai
. dominant. elements (re, sol, ‘te
ni
It
ng
wa
s
an
d
fi
ng
er
m
e
t
h
o
d
s
wh
ic
h
and then the sub-/ distinguish the
w
h
e
n
D
a
v
i
d
w
a
s a- young man that he gave a very auc- pl
ay
in
g
o f artista in their best interpre-.
._- domina(dno,tfa,la, do), and finally all together
"c
es
sf
ul concert at Cairo. The Khedive sent for
,
Ju
st
ta
ti
on
s
fr
om
th
e
we
ll
s
c
h
hi
ooled playing of amateur a
m
~,,88.800n as the child can first ‘sing aj me
an
d
n
d asked him if he would give a fe
n lodic phra
ragese frfrom
om
|
co
ns
er
va
to
ry
w lessons to the ladies of
pupils. Any artist » in. proportion gs
hearing it,played over once‘or twice,
h
e
“t
an
he
d
ca
harem. _ Visions of rare oriental beau
ll
th
e
sc
pl
al
ay
e
|
s
we
ll
,
pl
ay
s after the manner of the Mason te
names, then give the staff pl
ti
es were at a
c
aces for notation, and there |’ and ar
n
i
c
s
; once pictured to the mindey
ti
st
a
’esof the young man, and
li
ke
D' Albert, who p lay well in cert
.., we are. “Possibly, it will be foun deven her
ain re- he consented with enthusiasm,
e : that the _. spects but fail in others (suc
coe |?
h as delicacy and nuance), He wen
* "scale places will afford no-more difficulty th
t
an
d
was ushered into a large, empty room
an
th
e
to
ni
pl
c:
ay
af
te
r
th
e
manner of thei@ Mason technics
. Solfaitself. A gmart child. does not need to be
,
i
n
to
ac
wh
ic
h was apiano. He sat down and waited,
kept _taii n extent, and fail to play by just -so mu
back. I was able to read from the
Short] y
ch. I fact, @ burly negro
newspaper about the the D' Albert
appeared, and.
fo
playing (to judge y what I hea
r
Se
ve
ra
l
mo
timeme’T- I was three years old..I le
ments. stood .
“ ti
rd of. it) silent. “At last he'asked
arned ‘by pestering my lacked al
David when he was going to
l or nearly-all of that. ‘rerefineme
-mother, until she told meé#one letter
nt and expresafter another. and - siveness of fing
g
i
v
e
t
h
e
er. point. upon which the app
l
e
s
simple words in order to- keep mé
s
o
n
,
e
a
l
i
qu
ng (| When my pupils come in,”
iet, until I could quality: of theoe find allthe others of the
re
tone depends, —exactly the quality ‘
pl
ie
d
Da
vi
d:
dame sott onthe page, T be-. whi
i
n
"O
h,
"
said the negro, « you areto give the lessons to
c
h
P
a
d
e
r
e
w
a
k
i
an
d
Jo
se
ff
ty
ue
.
are far superior to him.
me and I am to giveitto the

ladies,” i

Foe

| ‘EXTEMPORIZATION. |
“ Acborpinp Io some, extemporization is, 8 lost art,

holds the important position it once did in the life of

ia the one factor in music which ages least. The works»
great composers and executanta, and a public exhibition of Bellini and Donizetti—threa
dbare as they are—will .
of this faculty is|80 Comparatively rare now, that it is . ever remain as grapes which ma
ny
afox eyes with envy.’’

relic of the i which we are neither able! nor denttou worthy of remark when it does take place. The world
of reviving in anything like its former glory. Of course, has probably realized, without exactly. Baying so, that
we do not now refer to: the delightful vagaries of the improvisation is but a fleeting thing, however beautiful
~ BVeTBge chutch organist, who has to: kill time at certain or inspired it al be. “Itis as though a:great artist propoints in thel service, and|‘runs the imminent risk of Ieijl- duced a picture in colors which would fade as soon as
‘ing also any unhappy auditor who happens to be some- glanced at, or a splior carved « goddess. from an ice
' what musical. | On the whole, perhaps, w are inclined block on which the sun's rays would soon light. Doubtto blame the poor organiat too much for what iig rather less we may get nearer to‘the real living genius of a
his mistorinsd than hisfault. Let any one who has. not
yet done so tr the: experiment of extemporizing on a
given theme with hig eyes and ears intent on the move-

musician by hearing his unpreméditated rhapsody ; but,
after all; the. product of hours of labor has a far greater

art value in itself—~besides its virtue of permanence—
than the most brilliant flash’ of momentary inspiration
ever evolved from brain and fingers. In brief, clever
improvisation is altelling proof of the existence of a fer‘tile:creative faculty and a facile power of development,
° both of which, however, may be exercised ‘more profit-

LISTENING TO ONE'S OWN PLAYING,
Tux habit oflistening to his own playing, of studying
musical effect, should be formed by the student as soon
as possible. Of course, this is natural to a certain extent to all players of a musical nature; but, like a naturally good ear, or flexible hasnt it is a thing epalts
of extensive cultivation.
For.this kind of work niuch —
on the make of one’s pianoforte. But given one of good quality, fine
results may be obtained by playing single notes and
chords very slowly; making the endeavor to produce 9
pure, round, and long tone, without atriking.the keya

ments of the church wardens and sidesmen taking up the
offertory, an then for ever: after hold his|
peace on the
subject of the weakness of the ordinary player’s productions on such.occasions. | That some of our organists
heavily. If one becomes interested in this form of tone “ can triumphantly stand the test is greatly to heir honor.
production, slow exercises will never seem tedious nor:
ably
in
the
ordina
ry
method
s
of
compos
ition
and
perWe turn, however, to the wider field of extemporizauseless. Slow movements of sonatas, like the adagios
forman
ce.
itrictions. Full success in
tion unhampered by. such
of the ‘““Moonlight’’ and the ‘‘ Appassionata,’’ and
this field demands the combined qualities laa inspired
pieces like Mendelssohn’s Songs without: Words, Nos.
composer and the accomplished executant, and requires, AN INTERESTING INTERVIEW WITH VERDI. 18 and 22, and Godard’s “* Reve
rie Pastorale ”’ and “Au
é,further, an extraordinary memory and power of mental
-Matin,’’ may. also be practiced advantageously in this
A CORRESPONDENT of the London Mor ning:eAetrrextdon manner.
concentration. Such qualities, it need scarcely be said,
Studies in pedaling may be combined with
‘occur simult neously iin, few musicians ; but itis quite recently: interviewed Verdi and succeeded in getting from
this kind of work.
- possible to develop latent ifts by judicious training, and him the following entertaining article: —
- Musical effect should also be kept in mind when ap‘ France. is not playing a very brilliant part in music
‘ger number. ofjour presenttheré is little) doubt that.a
plying the finishing touches to rapid passages. After
might. attain jconsiderable . just now,” said the veteran composer, turning to hia old the first part of Chopin’s Fantasie Impromptu, for exday, composérs ‘and play
‘on ‘seriously friend, who introduced the writer, and who, being a ‘ample, each passage should be studied with the purpose .
(
facilityin the art itthey t
to it. In cre it was ‘expected of all com- Frenchman, felt: acutely the shafts leveled at his col- in view of making ‘‘ waves’’ of tone, instead of resting
posers |that they should extemporize iin public. Bach, leagues by, the Italian maestro. ‘‘Ambroise Thomas,
content with simply-playing the notes rapidly. This
He latter style of playing such passages exhibits one’s dexHandel, Moz art, Beethoven, ‘Hummel, Men lelssohn, and like myself, is old'and fini. .I saw him yesterday.
many other»‘possessore 0 honored names in the musi- isa wreck. Perhaps his best work is ‘Mignon.’ ‘Fran- terity of finger, but does not produce the. best effects that
cal Temple of Fame, delighted and astonished contem- coise de Rimini’ contains some good things, but how on the pianoforte is capable of. —T. Currimr, in The Boston
porary audie ces both of the general public and of musi- earth did he dard attack Dante with such a libretto? Musical Herald.
,
-cal experts. |It is recorded ‘of Bach that) the lengthy The! Tempete’ is downright bad. As'to‘ Hamlet,’ I think
“Vorspiele’}.. and “Dwi chengpiele” on, the chorales Ambroise Thomag showed want of courage in not taking
—An animated discussion has been taking place in the
¥ -. with which H was accustomed. to edify the congrega- the bull by the aah and making the most of the splen-. correspondence columns of Afusical News during the past
4] tion of St. Thomas, Leipzig, on more than one occasion did dramatic situations contained in Shakespeare’s play. few weeks, on the question whether (putting it'in a nutrotests of the clergy, who con- I think I should have produced a very different work. shell) an accomplished organist can be at the same time
“| brought down:
. .sidered the bervices interrupted thereby. | Mozart ex- Most of your living colleagues are a sickly lot.’ Masse- & piano virtuoso, or, if not quite the latter, at
| least a
net is a wild, harum-scarum rhapsodist, who has written competent teacher of pianoforte-playing in its higher
temporized in public at an early age. A programme,
“dated 1770, ‘announces: an improvised prelude and fugue, ‘some pretty songs; Saint-Stiens differs from him only- developments.
Our own opinion is that although certain
. and. sonata for harpsichord by, the youthful genius. in being one degree more mad. Since Wagner the qualities of technic are requisite in common for both
- Sometimes two players competed in. this way, as: Bach musical field has been given up to chaos, and occupied instruments, there are at the same time such |considérand the FrsachinMarchand, at Dresdehee which. by dissenting factions. and rival composers. Those who able differences in their character and conatruction, as to |
imitate him have taken the buat of Beethoven off their necessitate the employment of widely differing}means for
case it is ne dlegs to say that Bach came off triumphant.
10 coasions are recorded also of two players extemporize pianos and replaced it with that of the Bayreuth com- producing what, on paper, are identical effecta,
ing together, e By Clementi and Mozart,. at Vienna, in poser, As regards Italian rhusic, I think our youths
Nevertheless, high excellence in the playing of both
1781, Beeth ven and Wolff, in 1798, Menc elssohn and ought to return to the love and study of song, which: is instruments is by no means impossible in one and the
Moscheles, also Miendelasohn. with his beloved sister our peculiar privilege. -.I don’t say this in aversion of game individual; the happy combination is, we admit,
Jam a warm : admirer, but: be- _ rarely found, siangly because the highest musical gifts
: ~ Fanny: In guch CARES there was either a spirit of rivalry German music, of which
a
“tn which the weaker. genius would, undoubtedly, play cause I think that/song is natural to us, by reason of our ‘are not often met with, and a strong and sympathetic
For insecond: fiddle to the stronger, or else anuncommon ‘sym- soil and climate. | Once, a long.time ago, some German
musical nature is a sine qué non inthe matter.
“pathy and“ yapport”
t’’ between the two players, as in the musician said to me, talkingof general tendencies, ‘You stance, Mendelssohn would, we think, be admitted a fine,
- last two inatances. As the greatest ‘comiposers were Italians don’t krow how. te compose a symphony.’ "performer upon both instruments, even in thes days of
‘almost invariably the most successful ex tempore per- ‘You Germans,’ I retorted, ‘don't know how,to compose
advanced virtuosity, and a fairly large number of living
24
musicians, blessed with the dual accomplishment, could
formers, it is.not surprising to learn, frot those who 8 song.’
|
“There is a strong pr opensity. in. most people to make
be named if desired. —The imal
“had the invaluable privilege ‘of hearing him, that Beet-.
H
hoven was unrivaled inthis art. His own vilagingwas themselves and their views the measure of excellence. |
i
described by contemporaries ag being far ie when im-. Nor is the error confined to individuals. _It is national.
music is a disqualifythat
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_DISOOURAGEMENTS OF PIANO-PLAYING.
BY FANNIE

EDGAR

THOMAS.

To one with sufficient character to profit by it there is
in piano study development forall the cardinal virtues—
neatness, thoroughness, persistence, patience, endur-.
ance, honesty, horror of falsehood, self effacement,
largeness, stability—enough to make a noble man or

woman of the veriest slattern.

wer

‘Of course, no human means can create characteristics,
anymore than’a gardener can differentiate the rose
from the chrysanthemum; but as an educator there is.
nothing equalto self study of the piano under the eug-

.
estion.ot an honeat influence.
One must feel a sort of reverence for a pianist such as
ae
+ no singer, howéver good, can inspire.
“—. ‘There ia something almost like martyrdom inthe devotion to-an instrument that ‘takes so much and gives so
little personally ; in the following of an art that is like
~ catching colors in a sunheam and with them painting a
picture before an indifferent spectator; for a piano
audience must always be an indifferent one till made
otherwise.

',

|

:

es

to printed pages, and then trying to persuade ‘oplookbrs ts
lute pitch, nerve power to control the shifting paralysis _that/oneisstirred and moved by whatisin‘them: Itis:
muscle obedience, memory, sight reading, sense of abso-

of excitation—think what it means to be a pianist! It notin human nature to believe it, let alone'to be stirred
requires the courage born of colossal instinct, -of an ‘and moved in tura,—Musical Courier.
:
incontestable conviction, to attempt the task of achieving.

It requires gifts of divine or) in to succeed in the.

i
attempt. Mew there be that find if. “Littl e wonder that ©
i
;'
sovfew women are fonnd in the course].
i
“In'speaking of her.own work! M me, Bertha Marx-GoldTar London ‘! Lancet’? is sufficiently ungallant to
schmidt says that the most difficult class of music tq play
is not the Liszt-Tausig firework, but the Haydr and. utter the following: ‘There is no room here for the.
Mozart poems.
Musically speaking, nothing. but force contention that, as compared with the boy, the girl. has
is required in the. Wagner-Tausig Chévanchee; anyone -not had
fair play; that opportun

itiefor
s cultivating the |

who can do it does not mind it... The restraints imposed

by a Mozart interpretation are exhaustingto a degree, _ art have in her case been few, in hismany. The reverse .
If there isa branchof education in which
_ To play Mozart means Mozart obsession for the time is the truth.
being. :.It .means..transferring the» mind. back! into girls have been gchooled,to the neglect of every other, Mozart's time, becoming imbued with. his-apirif, and. ‘it is precisely that of music. It.is among the. primary.”
thought, which means first of alla detailed knowledge
‘of his life. It means transforming the piano into a/spin- -subjeots to which she is put, and among the very last.
. net, making the imagination, play the part of timp and ‘she is alloto
we
leave
d off. Not one hour.a day, but
manulacture.
Scores of faulis and weaknesses may be many hours out of the 24, are consumed.by he
atr
the’
-hidden-ina rhapsodie, Avsingle flaw in a Haydn inter- _ pianoforte, to say nothingof oth
er instruments, while
pretation is like a missing tooth in frontof a mouth;
einging lessons are usually giin
vsupp
eleme
n nt to these,
a disfiguring space is. mada impossible to conceal.
The points.areso manifold, the shading so fine, the _It might have been, though, that if practice gives perequality must-be so unbroken, the escape from falsehood _ fection, woman would have excelled her male counteris 80 impossible, that one scarcely dare breathe through
as an executant
but as
, acomposer. But
fearof altering the touch, hastening the tempo, or/mak- part, not only
ing false accents. This testraint, this fear, this, con- what are the facts? In instrumental performance she

What an inattentive, indifferent thing a piano audience
Hy
ish
_ To begin with, there is no nerve appeal in piano flavor.
The instrament is raw, thin, insipid, and insincere intrinsically. In addition, it has been vulgarized, ridiculed,
travestied, and made common and horrible by stupidity _ acience is what wears,-and wot mechanical difficulty.
cannot for & moment compare with him, while as to ._
- and cleverneas combinéd. To the average ear it is the
The most trying part :¢fthe pianist’s professionis the. _ composition she is nowhere. Considering the
time she
same. old -boarding-school, boarding-house ‘pan, no
struggle between ‘sensational effect’ and trne artistic
‘matter how dignified the stage setting. It requires a values, the former. being *he lever by which success is _ has spent over it, her failure to evolve new harmonies,
connoisseur or a student to catch the soul glimmer cast raised, the latter being themusician's religion. Added or even new melodies, is one of the most extraordinary —
upon it by areal player. All that the general public to this struggle with self is the sight-of others gaining. ‘enigmas in the history ofthe fine arta.” =
gets is this reflection cast back from the connoisseur. ground through the false methods—something that must
pig cess Hae
ir
Till this is acquired, Heaven help the poor pianist!:
always be painful.to. the human. side of the artist. It |
Then theré 18, something in the very position of piano requires great moral courage to be a noble pianist,
+. _ Waar isto be done with the people who insist upon
playing that is unstimulating to minds that need sight to
As to.the accusation that women: cannot. manage the chattering, to the annoyance of their
neighbors, while
aid mental operation. Personality is given wholly to the pedals, Mme. Gokdschmidtjsays with as much sweetness
“mus
ic
is
goin
g
on?
Beethoyen’s plan was to stop the
_ work in hand and away from theaudience.
An audience
as convictio
‘!n,’
Many menrcannot.?.
0
Le:
g unsconsciously resents the fact. °
= attagM8 beg
_. The knowledge of pedal effect and ability:toexercise. music when he found he was playing to. ‘‘ hogs,” and
““~A woman with a voice-like a polished wooden poker “itis altogether a question Joftemperament or gift, like - Liszt adopted the same expedient. Onone
occa
sion
,
when
and sentiment to match is singing a megs of words that sight reading or sefise of absolute pitch, and that per-.
r playing before the.late Emperor of Ruseven waiting for a train at the depot you.couldnot bring meates playing a8 does coriception itself. One who has” the lattewas

yourself to read, Fifty persons pass into the hall, and: to ‘cultivate pedal is never surein the moments: of ia, he abruptly stopped-on hearing the (Ozar talking.
very few people turn their heads. Let the door but creak oblivion that come to all true interpreters what is being Noting the sudden general silence,
she Emperor grac-- ae
during the performance of a pianist, anything short of a done with the feet. Better a pedal: never touched than iouslyreques
the
te
perfor
dmer to continuebut
; Liszt
crowned ‘head, and see the white shirt fronts and feather ‘a medleyof chords. Women usually. press the pedals
_ left the instrument, made an. elaborate bow, and, with
boas. twist and=turni! Listening has been mechanical: instinctively to supplement the weakne
they
ss fe l, and
and the slightest whiff has been sufficient to break the amany men do the same.:; Others do it to cover faults, cool andstinging wit, replied, ‘‘Sire, when the King _
i
thread.
_
*
which in case of ‘nervousness
or excitement occur, speaks, all should remain silent.’?? But this method
j
' But it is all different from the peculiar bent of the mind through disabled fingers—a: sort of cache-mietre, as
by those who allow the public -.
necessary to penetrate the soul of a tone-picture on a ‘were. One must be ablejto separate the functions it” could hardly be adopted
of _ to pay their money-an
take
d their choice of talkortone.
piano.. And: the work of creating it is too serious, too foot and mind muscle in piano playing, or there
is ini One
grave, too difficult a task’to be popular with the average
recalls the storyofthe lady who, when a rest came ;
so much failure.
en
Ue ore
“femininemind.
—
,
i
Touch.isalso temperament, It ia to the acd what in the music after a fortissimo climax, was heard telling
Piano interpretation, including, of course, its technic, quality is to the voice. It cannot.
be
creat
ed.
“her
friend
A:
disthat ‘‘ we always fry ours in lard.’ The story
“necessitates a greater amount of dead, dry, hard work
agreeable touch may be modified by practice, thought, . isa chestnut,
but it cenveys:a hint of what might be done
that never shows than any other scienge on earth, except ‘development of concepti
on,
but.
altho
ugh
there
are many
perhaps chemistry.
And the worst of it is that points of well-trained singers, there are ‘few soul-stirring
‘$0 Cover the concert-convergationalist with confusion...
|ones,
:
profoundest difficulty; costing four and five years for’ and the same with finger
impr
éssi
on
on the piano. The accomplishment, are whisked past the sight in four or pianist, too, must have a
|
dramatic
element.
‘There
is
five seconds at the concert performance, when the. an.element of dram
_.
Ove
rpo
rne
is
as
cen
sur
able as underd.
ry
atic
isnt
in
the
simp
lest
.
comp
osit
i
;
keenest ear can scarcely seize them.
Really, the only” Interpretation is always impersonation, on the piano as _ tice twelve or fifteen hours a day
is
fully
asfatal as'to
~ way to be able to do the player justice would be to go - elsewhere.
-Sim
plicity never means flabbiness or negli- “practice only. one: hour.’ To play- fortissimo or :pianis<4
over the same ground one’s self, or to have listened to gence; it
mea
nsa concentration of ‘force. This ele- imo, where
the five years of practice. Then, too, ‘in regard to.a --Inent, besides bein
only
forte or. piano is required, will spoil
g
use
d
in
playi
ng,
must
.als
o -be exer-"
woman player, Until a woman can play like aman she /cised’ in sele
ction.. One, can’ play a perfectly classic the effect. To substitute-largo for andante, or presto.
‘is treated as a musical puppet, no matter how solid her ‘program
- for allegro,
will
often
cause afailure: ©‘A.Concert prome
that
has
not
in
it
a
ray
of
appe
al
or
a
refl
ecart motives may be. And the instant she does play like _tio
of response, and on
cane
make selections from the gramme one hour and a half-in length, containing a due
"a man she loses a large part of that peculiar charm for highnest.
a
both sexeg which is the reward’ of her being exclusively - the play standards, that: appeal to the benefit ‘of ‘music, ',proportion of popular.music, will give.more satisfaction
ers, and the audience.
feminine.. Not that she loses the qualities, necessarily,
- to the average audience than one three hours long made
Imag
ine
the
imme
nse
stock
of
musi
cal
liter
ature
:
that.
, Ene that she forfeita the privilege of profiting through
one must’ have in hand in order to-sélect therefrom. ‘To up exclusively of ‘the good old classics,!’ ‘Let your
em.
:
;
:
find
three
good sonatas one must know all the best, “moderation be known to all men.” ~
' Besides, the best music ia seld om. dramatic—that.
is, When, as inthe Goldschmidt. case; for example, every/stheo
t t to a dramatic. The very best compositions are . thing
is memorized as learned, think whata library in|
subject to apparent holes and vacancies, more or less
Memory, however, with ‘this rema kable
necessary, but by no means inspiring, To musicians the head!
musician is a gift, pure and simple. It isno effort what-. Miss Brower contributed recently a clever article to
:: 4” “even more-or-lesa effort of will is n ecessa
ry to keep the. ‘ever for her to memorize the most difficult compositions, _ the Atlantic Monthly on the vexed queation,.
‘Is
the
attention through a classic sonata of three, four, or fiv
e “Conception prints the notes as it goes along. Tt has’
--,, ‘stories, dependin
musical idea masculine?’ The fair authoress inclines
ong’
the bearing of the whole and on_ been ‘so from childhood. ‘And
she has the two memo-* the symmetry. of their ‘construction’ for intelligent appreto
the affirmative, and actually goes'so far
as to printithe .
rie
s—o
f
lear
ning
and
of
keep
ing.
Wit
hou
t
any
app
arent
| hension. Masterly, indeed, the compoand
se
rerf
pow
,ul effort: she can. recall pieces: learned in childhood, vand following, for which, had it emanated from the editorial
the: player, who can ‘compel thia attention without
the
‘there is no nervous fear of forgetting.
This is how i is - pen,
we
shoul
shake
d’
in
our.
edito
rial
shoes
effort’pfthelistener!
‘‘
:
Wome
n
a
ee
= People will not allow an unidentified player to. pla possible for her to-play the claasic libraries that 8) e has _can master the exact. science of harmony, thorough bass,
y in thé three most severe musical centers of the world,
these long novels. And until he has played them
coun
terp
oint
and
all;
but,assomebody said of a wonhow
.
Berl
in,
Vien
na,
and
Pari
s,
and
win
the
sinc
“pm * Can. lie beco
ere
resp
ect
of”
me identified? “A woman without a big per- 4 their musicians
. In a sense.she does not need the ayn: - derful German girl who spoke fluently in seven lan‘sonal reputation dare not.attempt
the task. _ And where. “pathy we have bestowed upon her. in thinki
ng of the _guages, ‘ She ‘can’t say anything worth
48 she going to get her big reputation? People do
listening to in
wor!
no
t,
- colossal ‘re pertoire, and in another sense it is more mar- any one of them.’ ?’—The. Keyboard.
he
_» .. become inspired by conquered difficultiesby
, restrained velougs, ~".
4
;
re
%
eS
}
<; “powers, by conscience in study, or even. by: symmet
ry of ~ - + One would imagine that she would be obliged
to spend eee
. form.
-all the time between the concerts in refreshing an
They become inspired by being in
andmakspired either by a -ing sure of the,mewory..
oT wonder
if ever.a song was sung
oF owl brilliant dramatic or sensuous appeal, or
Ex
fe
a
me
w
ce
chanical.
pt
“But the singer’s heart sang sweeter?
by
be
in
g
con
exe
rci
ses
to
kee
p
the
fin
gera in/trim she does no touch
«, 'winced that it is the right time. for them'to-ap
.T-wonder
if ever'a rhyme was riing
pe
ar
to
be
the
pia
no
bet
wee
n
the
con
certs~
She selects her reper- .
BO. . Merit, undiluted, unadulterate
"But the thought surpassed the metro?. °
wod:
rth on the piano toire in summer, and that enda.
it. The exertion of:
_ Mever- did “it on the-face of the earth and never wil
playing the programmes is all that strength wil allow |
And plano art is:an art. of merit: more ‘than: any ot l:
I wonder
if évera sculptor wrought |.
her
anyway. The rest of the time goes in répose. © |’
. attempted by finite power.
“Till the cold stone echoed his ardent thought,
9
<0
ee
ee There are the maittere of pedal sense, hand formation, . What a blessing this faculty forapianist): Hor:of “all:
Or if ever-a painter, with light-and shade,
the damning practicesin music is that of gluing't e eyes
., The dreams of his inmost heart: betrayed ?
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.of admission that the students had pa
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HEALTH| AND: MUSICIANSHIP, :

ye|

I foundemdy ideal conservatory I would
make it one of
the requisites

i

IT zecin with the aad confession thatlin our buy,: re
stless, nerve-wear: ing existence too little attention i paid
-.to the blessing of health, and that, compared to the
i

a two years’ preliminary study in ph
ysiology and ‘hygiene. :I would not care if they conf
ounded the vocal
cord
s with the diaphragm, bat I should
vigorously insist

that they should know the train of évil th
at follows in the
wa

ke of defying the lawa of health.
Be ambitious for
“ancient
sis matter, we are ‘thoughtless barbarians.
inth
‘health ag well as for fame, for dyspep
sia is a drawback
Tam aware that our collebogysepl
.ay base-ball, ride even to genius. VI you in
tend to become: professional
-. “bieycles,
and row boats, but I atill assert that we are all artist
s you must become ascetics in the ma
tter'of pleasfools in the matter of health...
ete wee |
ures. Ask the famous opera-sing
eho
rsw they pags
A healthy

body is the foundation on which all good
intellectual work’is founded; there pre exceptions to
this rulbuet,
isitnot possible that-genius which does so
~ much’ valuable work under. the atrain of illness: would

their lives, and heastonished at the. vast
difference be-

tween what you have imagined and the re
ality. You-are

to mortality, and not pecu
l iar to the musician.
The
statement may be somewhat
true; yet go long aa the
world at large looka upon the
musical craft aa more than
ordinarily guilty of these th
ings, there ‘must be some
special grounds for the conv
iction, and the profession
cannot expect to be looked upo
n with that distinguished

considération that we all should
earnestly desire,

May the time speedily.come w
hen -being a musician
shall be synonymous. with bein
g a true, pure, broad,
cultured, liberal man or woman.
—Music Messenger.
a

AN AQOOUNT OF THE GAVOTTE,

amateurs, however, and greater latitude is
allowed you.
Tue gavotte, or gavot, originated in
And yet you would be amazif
th
e dance of the
e
d
yo
u
kn
ew
ho
w
many
have done better work under the ‘npiforating influence so-c
Gavots, or men of the Pays de.Gap, wh
o inhabit a town
alled luxuries there are which you cou
lddo with- of that name in Upper Da
of health?
Ce
saree
—
up
hi
ny
, in France, so gays an
Gu
t,
no
t
on
ly
to
th
e
be
ne
fi
t
of
yo
ur
health, but to your exchange. Ata
ee atate, then, that allgood artwork
certain period, ag a social dance, it ia
is ‘the outcome of intellectual and em
ot
io
na
l profit. “Some day I intend to very much
health, and conversely, that every departure from health .
used, : A celebrated contemporary of
devote an entire lecture to pies and iced wate
Handel,
r
as
potent hamed Matthegon (1681-1764
-j8 a departure from good art, and I would ask
) says, with reference to
every: enemies of that higher life which we ar
e all. go anxioug the gavotte, “The ex
student of arttoremember this immutable law, that tojlive, While waitin
pression should be that of a right
g
I
have, perhaps, ‘supplied you jubilant
_ every illtreatment of the bodyis infgllibly followed by
jo
y.
” The ‘‘ jumping ” movement is a partic
with some present material for profitable thought.—P. W.
ular
ae deterioration of thought and of feeling. ~.
feature of it, and by no means the “ ru
nning.” All
— Leader.
i
i
.
ie
. The
gavott

human body, the human machine supplied with a
|. proper amount of fu alin the form
of food, will give out
"80 much energy and no more} if yon use up an over:
amount of this energy in one direction, there is a lack of

it in another directio
;fo
n rexample, if you use up the

-. gréater amount of itin -producing thought, you do not

leave. enough for the supply of muscle ; and health,
“please remember, ia the sum of all energies.
Every motion you make, eyery thought you think,

es are not accompanied by the musette,
the par-

ia

REFORM NEEDED, ©.

ri

Waie music occrpies a high position in the mind
s
and hearts of many people, there can be no denying
the

fact that it is looked upon with disregard, not to say

contempt, by many more. The
be laid to the art itself, but the
votaries is such that people are
emotion you feel, is destructive of a certain . fession- hey
represent.
Just

ticularity.of which is that the fundamental or
‘ drone”
bass never changes, thus imitating the quai
nt, * monot-

onous soundof the bagpipe; but the addi
tion of the
musette affords variety, thus telieving a co
mposition
which may have:to be constantly repeated of
amonotony
which after a time would otherwise become so
mewhat
tiresome. - Cotgrave calls.the gavotte a kind of br
awl,
‘danced by one alone. . Arbuthnot and Pope, in Mart
inus

reason for this cannot
conduct of many of its
led:to ‘sneer at the pro- Scriblerus,-remark: ‘* Th
e disposition in a fiddle to play
as many people reject tunes in preludes, saraband
s, jigs, and gavots are real’

_every
"amount of tissne, which muet be renewed by the nutri. Chr
istianity because there are hypocritesinthe churches, | qualit
ies: in the instrument.’
"tious elements of the food: circulating in. the blood;
so they
make light of music because-some musicians are

Littre gays its original

peculiarity as a danse grave-waa that in it dancers lifted
If-music ever attains the posi-. their feet from the ground,
while in the former danses
y and respect in the minds of the people graves they walk
ed or shuffled. The gavotte must begin
“act, Supply the blood with nutriment, but divert the that it ought:to occ
upy, several reforms must be inaugu- ‘on the third beat of
the bar, and finish with half a bar.
-" greater’ part of it to some. particular organ, and you rated.
These reforms must begin in the house of its The musette, whi
ch
may
be called a second gavotte, ig |
~atarve all other organs.”
oo
gai alge
be
pretended | friends. .° Music must be freed : from some | generally
similar in construction, and although different
Do you understand’ why the prize:fighter is not a abuses that are
altogether too common.:: .
somewhat in form, for the sake of variety, should be
‘thinker? “Heredity, of course, connts for a good deal,
First, those who make music their life-work muat built up, as far as
possible, on the central idea of the first
. but if you take the average man and bring him up 88.8
learn that they must be true men and women in char- gavotte.
The best known illustration of a gavotte. with
~. prize-fighter you will give him strong muacles and weak acter.
Because some geniuses in the: past have been
a musette foundéd on its opening phrase is written in the
brain. A similar state of affairs obtains with the ambi- lionized
on account of their genius and in spite of their period of 1685-1750. For the
sake of variety the musette
_ tious student;
he strengthens his braing at the expense moral laxness, others:
have concluded that they would
is written in the major key, which is great relief to the
'. of his body, but notice the difference, » Nobo
dy expects not be regardedas great unless they were-also notori.
ear, especially when the carefully-marked nuances are
_ ® priz

cease to supply the blood with nutriment, and thé brain . not what they
should be.
1s powerless to think,
and the muscles are powerless to: tion of dignit

e-fightertobe athinker, andif/his ‘brain impover-

_ishment reaches to the point of imbecility, he may still

ously'immoral.

The fact is, the world is coming to a

attended to by the player.

Among those who have left

higher standard of morality every day, and what would ‘specimens of this class
of composition behind them are : remuin the strong, healthy animal. On the other hand,
be winked at twenty-five years ago will not be suffered
Arcangelo Corelli (1651-1718), Jean Baptiste Leeillet,
_a healthy thinking system depends‘on a healthy animal now. Wha
t would be condoned in a Byron will be Francois Couperin, Jean Philippe Rameau,
system. If yon keep on impoverishing
Johann
the: body at the weighed and found wanting to-day. Nor will it be ex. Sebas
tian Bach, George Frederic Handel, Jean Marie...
expense of the brain, a condition is finally reached ; cused,in
a man because he pretends to be an artist. If Leclair, Martini, J. Exaudet, Gluck, Kirnberger,
and
when the brain sympathizes with the body’s weakness, music isto
be held in high regard in this closing decade
others who have flourished and enjoyed a greater or legs
and whenit ends by being: destroyed with the body.
of the nineteenth century,-musicians must look well to renown from the first date down to the begin
ning of the
“The brain may be destroyed to.acertain extent, and the their morals
and their manners.
ast cent ury.
:
body still live;

butalive brainisimpossible in a dead
Another. thing that serves to: place: music on a low
“body. You are an animal before you are athinker; the plane
in the minds of ‘many is the fact that musicians
animal may survive in the absenceof the thinker; but are regarded
as.narrow.
They are too often men of one
‘ou this earth there is no thinker in the absence of the idea..
‘They.are hobbyiats—cranks.
Does one play or
“Nate animal Phen es yi
§
sing with more than ordinary ability, then he rests conHealth then comes firat, andif it is necessary to aacri- tent with
that alone. “He can do nothing elae, he cares

-—-Some observations on pianoforte teaching madé in
his annual report by Prof. Waetzoldt, directorofthe Royal
Hlizabeth School in Berlin, have attracted much attention in Germany.
He says: ‘* It-may be affirmed that
the home music practice of girls is more responsible for
fice health or art, I should advise you to. sacrifice art,
for nothing else. It you engage him in conversation he this nervousness and weakness, from: which aa
of
What becomes of your piano-playing, Miss Artemia, if. can only
talk about his specialty, or, rather, about: his
hem suffer, than the much-blamed school.|
Piano rte
you have rheumatism in your fingers; what becomes of apecial self. -Musicians
must learn the: necegsity of ‘teaching should not begin before the twelfth year. Moreyour singing, Miss’ Diana, if you. have a‘ chronic sore being
broad if they would have the public look upon
over, music should only be studied by healthy girls, MUS
throat?. And how many throats and fingers have been music as worthy of though
tful and serious consideration.
ically gifted, of whom it may be expected that their play- *
ruined through an ignorance ora defiance of the laws If to be a music
ian is synonymous with being narrow, ng will one day give pleasure to their fellojw-Greatures.
_ of health,
|
:
then we may expect contemptuous treatment from the - Of one hundred girls who learn to-play root
ninety
Every defiance of! the laws of health brings its punish: world for music.
It has come to pass that even farmers, attain after years of labor to only a-certai automatic

ment on the artist. Hat/a lobster salad in bed to-night,
Miss Diana,.and you will not sing to-morrow as well as

you sung to-day ; catch cold to-night, Miss Artemis, and
‘I shall, hear the sheezing in your piano-playing tomorrow.

°°

Poy

,eo"*

ae

You cannot fool nature, even though you tell her the

‘most plausible lies; she will not even sugar-coat: Ler
pills to oblige you; but although you are allowed to do
as -you please, stripes will surely fall on the backs of

- fools just the same.

pes

“Strive, then, for health,.and when you get it keep it;
do not be over-studious at the expense of ‘your health,

_ but at the same. time do not call laziness sickness.
a

If

mechanics,
and artisans: take their

course

of college

training, shall less be expected of one who expects to

make the ‘tart divine ’’ a life-work?

skill, which not. only possesses no relatignto artistic
execution, but is even destructive of the [capacity for

genuine musical expression. The endless claims made i ~~
Again, there must be an improvement in’ the mutual upon the time and strength of growing girls) by teachers
- relationships of those who follow music.
of music must-be atoutly resisted by: parents and school
Have you ever
known one singer who aspires to public recognition that authorities.
Itis neither necessary nor desirable that
‘would say a kindly word about another singer?) Have we should kave mediocre or badpianists, ak it ig necesyou ever read #m the papers where one pianist or violin- ‘gary that our girls should remain. fresh a d healthy in
‘ist wrote a eulogy upon his fellow-artist? Did you ever body and mind.”
hear tell of a pupil who went from one teacher-to. anThe Professor goes on to insist that when in the case
_ other who was told that his instruction so far had been of sickly girls alleviations are sought from! school bur-.
just exactly right, and that he had been well tanght? —
dens, instructions in piano-playing should be one of the
But it may be said that envy and jealousy are common firat to be given up, *
2
4

4

-

a

e2

4
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LIS4T AND OHOPIN. .

as the fitat had done ; itwas like the sharp thrust of a hands and. fingernails ‘The hands should be free fro
m. es
poniard, . It was no longer an ele —it was a drama, —soil. when’ displayed |upon. the keyboard, ‘and, the
nails
In the meantime, Chopin thought hi had eclipsed Diaat
. Ture was a time in which the piano was a species:
that evening, and boasted of it,Ba ing, ‘How he: was”
strument. avoid all”unnecessary moye-a
of religion. When the aged Field was on his death:.
a
vexed!)
Liszt understood hitn, and determined fo.be enta| Do ot sit. with your. back
to the keyboard at. Ee
bed, his friends, not knowing what to say in order to
revenged, spiritual artist, though he) was. - And here is any time, and, if pe
do,notturn yu, back to your, :
prepare him for the last great change, asked, “ Are you
what he improvised. Four or five days. after, the: _ auditors’ while p
oe
a Papist or a Calvinist? ™
company were all sesembled abode
t the same hour— See that your music. is inorder pon' the rack before
‘“T am a pianist,’’ responded the dying artist.
‘a short time before: midi
oe _ Liezt entreated: beginning to. play
Among the adepts of this new religion, the most
Chopin to play. ‘After. a great deal ‘of pereuading, he
It.is better not: to. rollhee: music: for carrying, but
celebrated were, without doubt, Chopin and Liszt. A
consented to play.’ Liszt then demanded. that all the: place it between |the lids of a folio.
great many censure Liszt for his indescribable pre:
lamp
'
s and ‘tapers should be’ extinguished. | They put
~ When one is asked to. play.or sing, if he intends to :
sumption, his grand charlatanism, for the.conduct: of
‘down: the. curtains, and. the pbseney was complete.
omply, it is better
taste to proceed at once without hee
his heroes of romance, for his strange musical theories ;
It. wasa caprice: of the’
artist,
and. they. did as. hi
tation, excuse,
reamble; afterward. do not remain :
in spite of all, the superiority of the artist is in asking
wished. “At. that: moment Chopin went to take his
or farther’ invitation. If the desire '-the world rapidly to forget the: weakness of the man.
place. at the piano, — Liezt: whispered | some. words for more of yo
BIC i8: sincerely expressed you will Liszt has been, without doubt, the true lion of the
rapidly in. hig ear and took hig. lace: : “Chopin, far. be able to perceive, its)
1
;pend, if
if possible, :
piano. All the great artists whom we have interrogated |
‘from dreaming what his comrade wraheto do, seated |respond,
ee
on the aubjedt, Whopin excepted, have niade the same
“himself without noise in‘a ne
to offer to
Tesponse: ‘Oh! Liszt is the master of all.”. We have
| ‘hae the
Liszt played : all the com
| eae ‘of the: music for.a lady while she
that. Chopin.
is playing, but to.
seen talents more pure, more perfect, more sympaplayed at the ‘memorabl
if which:
we ‘hay _-do this well without hindering. rather than helping the :
‘thetic; but no-one has had, in the same degree, that
spoken, But he knewh
» plaay. them with 6
= performer requires no little tact, and ease of manners,
dlacictn power, that musical magnetism that impassions exact. imitation of the. Bee
and ‘manner. of his. vive - One should be quite sure that -he can follow the music.
and entrances an audience.
Liszt was. many times. but
it
was
impossible. not to.
BO a8 to turn at the right instant,’ and without dlaplacing mee ;
a mediocre in playing, when he was troubled, _illcha
ntm
ent, the’ same emot:
the leaves and. embarrassing the player.
disposed, or a prey to over-excitement; but when he
a
:
SS
19tapers:at the — Duet playing iig very profitable and.ente taining: pr acwished -to play, when he had BGiGanicatell all his.
of the piano.
: tice, but many ‘persons. are not successful. in the rdle
“. powers to make a grand stroke, and held his musical
oe OF accompanist. Ss dispute often arises over the selec_poem in his head, in his heart, in his fingers, in his ©. rei
yht‘éswas Chopin.
~ tion of the parts, primo or secondo, firat or second piano,
nerves, he launched: like a thunderbolt over the tremdn, duet playing one needs |
yhis.rivaly
bling audiénce, and produced effects which: no: other
to exercise much patience Hee
ay ‘say, like all
ud hav
e
e k it. and forbearance, and. not,be disposed to Criliclse orx dic- ae
artist has produced, except ‘Paganini. -Schumann has
- tate to the other.
i ‘said of him with a mixture of admiration and ‘irony, was# Chopin,Bee
cls
oo
:
Criticism of another's8| performance is
‘‘ He is ‘as brilliant as light, grand as a thunderbolt,
he»
4 sometimes be
eficial to both the critic and the criticised, but one should :
zt? ae
and leaves after him a strong odor of brimatone.”?
i ~
“That Was defying him;
opin would not7 be sure that he is thoroughly well qualified to fill the —
We have"“been accustomed, for many years, to hear
dared not, accept.
Liszt? was revenged. —Loui sds “role of critic ‘and
. Liszt and Chopin, but never have we enjoyed the
dle his subject With success, and we
ir e
e in the Pianist. .
then it should be don in a kindly spirit, with the
- playing as during. the year '184~. It was during: sins |
my
stay at Castle B., near the right bank of the Noir. One
£ rather than injuring.
:
night the pantry were all assembled in the great dra
‘Discriminate ‘applause 3 i 3 appropriate ‘and. expected ii
in
wt

ing room; the large windows were: open, the light
of
thé moon flooded’ the rooms with a golden light;
1
the
‘
5
songs of the nightingale and the perfume of. mig
nonette*
were borne on the breéze into the room.
: Liszt
played a nocturne of. Chopin’s, and, accord
ing. to his
+ custom, he enlarged the style, and introd
uced trills,
a
tremolos, and so forth, which were not in th
e original
compositions.
Sisvaral times Chopin showed signs of
impatience. At last he approached the
piano, and said
to Liszt in grave English: Will you do me th
e honor to
play a piece of mine as it is written? No
4
one but Chopin |
has aright to change Chopin.”
\
4
“Oh! well, play yourself, then,” said Ui
}i
nal,
nee
from the piano.
4* Willingly,” said Chopin.
At that moment the light was extingui
shed _ a, large
\- moth which had flown
into the room. ‘They wished to
relight it. ‘* No,”? cried Chopin,
“the light of the
moon is enough for me; extinguish
all the tapers !”? Then he played.. He wleaheat an en
tire hour.
It
is
* impossible to describe the effect,
There are emotions
;

~ | SSGEStIONS ce US}OAL PEOPLE, ne ‘the: eoncert-“room,

'_AW important suggestion 18 in regard to the care lof a
piano. Presuming that you have agaod instrument, on
which you prize for its worktanship. and finigh, ‘da well
as for.its. musical. qualities and companionableneas, it is
worthy. of careful treatment. | You should keep itlin a
room where the temperature varies as little as ‘possible
.
It should not be exposed toa Araught or dampness
froma window, door, or outside wall, and it should no
t _
receive the direct rays.of heat from theeae or sto
v
or.the hot sun of summer..
|
The air of the room should not be Li ay.
‘Potted plantsin the sameroom with a piano will B
ap
ply about the necessary amount of moisture.

timed.

but:should not be /Poisterons. or “all

3

Ss

:

*

“Never omit. a movement or passagee fron a- composi-

tion because it is more difficult or less pleasing to’ ‘you’. :
‘than the rest, as is. the custom with some players who
are more sentimental than serious, and are in no senge
devotees of the -art: fo¥ art’s:sake.
It-is in bad taste, oan
an: injustice to the: author, and: pmay.‘easily be detected |
by even mediocre critics, and'so will.do you the disc
of at least being frivolous —

sical Visitor.

THE LEOTURE BEOITAL, ' —

- Dusting. & piano is a matter of taste, but it. should
be

ee the growth of. ann interest in Gate music, there
ding with a chamois. skin or silk cloth—ne
e
abo
ut
a widening of the field of the ambitious |
ver with a. has com
i
feather duster or a woolen cloth. ae {
teacher of music, and ie fashion of the musical lecture
‘It is, however, quite important thati the ke
cer
oe
a
ee
ys” of the - or., lecture- recital,
piano be kept clean. The insensible perspira
There are, I.bel
} Many communities wl ere
repeople
tion of the
fingers combined. with the. unavoidable atom
s of dust are not: bored and -wearied by the: quantity ; of ‘good: lec:
produce the soil sometimes seen updn th
tures that: itis their duty te. hear, ‘or, where the ‘opportu- |
that “we feel and cannot describe,
e
iv
or
y
k
eye.
The nightingales A cloth
dampened with ‘water, or water. and alcoho
nities for musical culture are not many, that would find:
t ied to rival-him with their song
;
l,
.
; the .flowers were will
remove this effectually.
pleasure iin a course of musical lecture- recitals arranged. i
“refteshed: with water divine.-“T
hose sounds came from |
If it can be avoided it is better not to
by young women. who'can talk interestingly and intelli- .’
"heaven.
The audiense were in mute ecstas
pl
ac
e
bo
ok
s,
:
y—scarcely . music, or bric-a
- -brac upon the piano, ag it tends to ‘gently on’ some’ musical topic, and at the same time
‘dared to breathe ; and -when th
e enchanter ‘finished, all
deaden the tone of the instrument, and. of
ill
ust
rate their subject with music well rendered.
eyes. were filled’ with tears—abov
te
n
ca
us
es
syme all those of Hiszt.
pathetic rattling and jarring that is some
» He préssed Chépin ‘in his arms,
times 3 mistaken a The. ueual way to give such a recital ia to choose some
and cried :— Deets
for a defect in the piano.
‘great composer, give his. biography. and ‘passages. from | nes SCAh, my friend; *you are
i
righ
:
he work. of a
We do not care for the ornament of a
geniug like. ‘thine are sacred ;
his
best-known works. ‘The history of.music, its differ- :
Pi
an
o
scarf,
it ig a profanation to
{hough that is a matter of taste.
ent forms and their growth, photographs of the compos- _
Pouch them. Thou art a true
poet,and TeamA only a
- While it

is commendable to see music aad bo
er
s
buffoon. Le.
and
their. masters,—these and many other particu- - oks
worn
out in’gervice, we do not like to see
ae Come, then,” replied Chopin
‘lars.of: interest will occur to the enthusiast. who desires 7
th
em
’
de
st
ro
ye
d
by
: “you: ow. that no. “c
areless or rough: usage. Keep the mu
dg, t “one canplay. Weber |and
sic on a ‘stand, ~t0 undertake a number ofsuch zecitele, say.from |Bix to.
Beethoven like yourself, I
stool, or music-case conveniently near
%e pray’ you, play me the Ad
"ten or twelve.
the.piano. .
agio in © sharp. minor “by
One:can judge of a pianist’s musical_taste by ar
-, Beethoven--play it slowly
i ure the ‘Buccess of See an es
fete “ In order to ing
aad serio usly, as _you can
ing his collection of music.. One ig
Bega you wish,”? sometimes. filled itdis best to start a ‘subscription- ligt. The’ music-claases .
with regret to_see the musical oot
Liszt played the Ada gio with al
in girle’-schools are often glad of the opportunity offered
up
on
wh
ic
h
g
s
o
m
e
l his soul tl all hia”
sedncnia he are fed, consisting,
will, - Then he’ mani ifeste
perhaps, of ‘ Russian’ by such a course of lectures; ifthey areog
. hali theyst
d to the: ‘audience another
should
.March,??
Maiden’s Prayer,” * Arkansas Trav
“kind of emotion, They wept
eller,2 bey Record.
, they groaned, : But. ‘they
ue
‘* Tron: Boots Quickstep,” a‘ Silvery
“were not the. tears. that: C
Waves, ’:» ete.
hopin -had~ caused: t0 flow
;
A musician is in some measure judged
they’ were cruel’ tears, of whic
. by hia reper 7 Masia; even in thie most harrowing
h ‘Othello apeaks, The
moment, ought
toire. See to it that it is all that: coul
salty"of the. second artist
d be: desired.
did. pot: touch the heart,
never to offend the ear, but should always remain music,
‘ It is well-to give some care. to the.
‘Appearance of the’ yiiah desires to give pleasu
re,—Mozart,

228:

| PRENOMENAL sites, ——

There is no¢
one factor of suecess stronger ‘tian: that of largest wo
rks (« Sargino,” “ Achifleug ")while ta
fea
lking
oe|
* having te good’ habits of work, Havi
ee
ng once to strangers, quarreling with hi
s
wi
fe
, punishing hig
fo
rm
ed
thes
e,
we
ar
e
lef
. Tue singing
t:
fr
ee
in‘Russia—that i
to
‘l
oo
k beyond the mere
is, in‘thaBaiean Church
children, or contending with servants. Sa
lieri walked
- is confined entirely tomen. All the monks are singers. details of the work, and to see how'best we may accom- through the
most frequented quarters of the city with
For a thousand years Russia has been searched for the. plish ab which we have undertaken. © It ig like playing slate and pe
ncil, to be able to note at once some ha
ppy
At first we have to study the music and the impressi
heatvoices among themonks, and they:are brought to the the piano.
on; he was always chewing candy.
Gluck, in
eys, and each note we strike requires .a separate
inoat important centers.’ | Agno person can become a
and
order to translate himself to Tauris or Er
ebus, wanted
priest in Russia who iig not.the son of a priest (the parish distinct effort of. the will, butiin a little while we begin the fresh air of
the meadow, flooded in sunshine and
co. upriests being married), iin, peel allthetraining has gone to read the music readily, and’as our fingers wander over ‘sipping champagne.
Cimarosa preferred to work while
on from age. to age, =

the keys we are not conscious

4

|.hat

of guiding ‘or directing

in joyous company,

surrounded by noise; in this way

them.
|
- Bags: voices in.Russia are “ob extraordinary depth,
resulted his ‘‘ Secret Marriage,” and thig is a re
mi
nd
er
An
d
th
is
j
is
the
wa
y
we
de
ed learn to iisiour work, of Mozart, who wrote
: ‘some of them. so deep and powerful that: they have
his exquisite E flat major trio for
whatever it may be. -The details of it should never
- special parts assigned
to
them
an
‘octa
ve
below
!
the
real
piano, Clarionet, and viola in a bowling alley du
{
ring a
part. ,These are called “ octavists,’? It is not uncom- - trouble UB, but they should become as a second nature.
game of ninepins, hence the name Bowling Alle
y
We
sho
uld
be
80
ac
cu
st
om
ed
to
beginning the day’at the Trio (Kegelstatt-Trio) by which
“mon to find those; who can take the F below. the C.
the
composition is often
sam
e
tim
e
eac
h morning, that when an exception occurs called, or of Sc
Most’of these bags‘ oices come from - North Russia. It
hubert, who wrote the sketch of most of
aig an interesting fact bearing on, climate ithat, contraltos we would feel somewhat at a loss. Weshould be hardly. his dances and songs in the inn
in the midat of a cheer“of unusual depth and. resonance are found 3in that part conscious of taking up each separate task, but should go ful crowd. Paésiello composed
only when in bed; his
to it as a/matter of course.
There iig necessarily in most best work, ‘la Molinara,”? wa
algo,
0078
|
|
:
s: written in that a
‘The Imperial ‘Chapel i
in St! Petetebarg ied es (the of our lives more or less'‘of routine. The same things Thig rridlegt me think of Robert Hamerting, who
often
hav
e
to
be
go
ne over day after day, and, so far as they received me at noon while
: finest lin Russia) of one, hundred and twenf
oices.
still in bed, With the explana~The. members of ithave no other business, and preserve themselves are concerned, it makes little difference in.‘tion that the muse came to him more readily
in
i that po‘their voices with the utmost, care. | Bvery'day they study what order we do them, so long as they are done. But sition, The cause for this may be physiological,
as the
vocalization for an hour and a half under Italian masters; for our own sakes, we should, as-soon as possible, adopt- recumbent position: of the body undoubtedly is
i favorable *
besides this, they: receive|
‘regular instruction in: sche: an. invariable rule of proceeding in regard to them, never to. the activity of the brain.
’ departing from it until we become unconscious that we
atylejunder native teachers, ES a oe
“According to Schindler, it was in the bath tub, early
No church music ‘in Russia can be printed. or per- are following a rule.
mornings, where Beethoven received his highest inspi%
formed ‘until it. has first steceived1)the sanction of the - At first!glance it does not seem of much importance.
rations.
Zingarelli, who composed while sitting at the

proper authorities, |The general church chants in Russia | But think what would be saved byit, Suppos
eac
e
h
day
we
did
the
same things, but-in a different way, hapare akin to the Gregorian, being unbarred melodies des:
azard
.8 we finished one we would have to stop ‘to
|» titute of:rhythm, There are.Fight ofes in use, which
think which one we would better do next, and so on
“are changed, every week. |.
:
Von.Moltke, the great.‘German general, rocalty de- ~antil all.¥were completed. How much time would we
ceased, Was a. connoisseur of musi¢,. and he asserted have eae ‘how much trouble’ expended, and how
__ that a the music of the Russian Church isas far removed more tire would we be when we had finished? On the.
5 from the meagre hymns of Protestantism. as.from the other hand, having once pot the duties of the day to ar-

_

~

operatic music of the. Roman Catholic. Church.”

We

have lost no opportunity. to hear. the best
|
music the

cl lebrant “at ‘the memorial. service

.to Peter

the

Great} in St. Petersburg, |or (excepting Mme. _Alboni) a
contr: Ito equal to that of a woman who sang: in ‘the
~ Russi n ‘Convent. on» “Mount Tabor, in Palestine.
Christian Advocate, : 2s Aes vss

- progressed with giant strides. Haydn sat quietly in. his
chair thinking, but it was indispensable thata ring given
“him ‘by Frederick TH. was on his finger, so that -his’
thoughts could become clear and unfold.
Various are the accounts of how decided inspirations
were begotten for the composition of some works. Carl

range themselves for us, we soon find that they have become much easier. The days have become longer, and

cathedrals and churches. of.all. religions. have. to ‘offer, we begin to find time for the thonsand and one things we
st inclading the Jewish: syhagogiies, and have never heard have alway looked upon as being quite- beyond the reach
baat anything” ‘80 distinctive, iimpressive, compact,‘and mass- of ourr busy lives. —Harper’ 8 Bazar.
ive, n r any single asso equal to that of the priest who
e
|
Was

piano, always sought previous inspiration by reading
some church work or Latin poet; after that his work

: HOW COMPOSERS ARE INSPIRED.
i

BY WILHELM

4

KIENZL.

Czerny reports that Beethoven received hia musical idea
for the scherzo of the Ninth Symphony from the chatter

of the sparrows in the garden. Another version has it
that Beethoven sat long into the nighit in the open air,
when the thousands of glittering lights gave him the
idea for the scherzo. It is told of Weber that he re_ ceived his inspiration for the march in ‘' Oberon by
_ seeing in a beer garden the chairs piled one on the other !"~
Goldmark is said to have been impressed by the song
of a lark-at Carlsbad for the singular and bewitching

Tas creating’ or composing. wy htmusician is the greatie
i
:
_ est puzzle to pnddayman,* Tow often the question was
[We ommend the ‘following |
article to the!ear eful rpuding of both
asked of me, ‘‘How do you manage: to hold on to a
students and teachers. —Ep, Erupe. J
musical hid at and to put it on paper'so anybody can
WORSE THAN WASTED,
play or sing it just as you had’ thought it out? How,
where, and'when comes to you a musicali
impression—a
Ty te time that.many of us: rn lin making up our melody? "How is
i it possible with one thought to encom: a minds jover little: matters could be employed in doing pass all ki instruments. of an orchestra andto make
Me something really useful, how much more.would we be note of :it-all? Do you have first the musical idea,
“able to accomplish | “As with most. bad habits, the habit ° and then look
up a text or poetry for it,
or is it, vice
cision in. little, every- day’ affairs is the. éasiest versa?
eS
és
the world to,lacquire. We think so much of the - For such inquiries it is very: hard to give correct
uties. of life) that they: get to assume the most answer, especially if it is to satisfy the questioner.
formidi ble proportions, and in deciding what we shall Such questions are seldom asked of painters, sculptor,
do about. them we leave ourselves’ little time for greater or architects,’ While the creative action of these artists
and mo reserious things, Pee
‘differs not from that of a poet or a musician, outsiders
How ¥ e envy those people who have the knack of ac- harbor the: ‘idea that it is easier to paint'a picture than
. complishing ‘a great deal ‘without apparent effort. We to “compose 8 symphony. or an opera. This childlike
look at them in
i wonder, and vainly wieh that we might°‘view can be| understood, inasmuch as the musician is
-discove
their secret.
It does not appear difficult. . sthe only ‘artist. who does not borrow his forms from his
‘* Why,’
we ask ourselves, ‘cannot we do as much as Suroundings but from his inner self.
they?”
But,Strive as We may, we never seem to sucThe way the composers receive their first ideas is as
ceed.
|
be
i
different with each individual one as are the physiognoThe gs cretiis not a hard one to find, but 3
it is a hard mies or handwritings of the people in general. Withone for 4s to put into practice, at frst,if we have been out external impression there can be'no creative ideas,
of the h sitating kind. ‘hey have learned to make ups although it may not appear to he so. It'is even pos-'
their minds: quickly, and then never| to permit them- sible that such, ingrained idea comes to: an artist. without
selves toj|have any doubts as to the wisdom of their deci- his knowledge, agthis may happen while he is in dream"sions..
hey do their work systematically, and put into land, But exterior or inner life experiences are always
each wo ing, moment the best that isin them, without. the incentive for creative work.. It may be of interest ,
thinking of the result, They are the.:people who rise at to learn something of the different manner in which old.
the sam time each morning, and tab up their daily or contemporaneous musicians compose thejr music,”
tasks at the same hour re day. They are the cren- also their habits while composing, and of the external
tures of abit, but’ their habits are nearly all good ones, ieAabunes which were necessary to do the work.

that lead them in the direct line of ‘bit which they are

striving

do.

a

call of Astaroth in the second act of his ‘' Queen of
Sheba.” These matters are not to be laughed at. Extravagant as they seem, they contain the elements to
make them important.
There exist. physical secrets which eat lightly be

brushed ‘aside.

Fechner has throwh

a light in his’

‘‘ Phychaphysik ’’ on these singular evidences, which to
sober mankind appear crazy, or af least fathomless mysteries. Who can decide what combination of direct or
indirect impressions and thoughts have been the anderlying idea of Richard Wagner's creations?
predilections for silk and velvet, for rungs and curtains, and

for their decided colors is well known. His study athis
‘last home in the Palace. Vendramin at Venice was
wholly in pink.
It would be going too far to enumerate e many impressions that were necessary to musicians to accomplish their work. But of this we are certain: that they
needed them and that they were individual with each of
On this one’s mind acts the roaring of a stream,
them.

the noise of carriage wheels, of machinery, the ticking
of a clock; on another only the greatest quiet and golitude will produce the right frame of mind for the regeption of ideas. ‘One wants sunlight, others: the night.
Many can only work in the morning, others again only
in the evening.—Newe Deutsche Rundschau.

-—Amateurs give us s0 much trouble because they are
creatures of two-fold character; necessary and useful,
when with a sincere interest they combine unassuming

reticence; but contemptible, and to be disparaged, when
they are bloated with vanity and conceit, anxious to”
push themselves forward and give advice. There are
few artists whom I respect more than a first- rate amateur,

To get into theright mood Sarti needed a large room ‘and there.are few I respect leas than .a second: nate one.
lighted softly with but one lamp. Pair composed his Mendelssohn.
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THe composer of ‘' Faust’? gave an apt illustration,
the other day, of how discoveries are bronght: about by»
the simple logical deductions’ of the scientific mind.
Common sense ig ‘not.ag common as it should be.
—Avr his benefit a popular singer in an opera house of
M. Gounod was present ‘at. an exhibition: of the phono.
a Rhenish town, deeply moved, put his hand on his
_—Are you thinking. of doing great things ‘some,
;
- day,
after a
graph
in
Paris.
An
idea
oceurred
to
him,
and
heart and exclaimed:
‘' Never shall I forget. what I
moment’s thought ‘he informed the audience that. if the. then 3you would better begin to- day.net
owe this town and

beer-saloon

lungs:

its inhabitants.’”?

And the leading

keeper arose and said at the.top

of his

‘\T hope not.”

cylinder, on which. a. tune had been recorded, wereio. recognize and ‘acknowledge |irue eae in
revolved faster: or’ slower; the ‘music would be. trans-. others’ ish stepping--stone to greatness }
in ourselves.
posed ‘into a higher or alower key, |
as the case. might be.

WHATEVER is sought iin, man is generally found ; but.

—~Apenina Parrr confided an amusing tranhis to an

The experiment was at ones. made, and M Gounod’s
Ls
laws of he who seeks for
e@.good iis the more richly rewarded,
interviewer. She is pestered with the offer of children.
conclusions, which were of course based. on the
8 People,’ she says, ‘‘ seem to have a perfect mania for musical vibration, were found to‘be perfectly gortect, =a - LOOK well to the’ company. you. keep, and -let your herr
chief: ambition. be to excel inall that, igs noble, and
wishing me to adopt their children. I can assure you I The Keyboard.
am. perpetually being offered babies ;hundreds, I should
: worthy,
in’,
nealing of ‘thoronglness |
think, in the course of the year. Only:on Saturday a
—!' Many a man 0 genius? said. Haydn, i pertahes
ete
‘lpye
ago:
uy
remem
fond oe wished to hand over to me his new-born
becauge- he has to gain his bread by teaching instead of.
viding4 'A week before,” added her companion,
4
devoting himself, toatudy.” ee
* Mdme. Patti received a letter offering her a girl, anid’.
antine that the matter should receive her immediate at: ‘worried because it took n ne
- Careron Lasrenine,—I aamfToonencel thatmany who.
ee.

wise

oe

tention.”

,

trouble. .24 Gould not do

Le think they have no taste for music would learn to: appre: '
ciate it and partake of its blessings, ifthey often listened

—I ramk I may justly claim to have sung to audiences into. it.
p
to good instrumental music with earnestnes
representing larger sums of money than any other if it hal been some oe a symphony or
tion.— Ferdi and | filler. a
4
F
artist now living. Daring my first engagement with Mr. _ torio, and the conscionsn
of this bothered me,
f
Abbey, I sang to $12, 350 at one concert in Boston at the one day said as much toBeverley. 7 you know, the: great : a Dyor: kis a. “most oa
ious ‘None’ bat.
Mechanics’! Building. During that same engagement _ Beene painter. He wa ‘thkn doing some work feyr.Cov- pupils with genuine talent, backed by pluck -and pa:
he
with Abbey, I. sang in ‘twenty-two concerts and twelve
ent Garden. His reply, has: stuck’ to me ever since. tience, can ‘stand the exacting demands and punctilious
Gperas to a.total of $226.000.
During an engagement
‘Thatis how itshould ‘be
\d to painta tick wall. ‘requirements of the critical master. Those: who hold out.
with Mapleson iin San Franciaco, Mme. Etelka Gerster:
er it. as if it were a under his brisk work. are thoronghly trained,
and oeho
being the prima donnas, we ‘sang to Sanimiutie of
fthe Queen’
hich to S
_Tavine FOR THE IDEAL. How. beauifal a period in a
$162,000 at eighteen performances, an average of $9000 get about life.”
youn artist’ ii is that,whe untroubled a Ahouah
§ .
to each, performance, These figures represent the .
A WRITER hiaat aot wel
-» largest receipts ever drawn into a box-office by the same
number of” performances, and seem fabulous to those ‘music exists upon nothing but th lyauity ofiheitah na:.
i just :
unacquainted with the theatrical (ousiinss. — Adelina ture. He is probably ‘ poking fon, ” but! there ig.
-enough of truth in some of hia femarks to make the hit
Patti.
» #
:
a nasty one,. An exampl = ‘Ng. one will admit that
tack. “They! hau h
—Tue organist was cajled before the music committee
he does not desire.to enjoy classical music. Everybody
fora reprimand. ‘* We don’t doubt,” said the. spokes: - desires. to.: “They have. heard critics who do: not enjoy. parents, and |‘pu
man, ‘‘ that you know. your busines! and can handle an the classical rot ‘poured: ‘upon the world, any’ imo ethan .
organ ; but to tell the truth we think—have thought for ‘the commonest laborer, jay that: beautiful songs are
—
'
gome time alongback—that your pieces are too much - mere ballads and not music. ‘The critics have toldthem:
;
like the opé
(with the accent on the second syllable),
that a series ‘of thumps and wild piano’ beatings: make equally true. “To: som people music pens up’ the fairy roe
- and seems td us the house of the: Lord ain't emacily the up classical music, and that if they study
a ‘long time, realms of absolute beauty, and the noblest: aspirations of
ds for op Gry music,”
and have any music in them, es will understand and the higher life; othera can enjoy but: he mere concord
‘Do you mean that my esheets! are too operatic 7
enjoy it.””
q
ee
“of sounds,”? and to such it affords no higher | or greater
-asked the amazed organist.
|
Another: “Then wher a ‘neated musician. ‘comes, pleasure than chin-tickling d
does toacat. —The Keyboard. ss
‘Well, yeb, that’s about it. Now, for example, that ihe is well. advertised, the
“social world, filled ‘with’:
solo Miss
ie —The following true story is
sang last Sunday morning—way up, then vanity and the desire for appearanees, rushes
j
not
encoura
ging
to
young
forward, |
way down —that’s the. kind of music we object to in the fills great. mugic
halls, and makes: believe that such.
houge of the|Lord. "
music is grand and enjoyable. ‘They hear a sweet atrai
“ Last Sunday! Miss:-——’s'solo!’’ answered the or.’ in the great musici
an’s playing ; they begin to thinl th
:
ganist, thinking back,
‘But, my dear sirs, that eee on
it is pretty, when all at once it is broken off bya series
_» . Know that ny Redeemer Liveth’ 7?
of. wild rot that is no more’ ‘musical than a: cracked door-: ear:
bed
‘Well, 5 we don’t know anything about tha; but what|
bell.” They. credit the latter as being classical, and ap- - opener. a his supper,‘and: Bays, willyo
:
wee'd like is pome good hymn tunes. A saci rousing |
“plaud it because some one’else applauds it. ee don’t out. the Bas when you! vedone!”Ue
‘opening’ piecé like ‘ Hold the Fort,’ we don't object to;
_ enjoy it.”"—London Musical Times. a
but the opér music; as" we said before, we don’s feel
““ Byo1isn MGneireley, a ‘attend Moniek of |.
ea ~ i.7?°
y
English Song,” Vol I, has just been issued: in Edin-.
—“ Trig notto any amount ot material splendor Or prosburgh. | Ita editor iis the well-known writer, 8. Baringment
on
’ perity, but only by moral greatness, by ideas, by works:
which
they
perform | is.
- Whilst
.Gould. : It is to be completed in eight volumes, and is —
"of. imagination, that a racé can conquer the future
. to include the favorite songs of all classes of the ‘English every: player on the flute, oboe, clarionet, ‘bassoon, horn,
fa Americg has learned to love art, not as an
amuse- people during three centuries, ending with 1840. “After: violin, or ’cello is intimately: acquainted with ‘the interment; not-as the mere ornament of her cities, not as a
ior of his.‘instrument, few. pianists are able to describe
an eloquent tribute to the late William Chappelle for
tig.
-buperstition df:what is comme il faut for i& great nation
the distinctive peculiarities ‘of a ‘Vienna, half- English,
, his labors in this field, the ‘prospectus, enclos
but for ita hi mgnizing’ and ennobling energy ; for. its
d with or English mechanism, to appreciate the difference be.
’
the volume, says correctly that ‘ ‘ Popular M usic: of
1 ee,
> spower of mal ing men better by arousing in thema pertween
the.
actions
of
an Erard, a Pleyel, a Broadwood, eee
Olden Time,’ neither in the first nor in the latest, edi-,
caption of their own instincts for what is beautiful -and
a
Rigel
or.
Steinway
;
Be
grand.
a
{
Collard.
,
tion, represents the living. musicof the English pgople.”’.
te therefore sactéd: and religious, and an eternal re
buke of: As showing the scope of the present, work, wema make - ‘We are naturally imitators. St As anile an “imitation
:the base anddporldly, she will
‘a further quotation:
‘As & national ‘nonient of “falls below the ideal patterned, after. Hence the neces“Hnplich song, it seems only just that the musi ‘of all sity for a pupil’s having good. ideals constantly before
“.,.« and raises
it fror
name to a living power.’
classes should be included, that it should not onfine. him. ‘Have you never seena child learning to wr
e
Wish these words of Lowell’s in the Century could b
itself to such songs a8 Have been written: for the arpsi- a copy-book? At the top of the. page is the. copy for.
‘blazoned iin letters of firein our. Ci mercial
arts,
~ chord, and the piano’ by «skilled musicians, but should. shim’ to imitate.. Perhaps. he does fairly well the first
te -ofjustice ‘and administration, so that they
may take ' Sot include also the lark ‘and, ‘thrush and blackbird. gong of: time. | Very. often. the second time he will look at his.
Te in'the hearts. of those people, who, as the
same wr ter the: ‘plowman, the thre her,” and the» milkmaid.” ~ own
first attempt instead Of the original copy. And go
. Says, ‘Scan talk and feel. as if this were the after
-dinner There is’ an_histérical s nisof English national Bong, he will go o copying
. after imgelf,to the bottom of the
“; Hime of the world, ind mankind were doomed
herea ter profusely: iNustrated, folla ed by-notes to the songs con- page; and
‘each successive line: he goes on increasing
Bh forever to. that kind of contented mate
rialism which.” tained in the present volume, which range from
tradi-. hia faults instead of correcting: them, | Soin his musical
comes ‘to good . stomachs. with - the’nuts and
raising. ” tional. ditties to Simon the Cellarer,’’ and.‘'The Bay “ideals, unless the teacher
keeps. constantly before the |
hese’ words. |are-pregnant. with meaning and.
-fulll of of Biscay.’’ - The ‘voice parts are given in. both the staff. pupil's. mind true ideals, he “will go
on day after day ~
force to the m any who see music ‘and. concomitant
Arts ~ and the tonic sol-fa notations, thereby much ine easing copying himself and. developing faults
instead. of.Brow
S patronized am pgconaiay a aiaply;as & fad.
- the usefulness of the publication.’ |
ing toward perfection. Musical Messenger. rene 4
f
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| LETTERS TO PUPILS,

SE

BY J. 8. vAN —

In anawer to requests for programmes of meetings we
‘offer the follow
OW ing, hoping they may! prove suggestive.

These

have been suctesstally given :—

ad
f

{3

ae
re
ae oh Firsr. Cassicar, PeRiop. .
~~ Papera: “The Scales’? “Italian Church Music.”
Illustrations: . ‘ Alla ‘Trinita Beata,’? Cantique,
century

| Pa‘VAM
le

os

ty

strina

-'\ Stab

Anthem:

~»

Poe

:

at Mater,’

oceur. I will reply, first, that these expr
essions correspondto certain German words, viz.: H.S.
, Hauptsatz,

:

paralleled by P. S., or Principal: Subject (Eng
lish);
S. S., Seitengatz, or 8. 8., Second Subject -(
English) ;

R G., Riickgang, or Return; 8. L:, Schlug
s, Conclusion.
‘These expressions are added to the music by
the editor

15th

:

Gregorian
}
Go
d
on
Hi
gh
,”
(1524-1594),

Glory be.to

8. W.—You ask why, in the best modern editions of
classical music, the letters H. 8.,8.8.,R.G,an
d 8. L. |

Hymn. : to aid the st
udent in dissecting and go detecting the
1655,

construction of the music. And this leads me, seco
nd,
to the remark) that music is. produced by the constr
uc-

wane

Allesandro Stradella (1645-1678), Sacred. Aria,

‘Paper: =}! tly Instrh mental Music.” Baa,
Ht.
Allnetrations: SAS. Bach -(1685-1750),/ Little Preludes
(For-comvarative study) Chopin, Prelude.
G. F. Handel (1685-1759), * Allemande,”’
suite; ‘'Sara Vande,’ XIth Suite. ~~
Aria from ‘: Rinaldo ;” Courante,
“Bach, ‘*Bourree.!’ IlId Suite. °
—- ‘T.P Rameau (1488-1764), ‘Ri gandon.”?

X1Vih.

XIVth Suite.Fi

|
{' Folk, Songs’?

Paper:

‘Illustrations: *Black-Ryed

aes

%

Susan (English). |

a

elligent reproduction or interpreta-

.:\lustrations :. Gavotte (Old French), loom poses un-Gavotte,'C

oe

orelli (1658 1718).

=|

- Gavotte,“
Le Tamabourin,’’ Ramean. - .
-. Minuet, ‘Gigue,”? ach, Aig

.. Fugue, Bach.

.-Paper: §* Anci
and
en
Modt
ern Ballad.”

Illustrations: ‘! Xarifa?’| (Old Spanish).
“““There’a No Room for Twa,’

Somebody’! (Old Scotch).
‘Du
bist die. Rub,}’ Schubert, “An Old Garden,’ Hope Temple. |
Paper: ‘ Von Weber, Field, Moscheles.’

Nocturnes,” Nos. 5

and 15.

-» "Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1870), Grand Duo.” |
|

(4) Mopern |Frencn Composers.

Illustrations :

Renard—Berceuse. | ai.”
Gillet—‘ Loin du Bal.”

«Gounod

~

Sing, Smile: Slumber.” |

ae Report of Current Musical Events. ‘i
. Reading.:

: .

~ A. Thomas—*! Dost Thou Know the Land?” Mignon’s song.

Godard—Mazourka,

Hamlet’s letter, ‘‘ words, words,words,”’ a mere pleasantsounding collection of tones, tones, tones, without coherence, or any varying degrees of relative importance,
your playing will be tame, forceless, dead, a mere wax

‘

ae

paper flower.

sound to produce pleasure, into fully as many
deat?
sions as are made by the conventionalities
of articulate.

speech.
I do not, therefore, think that music is in any
very important sense a universal language, al
though

certain fundamental elements of it are uuiveraa
lly recognized. A shriek, .a sob, a soft, coaxing voi
ce, or a.
and from the time when a savage puts together
two
thumps upon ahollow log with regularity up to Beet
hoven’s ‘‘Ninth Symphony,” and ‘Wagner’s ‘ Tristan
and

Tsolde,’’ music exists in hundreds of degrees adapted
to every conceivable shade of human intelligence.

It is when you feel not only the

Brahma all had a wonderful sense of relative proportions, and witha sublime adherence to ideal beauty,

~ Ilustrations:) 0:0: epee
Ces as Sey
|
|
’
- 9
Von Weber (1
78
613
26
‘‘
Mo
),
me
nt
Ca
o
pr
ee
ic
ci
80,”
o
eee
ve)
apr

“John Field (1782-1837), two

possible to divide the art of music, or the art of ju
sing

accentsof the measure but. the prominence of the tone
figures, and, beyond this, the relative importance -and
relation of each sentence, that you-can fally reproduce
the. composer's ideas. “ Beethoven, Wagner, Bach, and

(8) TRANSITION Prriop. -

* Paper:

tion of-it, Ifa piece.of music is toyour’min
ondly like

doll,

at

_

8S. R. Di—-You ask “me to defi
ne the expression,
‘Language of Music.’? And you
ask me, farthermore,
° if music is a universal language. In
reply to your first
“question I would say that the expres
sion, ‘ Language
of Music,’”’ is one of thoge vague, se
mi-poetic, philosophic ways of talking about. music
which may either
mean. very little or a great deal, ac
cording to -who uses
it. The language of music simply
means music ae a
mode of expression or a ‘bridge by wh
ich the ideas of
one soul may pass overtoanother.
Ag td music being
a univergal language, I am ‘inclined
to say, “ No, it ig
not’? To be sure, pure music, that
is, instrumental
music without words, may sound the sa
me’ in the ears
of a German,.a Chinaman, a. Norwegian, an
d a Feejee..
Islander. But while each of these men
recognizes a
certain kind of sound as’a musical art,
it‘ is ‘certainly
not true that the same music would be eq
ually understood and relished by the four men. It is in
my opinion

eloquence, music, and the liké.. I add this farther remark: Till you have trained your mind to detect.and . lo
ud burst of laughter, may be understood the world
* trace the pattern in a piece of music you ‘are wholly imeaover. But music rests upon the idea of construction
_pable of-a really int

Ttalian). |

known,

The composer begins by conceiving

is one
of the highest pleasures derived by the bodily eye
when beholding nature, and, similarly, it is one. of
the
' highest forms of pleasure which the mind. derives from
the contemplation
of abstract things, such as poetry,

:

“Bonny Doon.”
|
“C
om
in
o’ the Rye?’ (Scotch),
A\The MayThrBre
eze," cee
oe
,
Me
- ‘My Pleasures all Forsake Me"? (
toh
ota
Der, Birat
(Schwedisches Lied),
_. Paper: ‘! Harly Instrument
Mual
sic.:’ |.
-

. by the composer.

spider's web, he finds at, last the center and catches the
law of construction. The perception of formal beau'y

‘John Anderson, My Jo...

-

built up. The process of mind which the student go
es
through with igexactly the reverse of that passed th
rough

tracing these inward, as along the filmy threads of a

:

2M A’ Russian Melod ye
PS
ote
Battle Prayer ?! (German). nee
*Suabian Waltz.) | -

adramd,a painting, an oration, a ‘cathedral, must be

an idea and then clothes this idea in tones; the studen
t
begins by acquainting himself with tones, and then
by

40

i

tive imagination, and is built up by certain lawa of
selection, rejection, contrast, and proportion, just as a po
em,

of their form and the way in wh
ich they stir the indeacribable feelings that lurk in ou
r bosoms.
Such are
the fugues and ‘inventions of Ba
ch, the’ so natag and
fantasies of Mozart, the compositio
ns of Beet hoven for
the piano, more than half the wo
rks of Ch opin, and
others.

at

they gave due regal honor to their leading thoughts.and
east all things into just ranks and gradations. When you
next study any of the classic pieces of Beethoven and

Mozart, in the Lebert & Stark, or anyother good edition, be sure to. memorize, with conscientious attention,
the marks of division in the piece and deliver it accord-°
ingly... ~
3

’ PIANO IN SMALL PARLOR.
BY

OLARENCE

RAWSON,

Iv a small parlor is almost always found—not agrand,
but an upright piano. The-piano is generally found with

its back flat againat the wall; and if there is a niche it
will be found in that, cooped up, to make
in its place.

°

sure it stays”

7

Then,too, the piano is probably found covered with all.
sorts of bric-a-brac, or piled up with music; and it is
undoubtedly standing on a carpet made soft by padding:
‘The piano should be, if possible, from six to twelve
L. E.S.—You ask me to.define ‘‘ Pure Music” and
inches from the wall. The further the better, and when
‘“Programme Music.” . Anything approaching to an
the carpet is put down, do not have any padding under
adequate answer of this important question of musical
it. where the piano ig to stand. The more solid the
esthetics would require an elaborate essa

;

y. I will put fou
ndation,
the
better the tone. Do not put the piano
the matter in a.few sentences as well as I can. - By.
ina niche. It is like making a person sing in a corner
‘ Programme Music’? is méant.that kind of musical com-against the wall.
cs
.
position in which it is attempted to imitate something
The. more free the
audible in nature, to surgest-visible objects, or so to pre-

piano is from fancy articles the -

better.

The person that loves his piano will not cover

“sent a series
of
feelings that a story willbe outlined,or
ance. °- .its top with -brio-a-brac and music..
i“
the peculiar traits of a character mirrored. Take, for
Delibes—* The Nymphs of the Wood."
The pressure on the pedal makes a decided differencel
Saint-Saens—Symphonic Poem, ‘*Phaeton.”
example, the.‘‘ Danse Macabae,’’ by:Saint-Saens, where
in the tone produced.
With ashoethatis a “ spug fit’”!
the dancing of ghosts to a spectral fiddle, and their
the pressure is. more firm, and the tone more full and
| (8)
scampering away, at cock-crow, is represented by the
resonant,
Paper: ‘Musical Societi neand their Influence on Musi- - orchestra..
,
The crowing of the cock is ludicrously imi- sib gt
sts
eal Art.’
tated by the oboe in a-solo phrase. The oboe has a
Report of Current Events. Lak
i
Eveene Ysave, the Belgian.violin virtuoso, will give
4 ~
ny
gingula
r nasal sound, especially when: heard alone. An_ Reading.
Vocal—Ballads.
other exampleofProgramme Music, which is more ideal- six symphony concerts in Brussels next season and will
Sullivan (1842), « here Sita a Bird on Yonder ‘istic, is Beethoven's Pastoral or Rural
wave the conductor's wand over an orchestra of his‘own |:
Symph
ony,
the
Tree”?
Mrs. Jan Koert (Selma Koert-Kronold) has
‘No. 6in F Mejor.”
Many ofthe little piano pieces of- selection..
Jordan, “Only a Troubadour.”
Ed
Schumann are Programme Music. ‘‘ The Hunting Song,” been engaged as solo singer for two of these concerts..
Hatton, '‘ Ballad of he Weaver.’’
Moore, ‘'The Minstrel Boy.’’
;
“The Happy Farmer,” “ Knecht: Ruprecht,’ and ‘‘ The Yeaye heard Mrs. Koert sing here and was charmed with |
' Barnby (1888), The Beggar Maid.”
.
her artistic work.
First Loss,’’in the ‘* Album,” and ‘‘ The Poet Speaks,”
_ Instrumental. ‘‘The Child Falling Asleep,” ‘The Begging Child,’’
Tue. relatives of the late Franz von Suppé deny the
Variation =
and ‘‘ The Rider of the Hobby Horse,’’in ‘‘ The Scenes statement frequently made that he was of Slavic descent.
Handel: (1686-1759), Harmonious Blacksmith.”
_Mendelssohn. (1809: 847),‘‘ Andante and Varia~ of Childhood,’’; are cases in point.
Mendelssohn's
They say that the Suppés were originally Germans, who
“tiong,”’ ‘On. 83 a.)
‘‘ Overture toa Midsummer Night's Dream”’ is another emigrated to Belgium. To prevent the French from proSchubert (1797-1828), ‘‘ Impromptu,” No. 4,
fine specimen of music: which is both programme and nouncing their name ‘‘ Siip,’”’ they. put an accent on
‘Nocturne: :
ideal music>—.Gver, against the programme music we “thee. .Suppé’s grandfather emigrated
Field (1782-1837). No. 5.
to Cremon
and
a .:”:
t
Chopin (1809-1849). Op.:55, No. 1.
find those compositions which charm us by the beauty later to'Spalato. where Franz waa born.
Chaminade—Scart

:
b

|

1°
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HOW I READ THE ETUDE,

‘they show an aptitude for.any avtichlay instrument they, genius to make the labor productive. ‘Labor ‘without
Es
should be made to ‘practice it, not to a atrict degree at. zenins will make bricks, but not.the Parthenon.
first, but by steady stages until it ceases to bea Jebor, - » Experience has so modified my youthfal. ambition that,
oO. W. FOLLWOOD.
;
To impose on their ‘little ardent: yatutee too severe a I no longer expect to come out first in the race, but am
technical ground all at once is perk aPA BS disastrous ag. - content not to come out last. I have discovered that
THERE is & great deal of instruction and entertainment
utter neglect would. be. They must be carefully handled what I.took for budding wing feathers. were only warts, 2
to be derived from aystematic reading of books and mag- azines.
Especially | is this applicable to reading THE aystematically. - ‘Let. a child who has the capacity. to and now instead of trying to. fly.I Divehase, an extra 7
.When | receive my copy I look over the work up between ‘lessons. three eee bateen and BITOnE walking-atick to support me,
Brops.
In my art tastes I am called an oldconservative ;; i is
dreads to do it, be given one instead.
shorter articles, and freely mark sentences and paraThere now come the. children who |are “pnpalently iy only young people who make the charge, and they become _
graphs that strikingly coincide with my opinions and
After- without any talent, who can: hardly detect the diff rence aged ao soon that it is, hardly,worth the trouble of com:
‘experience in the teaching and study of music.
between one tone and another. One of-two things is -plaining. | ‘The: capacity, for absorbing iis not the sign of
ward I do the same with the more extended articles,
_ tnaking marginal notes, ete. These markings are for usually done with’ 'these—either, haying no talent, they “broad taste, or a sponge would be. the most. esthetic
- reference when making review or study reading ; thus I are put. under a pressure of study to constrain them to. “animal in: existence. » . The test of a man’s sanity in taste ,
absorb the most useful articles to my, individual profit. develop one, or after brief trial they are given up a8 en- is what he rejects and:not what he accepts.
Tam told that the world owes mea living, ag it owes
Among the first I turn to the “ Publishers’ Notes,” for tirely hopeless., The best: method of. dealing with: these
I am always interested to see what new ‘novelties have is- ‘children is seldom resorted to and ies midway between. everybody else. The real value of this fact lies in the
aued from that wondental hopper, viz., Theodore Presser’s ‘Away far down in. the most; funeless child’s nature there statement that the’ world owes mea living, and nott that
may lie a germ of music unsuspected by. everybody else 3 it has paid its debt.
Publishing House, and the terse, newsy way the ‘' Notes”
are written make them interesting reading. Then the 2 and: undiscoverable to the child him self perhaps. until he. ‘The oan who: seHously atudies the faulta of hiaown
“Musical Items’? on the first page give. an adequate has long. passed. the age of. study. |_ Thia little germ can.life” cannot but be lenient to the faults committed |i by
be killed outright in early youth, and when it is killed. others. When I think that: it is:only. an. accident, of
idea of the musical. happenings at home and abroad.
it ig usually the piano that dpe it. “Ie all children, talent a locality that prevented me. from being a. bagpipe player 23
The ‘‘ Letters to. Teachers” and .** Letters.to Pupils”
early ‘youth.in the theory : I-can: only pity those who are less fortunate. But, after
are mines of information. In the early days of teaching or no talent, were. instracte
it was a sourceof much encouragement to me to find of music, were grounded. j
inthe figures of notation just all, kind nature always. prepares the antidotes to her
that ideas and methods T had ventured to use, with fear as they ‘are
.
in the ‘figures |‘of arithmetic, at whatever poisons;af,I played the bagpipe I should be chamored
and trembling, were often endorsed or set forth jn those period of life this little gett
i beepibes Leader.
|
isclos d itself, they wonld. ofthe music : ofus
It wasa satisfaction to know
be able to encourage it, by. their.it chnical knowledge, ‘
‘‘ Letters. to Teachers.”
I was safely treading iin the footsteps of older and emi- instead of feeling that it is too late:and altogether moe
1
a
nent teachers and musicians. ‘Indeed, -all through my - because they are theoretically ignorant. of music.
"POINTS IN ‘MUSTO TEACHING,
_ teaching career I have found the help of Tue Erups
There has rarely beer ‘achild.ye ‘to whom an eau.
a
;
invaluable,
cation in rhythm and the effort ‘of t e mind to conguer © ‘Wane there is
j5 bothing new.in the following, heey
f
the :
The. articles on teachers’ experiences and different _ musical mathematirs }haveapt eaeof immediate help British Musician, the maxims'set forth for the teacher’ 8
a
ways of dealing’ “with pupils are helpful to a young ‘even in other branches. | ae
l:children should receive at guidance are well put. ‘and apply to tutors:in alldepart- Ag
teacher. A greater part of my advancement and suc- “least : this. If productive’ of no present, results. in the. ments of ‘music, and they are worth. preserving.
ceas in teaching I owe to Tue Ervps, for I was so‘situ- » field. of. music itself, innumerablé cases. of precedence
The key.to succegs in music teaching iig to do instead |
ated that I was forced to teach before I felt myself fully “go to show. that there is no. ‘possible foretelling. when it of to theorize;_written ‘or oral. explanation have
aoe
capable. But by study. of musical works and constant
may become productive.’ Many a taste has been known ‘ “ses, but prea demonstration iis better,
perusal of Taz Erupel kept abreast of the times, and to blossom in young people’ after hearing a numbeer of ° Having a general -idea of:a. piece of.music,
. playit
itag
gave satisfaction tomy: patrons, and, consequently, to operas and ‘concerts, and the ear has. unexpectedly been the papil—your
performance ip.worth all. the explanamyself.. The advertisements, too, are to be read with _ opened to the beauty in variety of
« tone.. Te the;child tions that were ever: spoken'or. written. Takes
Bee
profit. It has for many years been a ‘fad’? of mine
of no talent, teach it theory if only gs'a good mental ex"Translate your. verbal theory into practice ; show ‘how
to read and study advertisements, and I have gained ercise, and teach it rhythm: if only aban aid to harmony . ‘a scherzo differs from
an adagio ; how an. emotion ofjoy.
fegpemalip and! instructive recreation from it. The - in poise and movement, then let i
come if.mae
it will, differs from ; an. emotion. of pain
oe
my
‘““ads”? in a sevens pil journal show how the country is. there‘will be method, of tise also n other directions, .
To bestow correct expression, not merely re pianos.
_ making musical history, and. give an idea of the necesready to support it. Under no circumstances can it and fortes, rallentandos and accelerand
os, but phrasing,
sity of being wide awake in the musical profession, as be well to neglect this theoretic musical education,
rhythmical feeling, al accentuation have to be noticed,
well as other lines of business, in this hustling age.
which never taxes the patience as does a useless and | and need all the care of both executant and teacher. —
My earnest advice to all students of music, and espe- monotonous practice, and which will prepare the child; The art of accompanying soloists iis very difficult, and cially to young teachers, is to be a permanent subscriber should, musical environment develop, talent later, to
maby otherwige fine musicians of talent and good stand: 2 a
to at least one wide-awake, progressive musical paper,
utilize it from the first. The above|voices the opinions ing come to grief through it.
Good practice inaccom-and read and study it thoroughly.
It is an investment
of some of the’ best musical authorities as8 reported D _-panying is secured by the ‘teacher playing
a. solo in
that will repay an hundredfold.
Harper's Bazar.
different styles ;# the accompanista will then be prepared
to fallin with ‘any. conception felt by the oloist, should
they be called upon to.accompany @ stranger. .
a
THE STUDY OF MUSTO.
" PHILOSOPHIO REFLEOTIONS.
Before placing a piece’ of music. before a band, the
--teacher should. atudy it. thoroughly ; make a mental (or
"SHALL CHILDREN BE MADE TO STUDY MUSIC, TALEN'T oR
WHEN a man fee a shodey of facil sitepett his knowl- -better atill'a pencil) note of points
|
where
the
pupils. are...
No TALENT ?
edge, when he calls inscience for support I am suspicious - likely. to come to grief,‘and so be. prepared to show them oes
"of his sanity, and when he writes on principle Ideny his how to get. over their, difficulties.
oon
1 In the fetter of music children may be divided into- ‘inspiration.
No two pupils can be treated: absolutely alilee, cither
three classes—those who have ability and industry com-’ - Music is the noblest af the arts only for an hour or 80
in.a purely. technical: or musical sense. The teacher, has
ined, those who have ability without industry, and at the time ;when we are most enthusiastic about its high
_to think out the. artistic path for each’ ‘pupil, and ead
rans who have no native ability whatever.
It isi with
aims and. silieutional powers we are always thinking of -him or show him the way: through it.
“This requires
thé last-twa that the problem rests. For the children of others. In the heart of the most learned musician
thought, and the. expendiinre of nervous ane phypeal
gift and energy a:smooth path is clearly marked out.
_ there isa large secret place in which simple tun 8 are
energy.
:
Some of. the most: rarely gifted children are determinlovingly cherished. When we are alking in our. most
be,
Teaching is nerve wearing. ® vast ercauett of vital:
a edly. lazy in early youth.. Such musical Matures are a lofty and: loudest tones we imitate th e Greek
actors; we energy ig: constantly being expended, not only during,
responsibility too, often-let go to shipwreck because of . wear triple-soled shoes and a mask with
& resonator in teaching hours, but inthe hours of private stdy: and!
; want of proper insistence that they shall work. Parents’ it.
thane which
3
must daily |be done.
,
“mnake up their minds it ig no use
to.drive them; that,
‘A large number of.art —
inelnding vitida, fre~ despite, all their ear and taste, they can never be!made quently confound sensuousness with
sensuality ; they
“to do anything. Efforts on their behalf are relaxed just . praise like epicures and judge like satyrs
.
An immense@ quantity fat music, some. which: had not
- at ‘the: very-point: “when a little atrength of authority : Sincere appreciation is generally ‘sile
nt; the person “been disturbed © since. the time of Frederick’ the: Great,
> might have
secured a& proper development of the child's who. least-understands a famous. symphony iis the
one has been diacovered in ‘the Royal Castle’ at Berlin, and 2
“! powers. ° It is’ an Absurd decision that all children des- most likely’ to blister his hands by.applaud
ing.’ Thiis Mr. found: to. comprise almost: the whole of: the: music ‘per:
- fined to become anything in.a musical way will have ‘Shoddy and not Mr. Wise
man who b. we most humbly and _ formed at the Prussian Court. from the widdle. to the end
’ the natural disposition to work, More. than half prob- most ostentatiously
before a pringé.
greg.
» of the. eighteenth century. The work of sorting and editabl
y
will not, and one of the ‘moat ‘miserable of. art
How many concert halls and conpervatories of) music ing:the collection has just, been completed, and the cataa
Oy
oe
~ cruelties is, perpetrated in overlooking -‘their musical might.be built by the labo
a;
r edpendet in striking piano-: logue consists of nearly 400. pages. It includes many
possibilities: simply’ because. they are.idle.’.Snch children forte: ‘keys:
And yet there are cynica who assert that we forgotten operas, a quantity of ballet music, early
sym
S“should. have their path impératively |chalked out for owe no gratitud
e to the pianoforte I:
;
’ phonies and chamber works, folk gongs |and dances, and
sels erie sand it, should be seen that they’walk in it. © It
Gening ig
i inteappa tor labor, bityou must: havethe aA episod collection of military music. -3

a *9
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Lewitt oePUBLISHER'S NOTES,

Tan fall season has fairly comménced.The outlook
for trade is, without doubt, better than it
hag been for
Many are the abuses qf the « On Sale.” privileges,
_ years. We have sent out more goods duri
ng the past
_ Among, them are ordering more than one’ copy of
p month than ever before in tha same ti
me. Teachers
work. The idea of the plan of “on sale’? is to send sam- ’ more
and more appreciate our efforta in their.
behalf;
ples of

Those ‘‘ Landon’s Reed Organs Method
s”
fi
nest things I ever saw in that line.

are the

L. Q, Gaixweut,

“ Celebrated Pianista of the Past an
d Present” gives
much satisfac

tion.
It ig both entertaining and -instrnetive, and should be in the hand of ever
y pianist or pupil.
No
musical library can be considered co
weicater to the teachers’ ‘trade—the pr
ofession, not the ou
m
lete ‘~witht
it.
trade; we give them better discounts on
Wu. C. Jaczson,
our own goods,
The music received. Thank ‘you 8o mu
and those of other publishers, where we ca
ch
for being
n, especially
80
pr
om
pt
.. I find that I can.deal at no place
foreign publications. ‘Our liberal *' On Sa
with the
le”? plan en- - same satisfactory result as:
with you.
I have several
ables them to keep on hand a large stock of
or
ders for Tue Erupe which I will send in
‘On Sale”
soon.
music an entire season, settling only at
Mrs. Frances Van Norstray,
the end of the
season. Special orders are to be paid for mo
The value of ‘Touch and Technic’’ ca
nthly.’ This
nnot be estidoes away with the necessity of a,local deal
er and the. mated and my pupils must use it, whatever the cost.
‘
consequent delay and extra expense.
Mrs. Euua Srany,
~

good teaching pieces and books fortheinspection

of teachers, and all not nsed to be returned ‘at end of

season. “If found suitabl ; 88 many copies as desiréd
maybe ordered on ‘regular ‘monthly account.
At the
beginning of the seasonif
, teachers ‘desire alarge, num- ber of copies of any work
for winter's use, itis not cor-

rect to order these ‘on sale.’ Longer time for payment

_can be arranged for such billbuat;wi.th on'on sale”
only one copy of a work ip-expected to be sent.

‘Write for our fall line of late catalogues
and terms,

circulars explaining our mode of dealing in deta
il, ete.
. ,Give us-the names of any of your friends
who are

t

ANOTHER abuse is to order alarge bundle ofmusic ‘On

Sale’? and not use the music, but give a local dealer
the.

teachers.

orders, who in many cases has ‘no account with
us,and

We can benefit them;

,

;

sends -his order ‘to ‘other publishers. -At the end of the

Your: “ Selections

from Beethoven’?

haa been received and carefully examined.
It certainly contains
the very cream of Beethoven.
It is’ all that the finest
paper, engraving, and workmanship, comb
ined, could
produce. Trusting it may meet with its de
served gsuc-_
cess
,

Aan

C. Currineuam.

I have been reading ‘Musical Mosaics,” by
W. F.
Gates, again to-day, and found many a though
t valuable
tome.
* * * J think it is the best musical book
I
have yet seen, and I have had access 10 seve
ral. large
city libraries..
|
“N. H. Rovs.

‘season the music is all. returned much damaged, and
Tue special offer of “ Manifield’s Harmony.”’ ig
still
. another has reaped the benefit that rightly belonged to
_ open, the book not yet being in the market. This off
er
UB.
NEES
adel
os f “
: 7
:
furnishes an excellent Opportunity to obtain the
latest
work on harmony at the’ cost of paper. and: printing
— - Four copies of ‘Gem
s from Beethoven” received. °
_ Avotuzr wholesale abuse is, to order everything “On only50 cents, postpaid, The author is éne
of England's The latter are, indeed, acharming
selection from the
Sale? and thereby. escape payment of any bills until _ best theorists, and. we can.recommend this work
as being great master’s works, and wonderfully cheap. .Those
the end of the ‘season and leave on. our hands much the most practical and easiest understood of any wo
who have failed to take advantage. of your gene
rk
rous
offer have missed a great deal. Mary J.C. Witson.
undesirable stock. Common justice should be exercised on the subject.
in the matter. The above abuses have so grown of late
AILT ordered arrived in good condition and gives
me
great
satisfaction,
that we are obliged to call attention to them, which
especially
Landon’s
© Organ
Music schools or inatitutions studying musical history Method,’’ and Hugh Clarke’s “ Pr
we trust will not benecessary again,
actical Harmony,” which-fully desérvesits name.
should examine ‘‘ Lessons in Musical History,’’ by
‘Hewnizrre Srravs.
J.
C. Fillmore, before deciding on a text-book.
Ia
m
much pleased with ‘‘ Mathews’ Graded Course
oe
Al
mo
at
.
ee
ce
of Studies.’?
universally used.
Ea
ch
number is full of interest and worth
2
;
oe
“Do you want a bicycle that, will not cost. you any
x x *
3
to both teacher and pupil—while Tae Erupe is a most
i
&
‘mon
val

ey?

Try to get one by agnding in‘sixty subscribers

' We furniah free samplé copies of this ‘paper to any one
, to Tue Eruat
p$1.
e60 ‘each. _ This isagood offer and
one within reaof
ch
any one who will make the effort, seriously wishing to solicit subscriptions. If interested,
‘The bicycle wewill send ag this premium is the regular’ send for Premium List and cash deductions.
--

- high priced machine. We will sea
nbun
ddle of samples
‘to any who desire to raise a Club for this purpose.

. Four subscriptions at full price renews your own for

“one year.

The

- Theentire
club of sixty need ‘nbe
osen
t t in at one time.
- Credit can be give
onn
our -books for every batch sent .
-will be sent by freight.or expr
ate
ths
e exp
s,
ense of the
receiver. We have made. arrangements: for. only ten
machines. .If any propose trying for one of the tenwe
must know in ‘advance, as we may not be ableto make’

. such liberal arrangement lafter, the ten have been dis_ posedofas premiums.
=.
L
az
~

;

will interest.

® gl

%

TESTIMONIALS,
Enclosed. please find $130, for which

send me by

‘return mail, if possible, one copy of ‘‘Landon’s

Reed

Organ Method.’”’ Iam a teacher of music, and this is
the best work of the kind I have ever found. Please
‘sendat once to
'- Miss Exma Hueues.

I have received a copyof M. L. Brown’s

‘First

“\ Maraews? Standard Graded Course ofStudies for
-, the Pianoforte,” in ten grades, and the pieces recom- pupil. -The material used in thia book is of a very high

grade, and-the printing. paper, portraits, and -binding
are excellent, indeed:
Hvery teacher and pupil should

~ mended as supplementaryto the course:
‘ Landon’s Reed Organ

_ ‘* Landon's Reed Organ

eee te

the.pieces supplementary. :

=

re

chool,”’ in three grades, and

‘* Presser’s School of F ur-Hand Playing,” in three
grades, and the pieces supp ementary.
~‘ |
These sets of stuno
di
proe
gres
ssive teacher can afford
to be without—the testimonials we receive prove it. If
you do not know of them; let us send them, any or all of
them, to-you on examination.
—
:

* x * ge *

2

‘To systematize your work, use ‘Sefte n’s Music

Teachers’, Class Book,” devised to meet, every want of a

music teacher in keeping ‘accurate and systematic ac

counts,

The bills and receipts used in this work can be

had separately, in packages of 100 of either, at 25 cents

each, subject to our ugual- discount.

)

% oF

a.

er

2

ee

Many a lésson is made interesting, and therefore bet:

ter remembered, by the: use) of an anecdote
in connecion. with the composer.or| composition under study,

Get Anecdotes

of Great. Musicians,’ by W..F. Gates,

‘containing three'h ndred of the best tobe found.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Notices for this column inserted at 8 cents a word for one insert
ion,
payable in advance.
Copy must be received by the 20th ‘of the
previous month to insure publication in the next number.

-

ys looking for “‘sumething new.’
I. V. Fragler has jast brought out two new-and very interesting
works.
The organ work contains selections of moder-

book entitled ‘Celebrated Pianista of the Past and
-Present.’’* I have examined it quite well, and I am
highly pleased with it, both as a piece of workmanship
“and as a book of useful information to the feacher and

x *

Luiv T. Houpen,

(C\RGANISTS AND CHOIR LEADERS ARE AL‘wa

Studies in Reading. Rhythm, and Expression.” After
Teachers:in smaller cities, where great distances have ‘an examination, I find them to be very nicely graded,
to be traveled from one pupil to another, will find a’ and I believe they will be very useful studies for starting
beginners.
J. W. Foraqurr.
‘wheel most convenient‘an profit
ofit able. It is this class
Just the other day I received a copy of that handsome
especially

that this premium

s%

A.

~ money must be sentin with the -subscribers’ ‘names.

_ in. When the required numberis reached the bicycle

ued friend.

ate difficulty from the best German, French, and English writers, and several new compositions by Mr. Flagler. The work-is very attractive, beautifully engraved
and bound,
~
a
The ‘' New Collection for Choirs and Soloists’’ will
meet 8 great demand, as.the music is not only of a high
order, but not too difficult for volunteer choirs and untrained singers.
These books are published by I. V.
For sale by Taro. Presser.
| Fiacier.
.

URVEYORS:

TO

THE

COURT.—MASON

&

Hamlin have just received word from their branch
house in Amsterdam, Holland, that they have heen appointed Parvevors to the Court of the Queen of Holland.
_The Mason & Hamlin Pianos and Organs are sold ex: |

tensively through Holland, and this recognition
Royalty is gratifying indeed.

‘PECIAL

OFFER.—SECOND

from.

BOOK OF

Sprankle's ‘‘ Elementary Studies” for the piano
havea copy of this work.
~ J. W. Forqurr.
in Rhythm, Phrasing, and Expression.
They ‘contain
‘I for one wish to thank you for the numerous liberal . the beat collection of short, pleasing, musical, and. inoffe
you
rs
put forth in your mode of doing business.
structive pieces ever published.
All sre carefully finHivery teacher and student in.the land ought to be a sub; gered. The selections are by Theodore Kullak, Lichneér,
acriber of Tus Erupn. Only by so doing can they ap- Behr, Low, Snindler,-and Concone. Etudes by Loeschpreciate its worth. .
- Mrs. 8., Burron,
horn, Burgmiiller, Brauer, and Lemoine. They also
contain many valuable finger exercises. Price 60 cents. '
‘ Tam _pleased ‘to.say that "T baes always been treated To introduce these studie ‘‘one’
s
copy
’
will
be
sent
to
with the utmost courtegy-in all.my dealings with your any address on receipt of five
two-cent stamps. _ Special
house, and have always spoken in the.highest terms to- discount to teachers.
Send for circular. Publish d by
others of your prompt

attention to orders, and

of, the

Watrer S. Spranxe, 220 Hast St. Clair S reet, Indifineopportunities one has, in dealing with you, to get all 7 anapolis, Indiana,
:

that can be desired in the musical’ line.
:
Grace. Barker Larrin,
I am perfectly delighted with -the '' Selections from
Beethoven.”’
Mrs, I. E. Sayre.
The ‘ Bight Measure Studies,’’ by Wilson G. Smith,
eare excellent.
I am using them in my teaching with
splendid results, Pupils ike to practice them, which is®
seldom the case with technical studies. “They are especially good in deveboping the strength of the fourth and
fifth fingers, and if practigedin the right way, great improvement in technic will be made in a short time.

,
ny
. Freperice A. Winiiams
I consider “ Anecdotes of Great Musicians,’ by W. F.

Gates, to be. an excellent -work, well written, and containing very interesting as well as instructive reading. _

‘

é

F. BR. Apans..

WHAT

DO YOU

GET WHEN YOU PURCHASE
A PIANO?
‘“Crown'’ Pianos cost no“more than other perfect
Pianos, and yet they give in addition and without. extra

cost the ‘* Crown’’ Orchestral Attachment and Practice.
Clavier, which gives the: pianist the power to imitate
perfectly the following instruments:
Harp, Zither,
Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar, etc., or as an accompaniment.
to the Piano.
This Orchestral Attachment is the sensa-

tion of the musical world and can be had ‘‘only’’ in the
“Crown” Pianos.
These: Pianos received the highest
award at the World’s Columbian Exposition, and are

‘endorsed

by the. leading

critics

and

teachers

of ‘this -

country. - Purchase the Piano which gives you the most _
for your money and which is guaranteed to stand the.
test of time and hard usage.
4
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AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE.

)ae .

“BUY.OF THE FACTORY. |
Clifford Pianuaa

A GAME FOR EVERY MUSIC STUDENT.

“sell for .t the 7

|

he Ann Arbor Organ Co.,
oe Ann Hho:iy: Rict.,

‘The game,which consists of 48 cards, can be leyed by
any number of players. The object: of the game is to}
impress on the mind of the players the important events
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. .

BY MARIE LOVELL ‘BROWN. :

PRESSER, 1708 Chestaut St., Philads., Pa.

Our ounMak i Inn ThreeStylesLe

An direction book for youne shiltven andhewaners 2
portant work! gives ;
in learning the pianoforte ;
foundation
special attention to tho

Are;oe interested
/ / ror \
# CHORUS \_

c-Copyin

PRICE $1.00.

‘Address Publisher,|

See ifs Doinks.

eee

Illustrated Cetaloge fre” :

38 GTS.,. POSTPAID

PRIGE

THEODORE

Write: ‘and see |wha: they a

FOR THE

es,24 Pages,

24

, equal. facility iin|S

‘| ready note reading, cor

36

from both clefs, to
reading and playing with
and to
‘| a clear knowledge of note ‘and rest aes
a right forming of theape hetouch.

"CHOIRS.

6s Stave Books |are ox,4 6. inches.
: me8. Stave. Hooke are of x 8 inches.

THEO, PRESSER, es ChestnutSt,Pid, OL

ee

With Particular Refer
the Third, Fou

a

‘Discoune TO THE Pee

-hese'are unquestionably ‘the beat Muaic--Cop ng. Books that are on
: | the ‘market ‘at the present time, The paper has been made especially ;
»| for these books, |and.is the best quality ledger. paper, standing erasures .
three or four. times, “The books are tastefully bound.
Blank Music Paper of the same quality aa in ebove. locke can: be had
:
the Development of in12 and.14 staves, ‘size 22 x 14. “Price 60 cents per au
Be sure you get Ehoge made DY
‘Fifth Fingers

:_THEODORE PRESSER,

SookHole —\u/ LOR }é es
RAST o8Chai
‘Ja
LEADE
R,
ne
Tee
oN,
t

The best French Maelzel Metronome, 5, T. Le,
trade-mark... This ‘is the Pentne, French article—im
ported by us direct. ©
We sell these at the lowest price possible.
» 83.00

Net withont

G4. 56 Net. with

Bell. -

~ COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER.

Bell.

"PRICE $1.00. -

Eixprese or mail alien not included. ‘Bend 40 cts.
- extra if to be sent by mail. Extra isan on:a

Send all orders to ©

|

THEODORE

PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street, ‘s

Philadelphia, Pa.
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PUPILS.
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for the Young.
.
HERMAN]
noun.
PRICE.5 CENTS EACH. .

i

Correspondence end. personal visite

CHARLES:

SCRIBNER’ 8 SONS.

153-157. Fitch AVOUMe,
‘ Mention THR Eropr.,

Practical Advice, Hints, ‘and Suggestions .

“>. THEODORE: PRESSER, Publisher,
i,

Op. 78,

varie catalogue of Musical
“The most extensive an
:
:
Liternture in the Unitei States
The ‘Musical Trade, the Musical Dec eeiens and the eas
Musical ‘Public supplied at favorable rates.

HOMEAULES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS,|

< et

Dance Hongroise; Schubert,

Sena ‘for our special Musical .Literature List aos
|
fe i
:
‘| pages), mailed free to. any address.

- THIRTY

_
BY

Marche

the contents.

The copies. are instantly, but,securely bound: by: the
thin slats which run.the len
of the periodical, and. yet
can be removed at pleasure.
Hach Binder holds mele copies, or 8 peal year's a
scription, of the Etude.

This nex book i
is aa ‘preat ret on snptisap tartioe
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and |.
easily’ understood presentation |‘of every writable thing
in the notation of music. The book. abounds in’ new
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Hvery important subjectiis treated from so many sides that even
, the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under
“eonsideration. “It. ig thorough, clear in éxplanations
and helps, and:pparticularly practical in the directness |
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil
who faithfully works. out its exercises will be a correct
‘and rapid reader of music, inetramental or. vocal.

Lachiver,

Chilstass Eve

Menuet; Bammnfelder, :Minstrel. Song’; fhonte,
:
Heroique.
March; ‘Schubert, Ma:

_ It bas a solid wooden back, w. ich dens keeps it

LANDON’S WRITING
FOR: MUSIC

“CONTENTS. “Reinecke,

It is simple but comp!
©
te,lag, but dinate,
and beautiful in appearance.

NEW WORK.

TEACHERS’

pocket orOME

THEODORE PRESSER,
ce
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1708 Cc estnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SIMPLE, gUVEMENT, we, Inn
_ Brice,Mickol-plated, 50 Gents, Net,Postpaid.

1887, 1

1888,
>» 1989,°
1890,
“1891,
:
1892,
#1993 |e.
9.50,
egg! As. 260,“
aa?
:
have a few

pf the later volumes Hot bound, Price $1. 50, poat-'

Tapes volumes contain from 18 to 2 dollars ‘worth ot music in
‘The v: oug articles give a great maoan of information|
tp ranent valde, Ti: is a peculiarity.
of:The. Biude that its
tloles are-of subs eutia and istingpronth,

From the Von Billow Hdition. -

“PRICE Si. 60. FIRMLY BOUN
"LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE.JW

De:

Giving the correct ‘Metronomio ‘Marks afterche
_ Maelgel_ Standard, ‘together with the

"Troe® Tempor ofall theDances. fre

The Volume contains the cho ce of the Von Bulow | “These coebenente have been’ especially:saasitaniared
eames, which are published in ‘sheet. form, i ‘four.
|
to any ‘one
ium
prem
as'a
sent
be
will
and
z,
Erup
THE
for
books. .This abridged edition: can heused in-mos “cages.
eae
ae
for the complete work. Only the most difficult ‘and un-’ sending twa subscribers. _Addres
‘important ones have been eli
tefl
>
He a
Addresse-Pabheher
|
:

1708 cH BSTNUT br.
. PHILADELPA, PA.
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7 ‘THEODORE PRESSER,
1708CHESTNUT aT, ‘PHILADELPRIA, 1PA.
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Positively Notting ieIt
Banjo Irlayers: ta
form

the

on

RADE

INSTRUMENT:

.

/

MARK,

FOR

per-

THE—-

Mandoline~

Banjo, “ag ‘Gu itar Players
can

perform

on

the Man-~

Complete in Ten Grades.

doline~ Guitar, neccd any. 4
practice whatever.

|

AUGUST POLLMANN

COMPILED

BY

5.B. MATHEWS.

|

Price Each Graddee $00.
2

_ Bost

MN, MASS,

More than: 200: Planos Sold to Schools.

‘

ae

and Colleges in’isol.

a

Every Musician and Music Dealer. Two- eet stamp for
need,
: ie We CLOUGH, Bole Manufacturer,
|CLEVELAND,

|

caRWRRCONIENOE

SOL
a ICITED.

_. plete, ‘and I ¢a ‘bosat of having a most extensive assortment in. the
~ United States.
le
Le

‘I represent,
themost. noted ‘Buropdad instrument Taennekarees ‘such
las FY Besson <& Co., Loma
Ue Buffet & Co. (Evette &
J Schaefer), Paviss Collim Mezi
Paris; Theo. Hi. Heberlein, Germany: E; Ritter hausen, Berlim, and others:
. “My own make * Reliable? B nd Instruments are favor“vably known in jthia country for fine uality. and cheap price.
‘Readers are
invited to.send for, catalogues and discount, as it will pay
them to make comparison of price
quality of goods offered. | oe

TECHNIC, TASTE, and SIGHT READING,

OLOGICAL HI

carefully “édited, fingered, phrased, and annotated,

and supplemented with complete directions for the.

. OF THE

Chief Musical Evenis: from

gu,

application of Mason’s ‘‘ System of Touch and Tech-,
nic,” for the production of a modern style of. playing. |

1380 to 1894,

BY C. E, LOWE.
PRICE

Mr. Mathews has had the help of other noted musi-

(25 CENTS.

The Introduction fabielies @ concise outline at iieateal history a8 B

background for the chronological record of aventa given in the succeeding pages of this pamphlet. ‘This booklet of -32 pages gives o brief

-but
and
and
etc.,

clear mention.of the date
place in the development
of the first production of
and of the orgarization

of birth and death; with the special work
of ‘musical art, of overy noted musician,
famous works of music, oratorios, operas,
of famous musical societies, BC hools,, 6te.

This _pamphlet will be valuable to the student and teacher in that: it

gives the salient facts with which every musical person should be familiar. -To the teacher it will be found helpful in presenting ata glance the
anniversaries of all important.datain musical biography and history iina
form, which will enable bim to mention them in his daily lesson giving,

ethod for the

“Orchestra |and Band Ny ai@, algo. music! for every instru-

Cad ment Anown., | Catalognes free on application. J

These iia: consist of standard études an
d
etc. studies arranged in progressive order, selected
from
_| the best composers, for the cultivation of

A CONCISE -

ae owt
“HORN
‘owhen you kno that you
y
can efterHe instrument, hickarefully,
~ “able to meet:
mad
ur competitors at av ry low price,
:
“Cark : Fischer’s | aUuiT
RE, MANDOLINS, and
BANJOS Gite lof.the: finest,work énship, possess a fine tone, and ‘a
“correct scale,
|
Ifyou. desire a Violin,aeCello, or Double Bass, a
‘Inte, Clarionet, Oboe, or
assoon, a Cornet, Trome.
‘bome, re
eh Horm,or @m bat, rms, or Cymbaln.—infact, anything {n|the instrument lin you will find my stock most re-

OHIO.

5

CARL FISCHER,
L and 8 FOURTH AVE, NEW YORK CITY.

cians and teachers, and they have taken the whole
field of piano studies and selected therefrom such as
are most

teacher’s
with the
qualities
There

useful for meeting

every necessity in a

experience.
Teachers will be delighted
sterling musical and useful technical
of these études.
are ten grades, a volume to each grade,

each containing about thirty pages. Every difficulty
is prepared by being first introduced in its most
sample form,

TESTIMONIALS.

OHAS. W. LANDON.

Es. USIC TA LET.

x

I must express my ereat pleasure iin Mr. Mathews’

new: piano book in ten grades.

‘PRICE $1. 50.

that ever

came

into

the piano

It is the best book
teacher’s

hands.

Mathews’ has brought light out of the chaos of

Price 25 Cts Net, Postpaid.

This work is especially designed to: meet “the piano instructors and pieces. Every grade contains
want of the popular student.with mediocre ability. | the lessons appertaining to it, besides za list of classA writing tablet contain be 100 leaves, 7x 10} inehes Tt contains all. the ideas of recent pianoforte play- ical and popular pieces of the same grade.
Every
jing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, piano teacher must have it; to sueceed.
in size, ruled |with the stat for. writing music.
Mr.
A practical and useful |article for. both-‘teacher and and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, Mathews, as well as Mr. Presser, the publisher,
student, anilespecially. valuable. in the. class--room for which is now generally used’ for instruction on that have given usa boon for which we cannot be too
“writing illu trations, giving some little ‘additional exer- instrument.
It} will be well for every teacher to "|cea
GEO. DOELKER.
I cises, etc., ate.
examine this new work.
‘The Synopsis of Harsh Shichiis
‘aincli ded with this
The ‘‘ Mathews’. Standard Course of Piano
J pad, by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of theUniversity: of PennStudies,” with its valuable suggestions
as to suitsylvania, Ww. 11.be found of great service a8 & reference |:
able pieces, will be arelief and joy to tired teachers,
chart.
who heretofore have been obliged to spend much of —
.The paper is of good quality, and to have’ one of these
sic for their .
‘their
rest
time
reading
over
new
pads at hand will not only| be a& great convenience, but a
classes.
Mrs. M. K.
Branwam.
—
matter: of e onomy in the saving of‘high; priced manuorgs pape : Published by BY OHAS. W. ‘LANDON.
Lhave received Mathews’ ‘“‘Gfaded Studies,’ and.
it, find the work to be an
after carefully oe
THEO. PRESSER,
PRICE $1.00.
Mr.
admirable addition to the preceding parts.
1708 Chestnut Street,
Palate Pa. Perhaps the moat poyni
|
ne set of Easysndten-eever issued.
Mathews certainly deserves credit.and praise for
.|presenting such a splendid graded work to the
s
and sper’ conscientious teacher ought to
ee
examine and niake use of it, as if advances the —
scholar very ee also produces good Boe.
LOUIS
LOMBARD.
B
y.
In Two Books. Price $1.00 each (Sheet Mate) |
POHR.
Price 50 Cents, bound in Cloth.
THE LATEST AND BEST ‘WORK FROM mas ORIINAL couposen, ‘
ITam very much pleased with the ‘‘ Graded Course’
A neat and valuable bet of special value’ tsqaneldar stints but of Studies’ by Mathews.
Itis just what is needed,
These sthidiek are intended for daily practice and for anybody can peruséit with entertainment and profit.. “Though | a and J,for one, will adopt it in my future work,
the special development and equalizing of the: third, first-class artist; Louis Lombard is that rarity among artists, a prac_Apprz F. LEE.
tical man, and his. adviceand every-day philosophy are full of Bug

MELODIOUS ANDad STUDIES,:

Eight | easure Piano Studies, Observati onsof a
WILSON G. SMITH. Op. 60:

_ fourth, and fifth. fingers. of each hand:

‘They will inate-

“rially modify the monotony of practice, and.add musical:
interest to an otherwise. perfunctory task.| Supplementary to the |author’s Scale Studies, ‘Op: ps about the
fourth grade, of difficulty...
THEODORE

.

PRESSER, Publisher,

'

PRUILADELPHIA, PA,

gestion and merit.

|He has been an extensive traveler, and some

chapters communicate

the results of his observations abroad.

Mr.

Lam aétiabied with the ee Cienael Course ;”? it is
happily applies in his efforts to cultivate his art amongtthe ht
by far the best collection of melodious studies, and
generation. His little volume isa gem. ~—Rochester (4. ¥.)
the best selections for equalizing the work of. theThey seem to
two hands that I have ever seen.
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
please the pupil’ immensely.
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, “ PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mrs. GEO. WILLIAMSON.
Lombard

id: thoroughly imbued

with

American

ideas, which

he

“|selected List of.Studies and Exercises
Toe

By W. ut GILCHRIS 7. In Three Books.
|

THE

PIANO,

-

/PUBLISHED. “AND.FOR SALE BY. -
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There are many pxeollont works on the theory of une dicks but
in the matter of reiterative exercise there has always been a ‘great
lack. Mr. Gilchrist’s work, representing,as it does, the accumulated
ae
FOUNDED,
LELPZIG,
PVI9.
aay
amount
large
a
want,
experience of years, most completely meets this
given on each pointas it comes up, and the whole,
of practice being
|New York: Branch,
while avoiding catthy melodies to lead the ear, being characterized
A game for every ‘home. Desirable by.yo ing and en ore : (1) Hhomeataty. (2)Easy: (8) Medium. (4Difficult. (5) Concert.
by a very high type of musicianship.
for arties.
:
It is, as its name implics, merely a collection of Exrrciszs. Theo
guring in notes and rests isthe feature lof this game.
:
SoENGLISS
the
and
teacher,
the
retical instruction} is left entirely to
Bo ingeniously is
j this game constricted that the musice] matter iy Hopfe, Jul.; Op. 75. 26 Rasy. ‘and: Melodic Fugues for fie’
ee
Purpose ot Cultivating a Musical Vur-and ae Sane
it is never-felt as a burdensome appendage,
!
ARE ADAPTABLE TQ ANY SYSTEM.
Bon
The instrdétive and amusing qualitied of|the game have: besn, at
was 428
The exercises are so arranged that they can be used by eithe
perfectly and harmoniously blended that the Musical Dominoes will, Halkbrenner, Pred., Op. 169, Eosy. and: Pibgtesitya .
male, female, or mixed-voice classes,
'| form an everlasting source of enjoynient.
Studies to. Give’ “Independence ‘to the" Fingers (2). 2
Tt is, without doubt, the largest.and mosi complete set of sight-singing
Each set ig accompanied with: anapracHons hoy to play the ee
;
BOOK See i eecseseceteedecsuene
sucess neeusesGee res siepesaoseediinedies each
, OCEFCises BvET published, and must soon become a necessity in every games possible: Block, Draw, All-Quarters Bergen, Se ae and: Ikirchner, 't.heo., Op. ae “100 Bay Studies (2). 4 i
Tiddle-a-Wink. ‘These’ ‘contain, a wonderful amount of info rmatiol
:
a:where music is taught, as well as to every concerning computation of note-values. .well-organized a
1 Booksucve.
eeach .2 95°
e
e
>The Same, divided ‘into 3 Volume: “Bislikopt ‘Edition,
oe
' teacher.
The instructions explain also the value of] notes and rests, 80 tha
Nos. 1283, 1284, 0sees
veberesosec@ACH 2
neeendaeneesnareredysenns
any one may learn how to play this eA and became
ae
i
Price, nook RUcvavevsssicuscearezerssavers aeuueesseve
figuring note-values, :
rae
S
filee, |iM.
The Ginanenue. of the: Classical pine Music,”

CENTS.. |

PRICE

i

Book

If..

eae

Book Iii...

THEODORE

39 East. 19th Street.

mn

Ae

THEO. PRESS!
PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut '§

1708 CHESTNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

,

“Oldest Established Publishing Honse,

4

~ con aining the Embellishmenta Used in Piano Compositions 4
2) from‘d.S:-Bach up to Beethoven.
“Easy and Coiprehen=:)
osively Explained and Illustrated by Numerous Examples,’
German Annotations only... nteaseeneseperonasseassebaenene cninen censer. tas 8

ik mown, Jah.

“600 Exercises,

:

MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
This game consists brcards, on!

of Music in are printed, one on every card.)

Bound in handsdm e Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in boxes and
sold only in comp!rs
seta, fits new edition includes the Index. :

_

aaaress

picre

Al

which the (different notes ‘aud restr
ra

1

B

Famong

the players, the. cards are. played in. succession and added: together. ir
they are played until the valué gf a whole note is reached, when: Hh

Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $18.50.
Price for Index, . =
=
=
a=
$2. 50.

counts one for the person who played the! laat| card and completed’ the
| whole note. This gives.a general idea ‘only.
Full directions,’ with

rules for a number of different gaines, tables plowing the notes, resis
‘keys, &., accompany the ga:
;
:
Those learning to play the Piano, Organi, Viblin, or any other instra
ment; those who sing; those who, wish to:read musio faster;in
megs al

ming game.

|-who are interested in music, neéd. this chai

It teaches the valne of notes and resta,
The names of the notes.’ ”
a
The various keys in which musto is wation,
The different kinds of time.
«270,
Practice in musical fractions...) The easiest way to learn to read niviits,”
You learn, while playing an interesting
oH

THEODORE PRESSER,

1708 CHESTNUT ST, PHILA,

It ia readily earned, even by children,

.-

|

|

i

, 8s in mogt games. |

A new departure—entire y alike any.
at other

3.

_

oy

n>

Parents can teach their ehdren the rudiments of muzlo, even ff no?

musicians themselves.
Interesting to old and young, beginners. and
_ Thoae intending to study music will find it
) this game a while before beginning legsons

dar

7

|

PRICE $1.00.-

| Addresa Publisher,

THEO.

a:

ae

Price $1.60.

By, CHAS. W. LANDON,

Studies. for Daily

+
=

Op. 135. “1b Studies for Execution and Effective Render-_
dng (4). 2 Books.;Salas cyeciseben Spee. Gn ict stedentsnlsZeanesnactent euch 2.25

The Same, in.1 Volume,

‘Breitkopt Edition, Vol. 980...2°

Op, 145. ‘Btudies oD Popular ‘Bongs for.Anstruction ed

Delivery (3). 2 Booka,. meets lenbssys

ee

i

5

edch °2 25

The Same, in-1 Volume. “Breitkopt ‘Edition, Vol.-982...:
5
‘Op.182.. Little Velocity Studies (2).....cc....45
Z
Op: 216. / exercises in Masy Rung and “Arpeggios 2
"Op. 221." 36 Melodies and /Dances for Recreation (2)......
Op. 234..: 24 Melodious Progressive Exercises.(2)..c..cce00° 1 25
. Op. 288. °24-Easy: Little Finger Exercises, Alternating
/
7 with Entertaining Pieces .for Recreation, je ESE NIVELy
Arranged (2). OG be eenes eer eouensoerenauoneeonynaennes evans
we aeroneres Selected Studies, Progressively Arranged.
———Book 1,86 Melodic Dances, Op. 221.
“6 Little Pieces, Op 68,

‘

:
j
Book 2...

“2 Melodious

-Rondos, Op. $8. |Breitkopf Edi-

CiOT,
Nos). 1222s casesear soebehanscenssisdssac'siyseates 1 75
24 Melodious Progressive iegarelese, Op. 234.
12 Exercises in Méasy Runs and Arpeggios, Op.
216,. Breitkopf, Edition, Vol.:1223.".. setrbaconee. A28, »,
24 Easy Little: Finger iixercises, Op, 288."

Little Velocity Studies, (Op, 182. Breithopt

;
ae
Een VOI. L224., scsaceessessees
A 4 75
“Erill Exercisos(: 2 Books)...ahs enol 1.60"
K rause, Aw, Op. 2.

PRESSER,

Introduction toStudies in Phrasing =

FIRST LESSONS INO

+ each: 200°

= Op. 165, - Sonata Studies, consisting ‘of ‘Bidcned Move:
ments: from. Classical ‘and Modern: Masters, '‘Adapted to,
“Jnstructive Purposes, 6 Books:.,
sbaenwrescues
eeeenes each
<1 50
=—-—
The Same, divided: into 2Voluimes. Br ifkopt Edition, a
i
“"
Vols, 459, 460.
PuahS
Spear GeKeCidaden
hducdesereesecietidedugleeses each ©3875
Op. 166. The: Technique ‘of the Middle Grade. .-Pro-.
1

“19

|

2 50

The Same, in 1 Volume. “Breitkopf. ‘Edition, Vol: “981..
250.
Op.158. Studies in’Form of: Characteristic Tone |Pic phos
“<tures for the Middle Grade-:.:..
“950

Book 8.

|

rye

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

n’s Reed Organ.Me e

"yg “00

(2)...sbeeeeseasvess apeesnsnarpeessesvoveseveccued

Op. 10. Mechanical: und ‘Technical

PrRIOE 50°CENTS.

'
This ee,
Instruction, Book is a thor:
‘oughly practical work. Every exercise has been|
; tested for years in actual practice. It contains
. everything a progressive teacher might desire.
There: is nothing : antiquated, aia difficult,
nothing dull, ; 3

Ai

feannas alike.
their advantage to vl

[1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa

i

Instruction

gressively Arranged?In 2 Books...

‘Time devoted to playing thin eats S
ig notw:
A splendid game for evening bed

A.ROMMEL.

eetiieticcs veccee

“Practice iin Every Grade. :Breitkopt Edition, No. 9062.2.
3
Op. 120." Technical Virtuvso, studies, including Theoreti“eal Instriction for Daily Practice (8).° ‘Breitkupt Edition, . “7
OVO), BOT iieciseteseeen
seecabavovesennse
neat
00

A SPLENID GAME
ijceaal

ai

Breéitkopl: Edition, No 408

mee Moblers AL... Op. 68. 6 Little Pieces of Different‘Style for.»
pe

’

Piano Playing (4). 5

Guide for Piano Pupils4in the First Gride, “Collection ‘
-of Select Pieces, Prigressively. Arranged. and Mechanical
_ Exercises,” “Breitko theEdition, No, 496... Srrrirrerrtriats vaeve ,“2

GROVES’ DICTIONARY —
The only Complete Encyclopedia
the English ieee
¥

Materials, for Osu

“« $1.80.:

Forelgn Fingering.

_minnaeee
.
~
——

OP. 4, “Pieces of Recreation jor iesinnelea ee
-Op, 6: Ten Studies... 2 Books (3)see. ose
Op. 16.., Ten ‘Studies for the Cultivation of the

Left

1 25.
1 26
-°

Hand (3). /2 Books.....s.4
:
ie
each 1 2h |
ae”
Op. 25, Kirst Lessons on the Pi
Blo
8
'. . Breitkopf Edition, Vol. 941,000.
Haseras, 2 70
‘Op, 81..°22 Studies for the Young
(2).
-2 00
LESaehner, €., “Etude School.’ A. collection at shinaaré
;
etudes

‘representing

all ‘styles. of: studies

-in /progressive

|.

order from the lower elementary grade up to: those of Cho:
“pin, Henselt, and Ligzt.: 12 Booka.
iti lessegedceregseecs OUCH 1te
Book 12 Lowest: Elementary’ Grade, containing 42 exer:*
-Cises. of. Czerny; Wohlfarth, ‘Lecouppey; Vogel, Lemoine, ’
- Bertini, Krause, Kirchner, Seifert, Kirchner,
.*
. |Book 2. Higher Elementary Grade, containing 33) exercises of Czerny,, Lemoine, “Duvernoy, Wehrmann, ‘Rein-*:
ecke, Koehler, Lecouppey, Grenzebach, ‘Tyson Wolff, Kirch‘mer,
Book 3.- Lower Middle: Grade, at section; ‘containing 21
exercises. of :Bertini, ‘Lecouppey, Tyson Wolff, Doering, |
Parlow, Heller, Webrmann, Kunze, Grenzebach, Krause,
l

Book
4. “Lower -Middie Grade, 2a section, containing 19...
exercises of Czerny, Tyson, Wolff, Steibelr, Koeh er, Heiler,

|

- The aiiber has aang together & valuable collection
Doering, Remecke, ‘Krause, Duvernoy, Rolliuss, Kirchner.
bw,
I
Book 5. Higher Middle Grade. ::1st' section, containing
;
of little pieces, musical and poetic in| quality, within the
"16 exercises of Cramer, Tyson Wolff, Steibelt, Kalknrenner.
o at
“This Method iis somthing eniibeiy: new... “Byery piece ability of children’s fingers and wih the range“of the
Bouk 6.. Higher Middle Grade, ‘2d section, ‘containing
‘jg, especially” arranged ° for the Reed Organ. They are children’s minds,° They are taken
18 exercises..of. Kirchner, Cramer, Ozerny, Bertini, Scarom. the most suc8. Bugge, Wolff, Seifert.
:
. selected from: the beat composers. Each~ piece iig .copi-. cessful collections of this class of tone poems for, chil- | | -. latti,
Book T. Higher ‘Grade, lat section, containing 11 exerdren the world can show.
1:
cises of Cramer, Steibelt, Himmel, Bagge, .
ously annotated, analyzed, and, every possible help. given |.
- Book 8 . Higher ‘Grade, 2d section, containing 12‘exerjt
— the. pupil as-to the best. way of: practicing and. learning: it.
‘cises of Cramer, Stribolt. Clementi.
:
The pieces are all closely anrlotated, nial
:
Book.9. °Higher Grade, 3d: section, containing | 12 exer" s
Pieces are carefully graded. “Every” difficulty is first ete, ‘There is also, at the beginning of the:
cises of: Clementi, Cramer, Hummel, Kire hoer.:”.
work,
i
Book 40°: Preparatory. to Virtucsity, Ist ‘section, contain-.
-prepared in.
i an easy and attractive form.The Reed a. few chapters | or the preer ba
man
ner
of
aaing.6.exercises of (Clementi and Humm.).
~.e... .Organ-Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto | neglected using the wor
ve Book} Wl. » Preparatory to'Virtnosity, 2d section, contain-k; Rudiments of Musical Foes. ae
ing 11, exercises of Clementi, Tyfon. Wolff, Cramer,. L.,
ite feature). Phrasing ie successfully taught, The whys and:
Phrasing; What. it is to Play
“Berger, St. Heller,”
“Book 12, Preparatory to Virtuosity, 3d section, containwherefores of.every point are clearly given. . ‘Many special
Subjective and Objective in pla
ing 11: exercises, of. _Knebner, Steibelt,.- ee
Seifert,
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects ‘are fully illustrated,
se
Rail,
The work is intended to prec
es
“(To be Continued. >
a wo
Send. for a Sample Gopy, .
umes of “Studies in Phrasing,”
UOAInLAg en oe on application, ° Rotectton: ‘gent io
'

- THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
wd 1708 Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa
P.

the most popular musical text+boc

used

in the country. .As-a work of. genuine useful-|
ness in. teaching, thevolume ca not, be exoglled,

:

Teachers and

Musie

pondence ‘solicited.

Sehools of good. as

BREITKOPF

eae Corres-

& HARTEL,

89 East 19th Street, New: Work.

Siciaiee ie

¥
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GRADE L-X
,.
]

. ORDER)
NUMBER ONLY.

1654, Beilo; P.

Merry Andrew

Grade EL Dsseqesges iepsdearacel canan (ae

Bright and spirited:

ORDER BY

PRICE |NUMBER. ONLY.“
f
/
11670 Handel,
a

March.
ae

w

Good for marching in school,

Pleasing contrasts of forte and pigno,
legato and staccalor It has the step-and-go quality.

Grade LV...

65

1656, Goerdeler,

2

<2

‘brance Waltzes.

ber.

piece makes a good touch: stu
wok and ‘run
: s.’ Has
.
‘a. fine pe
chard, which gives a fine chance
touch, Mr, Webb always ‘gives a

spate to his publisher,

”: es

es

See eeeeseeseene

1673

fod. in pianissimo

for he ‘Hght-hand
chaste’ and refined

11674 Bendel,

60

40

Gautier, L. The Castle by the Sea.
-Grade V... feeneuedoseseeesaenesesebunasesvessucss

40

and ‘life, and really
presents the dash-

of the

mas

Wilm,N. von.

TEL asoxassnamgel

Gr
ade
a

A spirited character piece, full of fire.
passages. Good tor exhibition purpdses,

1667,

Fondey, Charles F.
-otte,.

No difficult
j

P

Girard Gav-

Grade ALL se eebaienecasenclecensseseesens

A fine piece. Has a lusty and hearty content, yet
. of the antique flavor as suggested by the form, Gavotte.. It makes a good study for doit
‘hotes, clear -

1668.

phrasing, anda light hand touch in istaccato melody
playing. .:
aes
prob

Webb,

F. R.

Boatman’s

Op. 71, No. 2.. The
Song.

Barcarolle.

go

The

Sleep.
From
Ohristmas Sketches.
Grade IT.......
;

A charming little piece. The Lullaby is in the
melody
as well as in the accompaniment.
A good
piece for a little player to.give ih. a pupils’ musicale.

|

. Eyer, FrankL, Op. 8,No. 4. Christmas Morning.
From Christmas
Sketches. Grade ID. .cecie ceeee
This also has descriptive text:

awake,

The girls with

dolls.

“The

Murmuring

’ Fatoy.

Op. 71, No.8.

River.

Grade

Summer.
.chiccdescessgeccr
eed

LV a...

This is an unusually
pleasing piece, Not difficult, . easy runs for the left, yah
hand as well de for the right.
This niakes a good piece fora musical evening with

the teacher's pupils,

;

i

i

|

Santa

Christmas Sketches.

Claus.

From

Grade IL...

Full of life and excitement.
Contains descriptive
text: “The Coming o1 Santa Claus. He comes down
the chimney.
Santa Claus whistles a Christmas
hymn ashe fills the stockings. He goes up the
chimney, and he drives away.” _
?
‘

Decker.

Op.

Song.

17, No.

1,

50

and uecurately.

‘Decker.

- 1694. Greulich,
Stu
dy.
20°
A melody

Leaf.)

No.

2.

-1695:

30

Grade IIL. eeececccseees

Grade LV cc.clicccccsccseccescceccucsce

Graveful and pleasing. Calls for a light melody
touch.
Gives good practice in bringing out a light
melody froni chords.
a
;
’

Grade J..............

“Theso studies are for teaching

OC. W.

.

Drawing.

6C

the

Room

Grade [V e.cccccyecesseceseees

4

~ 20

1696.

40
{

Houseley, Henry.
Gigue Moderne,
GRE Vail oSenesite
gestcarena
ipe
mniane
sne
wmene n
ease

50

It. would pass for a tarentelle, ifso named.
Its difficulty is largely in the rapidity. -It is a good piece
for small hands that-lave a good technical development. It will please studentsof a bright disposition
and lively temperament.
:

{

Bach, J. S. Gavotte from Second
Violin Sonata.
Grade VI........... awe

85

Arranged by Saint-Saéns. It is one of the especially
clear melodies of Bach “This arrangement. is all that
can bedesired. There-is much octave and chord work
in it.

1697. ‘Ravini,

Henri. Petit Bolero.

Grade V,

This is a new edition of a valuable piece. It is
pleasing as music and valaable as a study of time and
touch. It is edited by Cha:les W. Landon, with full
pedal and expression marks.
‘
:

Cradle.

Album

Sone-

study for the left hand alona. This gives
valuable work for any pupil, and especially so for
many who are inclined to do poor playing with that
band.
The piece is fully mimowed with careful
directions, and it is a fine plece of music.

1698. Thoma, Rudolf.
Csardas (Hungarjan Dance).
Grade LV s.icliceeseccccceece

.

Op. 17,

Op. 300, No: 1.

pupil phrasing as well as time.

This has some’ special effects worth studying. An
addition to:the modern short Tone Poem style of
s

Grade V een

First playing for a beginner, the melodies falling
within the five-key position. These melodies are of
a higher niusical order than ig often fuand in firat
lesson work.
The. teacher plays the secoudo, and
this part {8 arranged in ita'rhythmical effects, so that
it isa help to the pupil in getting note divisions easily

20,

tn the key of E. : Not like the ordivary cradle song.
BF

and

| 1693. Enckhausen, H. Melodious Studies

MATES LY site cases merpwwrne oxy tang

writing.

Tesres,

A modern sonatina, melodious, and filled with
rhythmical life. Not at all dry.
Furnishes good
technical practice, and ‘pays ae it goes” in enjoyable
music.
Edited and annotated by Thos, a’Becket,
The piece is fully described.
;

i

Eyer, Frank L.. Op.8, No. 8. The
of

Avowal of Love.

tina in C.

This is rather difficult for Grade III. The whole ect
would be interesting ‘at Christmas at home or at a
‘pupils’ musicale,

Coming

Autumn

1692. Battmann.

Boys with trum pets.”

30

This is a genuine transcription of a real Hungar‘an
peasant dance. Its content will be pleasing to all who.

207

enjoy the unusual

in melody

and rhythm.

somewhat of the sardonic, elf-lhke in its effect.

1699-17038. Groenwold, C.J.
IIl:to LV.

Op. 9

It ‘has

Grades

Five pieces, each......6.-..000

25

: Aset of five pieces: Triiumerei (Dream ing); Scherzando (Playfulness); Eafenspicl (The Elves); Ein
Bliimchen (A Floweret); and Ein Tiinzchen (A Little
Dance). ‘Solid.and serious, but pleasing to any pupil
who is accustomed to the better. gradestof music.

:

The

i

50

Schumann.

Two tone poems of the finest from Schu
Easily appreciated by any really musical pupil.mann,
Not
technically difficult for the grade given. Edi
ted and
annotated by Charles W. Landon. (he first
is from
Op. 99, No. 3, and the latter from Op. 9.

children

A fine plece. Not difficult for its gradp; lies under
the hand ‘well. A’ good study for bringing out «:

~ 1669, Webb,F.R.

.

Christmas:

to

APT E LUI cssenssrad wl aaeaiips steal eedlonilisinensis

melody frony small chords. °It. has ng octaves.

1691.

Christ.

Grade In... cccscceccess...

Children

Edited by T.- von ceding thro ‘areful pedal,
marking, and special: editing thro ghou
st, Helpful.
annotations, .This piece has. the Ru asia! flavor, and:
abounds in unexpected. effects, yet always delight. .
fully pleasing. The phrases areclear and the rhythin
is well marked,
Dae
:
\

Schakoff, Ivan.
Cossac k Dance.:
NGS, 10 soctnclorvaeeiieendinare
anniona
ealen

50

mazurka-like movement, ending with
the origmelody. It is not technically difficult,
not wore
at Grade ILI, but it takes tha more Matu
re musito enjoy its uncommon delights!

for Four Hands.

Byer, Frank L, Op. 8, No.2.

Op.8, No.2. Snow-

'. flak
e Mazu7 rka.
:
aa)

by a
inal
than
cian

Effectiveand

“

Grade) Vetere,

fine piece. of. musit ‘for home playing. Well
within: the ability of avery you g pupil. One of
the fine pieces edited by Hamilfon Macdbugall.
3

20

Key of CG, compass, midA good solo for home or

From

Veeeueeusecceene

Trinity Bells.
BUSTANT: Secon ies deouran

Suporior in every way. Entirely out
nary and exceedingly delightful, There of-the ordiin one,—first a slow and. plaintive sere are two pieces
nade, followed

t

‘the expectations of the coming morning,

Op. 188, No. 9.

Grade lhc

Grade III.

Richard.

| 1690. Jankewitz,
G&
Serenata Zingaresca.
Grade Viv. Bed Ceccceeccereeeses
cees
raer
eseeu sess.

adding

Has equal work for the left. hand. “Abounds in the
mysterious content ‘suggestive of Santa Claus and

taken by a sixteenth reat, with six var tasfollowing
on the same beat, long-chords held dyer into the next
measure, ete, . Besides its'value asp sti Wdy itis e de_ lightful piece of niusic. Réquires a tasteful. rendi::
tion, butiseasily appreciated, :

A’

Hve.

Sketches.

Op.-76, No. 3. Little

Faith.

In the

Sweet and pleasing melody as a them
e, followed by*
Yarlations, somewhat after the ce
Hope” style. This piece will be grealebrated “Last
tly enjoyed by
a large class of pupils.
aa

Sketch. Grade

. Eyer, FrankL. Op.8,No.1.

A. fine study for firmtime, ‘Varie y of note leng! hs,
triplets, eighths, dotted éighths, effects with ‘the dot

Choristers.

- Snow, Samuel P.

1:

Grade IV...... ee ae

A

This

5, No.

Grade LI Get sonamenapemsvesanenc?ens

_ 1688 Goerdeler,
Grade TV

Angelus

‘ expressive.

Played fast it isa polka. Notin the ordinary atyle.
WU please, pupila who enjoy a mar ed rhythm.

1664, Kirchner, Fr.

A Musical

56.

'- dle C.to E on fourth space
church use. Quite outofthecommon,

s1¥ wrens ninnnsnnnae
Curious Story.

ae

Op.

Song for Mezzo-Soprano.

Snodgrass, L:-D.- The Social Ses_ Sion. A Two Step Waltz. Grade

1668, Heller, Stephen.

Edouard.’

tion contains
descriptive -text, . thus
greatly to its interest with pupils.
o

monies
and melody suggest the turreted castleland har
the wild
cragy of its situation.
ee
a
|
Se

_.

_ Canoe.

Op.

-, 1689. Fullerton, May. June Rose Reve
rie.
:
/

1675 “Grieg, E. Op. 54, No. 3..- March
of
the Dwarfs.
Grade V.v-ceccceccceess.es.,

Dorn,

GW.

This writer alwaya gives a popu
pleasing
melody. It is a fine study for the lar and
Kgtichadd touak
on reiterated short chords, that
is, chords within the
Com pags ofan octave,
Le

Grade IV...

Edited and annotated by Chas. W. Landon.
edi

It is a good Sunday night piece for home playing,
«|

wave, while the rugged content

— Good-night.

cted in the way of surprising effects: It
contains fine material for technical study
and for
velocity playing.
.

chord effecta, yet) not difficult.

"quite grandiogo. Accompaniment r
ing

Franz.

Nicholas.
So Blue
Thine
Grade lV...
cee,

PHRIG

A refined-and graceful melody.
Among the better
style of teaching pieces. Well
Gives good. material for technica fingered and .edited,
l work,

;

Decidedly off the beaten track. This piece is ful
l
‘of the unexpe

.

Seoeaveussebeoeseteteecces

Full .of. brilliant movement

|

This is an excellentedition edited
4

Douty,
‘Bye.

- Hunt,

{

A fine melody in the nocturne style. In the ke
D flat and in nine-eighth time. Contains some y of
interlocking chords in the accompaniment,

out of the ordinary. Rich and pleasing.
fine stu y for bringing out a clear melody
from

1661,

l

Grade IX.

Song Without Words.

Peters, R.H. March Funebre. Grade

A
full chords. ©Unusual

Bach.. Fugue in O Minor.
by Mr. Mathews,

Plainly clear. phrases, marked ‘rh thm, and
easy to
play, 28 NO unexpected difficulties appear.
..0. 6

Decidedly

7

Smith, WilsonG. Op.57. Romantic Studies fo

of Piano Studies.”

:

elody mos
int
octl
aves,
yfull and Boulfal, Sure to
“delight the pupil. Tt.1
is'a. good waltz for duncing.

ses

in- r

This fugue is taken from the ‘Clavi
er’ of Bach,
and introduced in the IX-Grade of “Math
ews’ Course

Wy) cee,

Occ ceeeenetecucen

large plates

|

t time study, melodious, plenty of runs, An exceland light
finger work. The Adagio is a. fine
study in short
chords for'the light-hand touch.

40

yinjclear melody

1659, Kern,D. Edgar.
Waltz of the
Graces. Grade IV...lisclicieeele

- 1660.

from

‘

Compass, a second space to th
e A first added line
above. A beautiful song.
Su
with reat success at the Su ng by the composer
mmer Music School, in
Philadelphia, July, 1894.

Annotated and edited by F. C. Habr.
len

In Sep-

that Spanish flavor, sweetly, pretty, somewhat
out) of the ordinary, yet delightful. -T he
composer's
. name isa sufficient guarantee of the
quality of the

e noe

40)

A set of six studies in the moderh roma
ntic atyle.
Each study deala

Grade LD iedisietc pestis cdlcasseeecanare
Has

a

1686.

r the Pianoforte.
Grade D ph
heisld eeovteqmm
areeaanto
emi
e
ee wi
ee es
ema
enic anc

hr, F. Gitana. AS anish: Song.

1668,

Harmonious

ade Wlicdecccccccsecccce...

gracefully clear and beautiful. |

Th

The

60 |672 Battimann, J. L.. Op. 300, No. 8.
‘Sonatina.
Gr

Tuneful and “catehy."

Idyll... Grade IV

The melodies ‘are

1671

Remem-

‘Webb, F. R. -Op.71, No. 1.
_ jtem

PRICE

with some special difficulty from its
technical standpoint... All are me
lodious and full of ;
stirring harmonies.

_ They have the genuine waltz swing) wel
l marked
rhythm, and

1657.

F,

bold and clear notes,

.

Grade’ Bdacsneig

clear phrases.

G.

ORDER BY
NUMBER ONLY.

edition has the bebe stofmodern editing,
together with
copious annotations... Printed

|

Richard.

*:

Blacksinith,
(From the fifth
suite.) Grade VI HOC CC CRE Ree e ee SueeKccEEe
res
This well-known piece needs no descript
ion.. This

|
t
i
i

"This .composer always gives aj ple
asing
melody.
This pies has three light and sweet,
ar
ing, rippling style, ‘as the title. suggestss, if the ‘ae
- lie under the hand easily for its grade. , The notes
pupils who are somewhat hard to in Valuable for
terest in their
practice...
0.
ON
|
c
ok
:
:
4

oO}

:

Goerdeler, Richard. Silver Stream.
| (ha Riviere d’Argent.)

Po SLT:

1704. Schumann,

of a young player.

. Lichner, H. Op. 4,;No. 8.

Morning Ride.

A Pleasant

Grade I..:.....0.....

“A swect melody easily arranged,

wee

Fully annotated

by W.8, B. Mathews, “A selection from the set, “In-

aplrations for the Young Musician.”-

a

i

‘

;

‘lettein F.

Op. 21, No. 1.

Novel-

Grade VIL..... PERG ERE Tssininane

One of this composer's -best known’ pleces.
Beat
adupted to those who aré.already wellacquainted with
- Schumann's thusic. This is one of the very best edi- e
” tions, fully annotated by.a celebrated musician, and
carefully edited with full expression marks,

40

WE. CAN

RECOMMEND:—

Ligep ‘Album. =

(Kinderlebe a n),

TWENTY- FOUR

SPENDID

er:

=

a

Ue : : : ma"

|

Wagner-Liszt Album.

oloists:

"ee

Oe

ee

8 7 oe

“ - nee of Cla ssic and Modern Musics

a

: Pelee, postpaid, 50 cents; each,

-

(WM. AN POND

8

CO.,

25 Union: Square, New Walle.

for.

Book every Choir Leader or Soloistis looking
sent

“4

“List of ‘contents free: on application, | :

It is full of ‘beautiful’ Choruses, GQuartena: Duets, and
First-class Music.
Short and Easy to Sing
Solos.
The
and to Play.
Suitable for any Choir or Singer.

Cents,

ee

e Album of::Modern’ Comp ser i

in limp

ection for] 2

75

:

5.
‘Salon Album. eae

for $2.00.

Fl gler's

‘Sample Copy,
per Dozen.

ne

of Ballet Musics Dances, and -

: Marches.

“eye

SEEN

YOU

HAVE

Album. of French Composer i

TEACHING.

FOR

“Large Size, Engraved, elegantly bound
eloth, sent aie

PIECES, | Album
ORIGINAL

"Op. 62 ahd 81
Fr.
:COMPLETE ‘IN.ONE

it is the best and most useful Organ Book ever pubThe Music is by the
‘lished. Every piece is a gem.
bert Buropean and American composers and is NOT

DIFFICULT.

“eh Richard Wagner. “Albian.

(postpaid);

$7.50

Send to EF: W. FL AGLER, Publisher,
AUBURN,

OR ANY

MUSIC

DEALER.

N. Y.,

-.

:

A NEW BOOK FOR PIPE ORGAN.

.

_ fa PRICE 62.0

A guide to ihe: artistic accompaninl ent of any, musical
~ composition, from the simplest ballad to the |
"The selections for. above book. have: ‘been’
most difficult: ofmodern works.

made with great care,and some of.the: most a

NEW

(FOR TWO MANUALS).
BY

Cc.

ractioa) < Orr

H. MORSE,
‘

Each piece is arranged for. {dtitimehts of two sivieadbatts with oti
the ordinary complement of registers, thus making them practical, even
with small organs. This book is a fitting companion to
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Complete and naestiah in every department.

All branches taught by a Faculty. of Forty Artist

. Teachers, including G. R. Combs, Dr. HughA. Clarke, John F. ‘Rhodes, Joseph
C. Cousans, John
er Pommer, Jr,, Stanley ‘Addicks,Ada m Jakob, Jos. EVK arney, Preston.
W. Orem, ‘and. others,
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DANA'S k USIGAL INSTITUTE,
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Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one
year’s study (86 weeks) need not.exceed $800,
Terms begin.Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and Ap ril 4.
. If you are intending. to atudy Mucio in eny of its

PLAN.

Half hour, private lesgon, daily, on-instrument or voice,
Daily lesson in theory, solfeggio, and ANERbIN,
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‘Miss a Fay. desires to announce that sha is
j ready to réceive engagomonts:fae Piano Conversations next season, , Miss Fay! promises
‘fine programmes, selected from the best works, of both ¢ sic and
modern composers, and embracing a wide fiel of musical literature.
- She is in| the habit.of. prefacing jeach. piecejw
with short comments,
biographical of the composer or descriptive |of. the composition,
s which render it clear too everybodywhen played. These “conversations ”- Bre heartily. enjooyedl y audiences, ang serve to. bring them
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asant personal
relation with both) the pianiste) and the
musio, &saare
s a great stimulus to musical students. Addr
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Mr. Perty|makes. an annual Westen tour trom ‘Outohar Ist to the
holidays, anda Southern ie in January. and ‘February. Engage- artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest first-class, high-grade Upright Grand Piano for the same.
ments in t 8) Eastern States luring the spring months.
;
results of the best. criticism. The exercises have been money that a dealer must pay for it?. It will pay you to”
i
ded in such a write to us for particulars, as we sell all our Pianos at
constructed with great care, and are
way that the difficulties that beset:beginners are almost first factory cost. We make any terme—from “ all cash’
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: « Graduate of the Royal Conservatory of Music at! Leipzig. Authorof the purpose
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a How to Practise,” and. “The Scales and Haw. to
:
Practise Them. :
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete
oacher of Ar tistic Piano Playing. |
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‘TEACHERS’ TECHNICON.
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| Price bad 50. Liberal Discount to ‘Teachers,

aMange
are, Boston, Ma

This book lstarts with the simple’ prropositions that “ music ig a language” and
notation” its written symbol. Part One of the book |
covers the details of Notation; taking up inlorder the notation of ‘the
four characteristics of a musical tone, pitch, length, force, and quality.
Under the head of dynamica an éspécially: careful treatment of the
Jnature and nbtation of rhythm ig given, which prepares the student on
taking up Part Two, Harmony, to write his exercises at once in rhy thmic form.
Throwghout the book ‘every point is illustrated with examples from standard and, so far as: possible, well-known compositions.
In the treatment of the second. part particular care is taken to bring
out the melodic side of harmony-work.
From the very outset the stu- .

_PREE-EMINENTLY THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
For Rapidly Gaining. Perfect: Tochnical_

Ability for

‘The inadequate f ults‘fran cheicd exercises at the piano are well
known to piand players, and form the great barrier to-8 Droper a

dent is.given abundant proof thét-the work he is doing is really in touch
with practical music-composition.
Since, in!common with most text-

.

TES.

- books, four-paré vocal writing is made the basis of instruction, the
illustrations are almost. entirely drawn from vocal works, or from simple
piano-writing| which conforms te the rules of part-writing. The work

hands, @

"is groatly siniplified by doing away with the old thorough-bass rules
and names; ‘and while an enormous amount’ of material is condensed
within a eal, book of 200 pages, the perfect system of cross-references
and: abundant musical illustrations prevents it from seeming either
obscure or scrappy. While it is admirably adapted to the general reader

g|

Clath, PP.vi and 229.

‘Ph, D.
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tanqua, N. ¥.;- upon: “ SeNsIviVE Prano Tovcs;" ‘and a, recent essay
upon “THE DEVELOPMENT OF Manvar Dextenity,”- also: his latest
‘essay on “Sorentirio GYMNABTICE FOR era

sentSree,on application to
“De HOWARD
“Bole Agent for the

$3 MAIDEN

and 650 in Latin, Greek, Sty making a grand total of over nine
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“REVISED |AND ANNOTATED AND. WITH BIOGRAPHICAL =
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GORE, HANDEL, OH PIN, LISZT, |
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ign words, In marking
‘the German words, the Editor: hag not adhe
§
» Packed toggo by Express atpu eer charge.
red atrietly to the ortho
__gtaphje division -of the syllables, but has
accented them iin such a way. The follow
ing are now ready :—
as to insure correct pronunciation; «. g.,
he g
.. awi’sellen, theraby, showing that the firet vo
wel ‘ig short ( vis
v
ei}, :
>
Tho) book jsa thodel of typographic. neat
hess, and ‘the type. solerted:
- Gives plear display without sacrificing
space,
o'sum up briefly, this
“new! Dictionary 0 f Muical Terma
is,'in point of completeness, correct:
* ness, -and clearn 88, Without. a rival
inthe Engliah’ language. It. is |:
: - thoroughly ‘fup.to date” in ev
OTHERS TO FO
ery detail; ‘and its extremely moderate
Meo)
a
pee 8 Lick aa
out of proportion ts ite ieteinale value,
“The elegant portraits have given
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vanting musical books See
technicalities and dry history. It is lively and entettaining, and just the thing to interest young people iin fiusical :

sand,
j
A comparison wbcth
aer dideninnn: develops some interesting setae,
That edited by Niecke contains from 6000 to 7000 definitions
; Stainer
and. Parrett’s latger dictionary has abouk the same number,
much space
. being taken up| with long illustrated articles on
Acoustics, Anthem,
: Counterpoiiit,. Ear, Harp, etc. , ete, with which the pre
sent work is not
intended to compete.
That is to ‘gay, ‘these two hitherto standard English works haye between 2000 and 3000 fewer definiti
ons than. ‘our new
Poti which containg hundreds of terma occurring
in current German, French, and Htalian musical literature that
are not mentioned in’
4. anyother work of its class. ; And neither
Grove’s nor ‘Biemann' ‘8 admirable works rival this Dictionary. iin ite peculiar
field.
Moreover although this” is a compilation, ag the
Editor states i his

|
i
|
|

+

oat interag it 8 free from|abitra

technieal word Ir phrase which the'student is likely to meet with.
The
English’ vocabulary, containing upward of .2500 definitions, will
be
found practically exhaustive: -besides these, definitions are
given of
about 2350 words and phrases in German, 2300 in Italian, 1350 in
French,
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rotherhood Pechnicons,

$1.00, belt

This Diction lsfurnishes.an accurate and concise explanation of any

:

LANE,

FOOTE,

Beethoven is referred to 48 times; Handel, 30
24; Bach, 16; Mozart, 32; Mendelssohn, 23; aunt 14;
19
Liszt, 238 ; Malibran, |1; Meyerheer, 10; Pagshinis”
cSt, 6; _Behubert, 14; Schumann, oy,
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*) nical teaching, all piano players should become ‘acquainted with its
‘| principles by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, ‘at Chau-

300 ANECDOTES
926 PERSONS, |)
860" REFERENCES, pee
305 PAGES. =|

to do the actual work of correction himself. ‘To complete the usefulnese of the book there is an unusually full index.at the end.
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collection of three’
sonal use. Hundreds.of teachers testify.that itis invaluable to then, :
hundred well authenticated
ecdotes of great Composers,
selves and their “pupils. :
/
Players, and Singers, related in anJen ertaining style,
Ae this hew method ‘has marked a moet;ariperbent reform, in tecth :
embodying much valuable musical inf rmation.

apparent in class-room use. Every statoment of the book can be referred to by page and sentence,
This is particularly advantageous in
correcting students’ exercises, since the error'can be pointed out without waste of time and the pupil trained to accuracy by being required
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Preferred by. many eminent. ‘planiatein colane and for theic: pet-

rh unique, valuable,

or for self-“instruction, the spécial excellences of. the book will be most
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vancement iin piano playing:.
-Belence has discovered and can explain ae reagons’ of such |unéconomical results, and now supplies: ata “moderate cost. a. better and more
direct process |forGereloping and perfecting technicalul
: dexterity of the
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Moe ling, Theo.,
fin Dance.
' Nowoczek, P. On the Hills.
Muller, W. AS + Op. 112, No. 2, Polonaise.
Foerster, Ad., "Op. 68, Peace of Evening.
Goerdeler, R Angels’ Voices.
Geibel, A. ; Bohemian Melody.
Biehl, A,‘Op. 111, Chimin Bells,

“the immense popularity which the arrangements
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B flat and D-minor
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ininor Mass in complete
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form,
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: CATHOLIC YOUTHS’ HYMNAL.
Arranged and compiled -with.a special view|to the wants of Juvenile Choirs, Convents,
ete, a
Hammay.
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EDITION, NOW

COMFORT

FILLMOERD.
:

Pricee $1.60, postpaid. **
A comprehensive outline of enteet history from the
peginning of the Christian era to the present time; especially designed aor the use of schools and literary institations.
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Salon.

Hofer,
TayOp.he Tarantelle Burlesque.
Le Hache, W he Sailor Boy's Dream.
Goldbeck, RB. . Op. 12, L'Amazone Mazurka,
Goldner, W.,y OE. 86, Air, ara Mazurke.
Ganz, W. Op.:1 1,Words of Lo
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Bapescen Fence Peasants’ Dance,
Waddin n, B. , Op..19, No. 2, In the Grove,
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‘The accompaniments of allare equally adaptedfor MERGADANTE’ S MASS ‘in. G--mi
nor
either the organ or ‘piano.
Any or all of them sent. for your inspection by the
Completed.and arranged for Soprano, Alto,
Pave
n
Tenor, and Bass by E. J. Biedermann,
:
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Dop ler, J. H., Op. Ast I Think of Thee,

Meyer

Sop. - Brilliant and Tigdemiely ren
Price FARMER’ S MASS in B-flat.
-.40-et8..
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‘Revised by E. J. pualamiies withoutee
‘Jesus, My One Prevailing Plea. Key E flak [Beflat lish Words, ae
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to OC]. A fine alto. pole ‘quiet and devotional.

‘Price 80 cts.”

Celebre.’

| Sontente—Concert Album, Vol. tt, Popular,

“They Know Nottha They Do.” Key E be
F.
Transposed and arranged for Soprano, Alto,
.
<.pharp]
«A beautiful paced song for Megzo-to
Sop. Tenor, and Bass by B.. Hamma.
Price 80 cts.
‘Sco
re,
See Sw ws
.1 00|
‘sNearer, My God, to Thee.” Key\A [D to G]. ‘Bon.
Voice Parts,
1 20
-. or Mezzo. An- effective setting
of thesg words. :
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OF SACRED SOLOS.
compositions by renowned

1708 Chestnut Street,

| writers, such as Gounod, Saint- Saéns, Wilm,
Curto, eee
Vol

Prmapetpaia,

Hamma, etc.

. For se

or Tenor,
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Vol ok For Alto, Baritone, or Bass,
With Latin and English Text.

A MECHANIGAT APPLIANCE
FOR THE

A new collection of Sacred Music for the

Factory,186th:street and Southern Boulevard, Morning’ and Evening Service of the Catholic
Compiled by B.Hamma, _
Church.
a
Volume I. Morning Service,:. . . net, 1 60
‘NEW YORE crry.
Volume IT, Evening. Service,
a a: é
if
Both Volumes bound in one,
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for postage.
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of Piano
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Price, Student’s Size,
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A vory- pleasing set of marches which can also’ be used .
before and after service.
a *

> SEND FOR

Techni.

Liberal deduction to the profession.

‘Volume A Thirty-four Marches.
Bend for aitiuiiae ae
: . het, $l 50}
.....%%
Bound iin Cloth;

;

‘East Stin Raney Now York Oity.|

Development

$22.50.
$12.00;
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‘Beautifuny Illustrated; ee,‘and “Music.
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JUST PUBLISHED,
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Moazkowsa
k:
Op.
No. 2, Germany.
Chopin,F., Op. 28, 0.
met Prelude,
Merdelssohn, gp 62, No. 6, Spring Song,
Schubert, F., Op. 78, "Menuetto in'B Minor.
Rubinstein, A.
++ Op. 16,Kammennol-Oatrow.
Eater
ee" Op: 12, No. 2, Soaring.

Arranged for four Male pee by B. Hamma.
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